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Far from equilibrium: dynamics of entanglement and fluctuations
by Marianne Hoogeveen
We consider the state of a one-dimensional critical quantum system after a “thermal
cut-and-glue quench”, which is a local quench in which two independently thermalized
halves are connected to form a homogeneous infinite system and left to evolve unitarily
until they reach a non-equilibrium steady state (NESS). This quench was studied in [1],
and exact CFT results for the current and its fluctuations in the NESS were found. We
add to these results by studying the growth of entanglement after the quench. Further-
more, we generalise to the case in which the system is not critical, but described by an
integrable relativistic quantum field theory (IQFT) with diagonal scattering, and find
exact expressions for the energy current and scaled cumulant generating function (CGF)
in the NESS. Another generalisation we consider is the thermal cut-and-glue quench for
N independently thermalised critical one-dimensional systems. These are made to form
a quantum junction consisting of N one-dimensional critical systems that are connected
at one point in a star graph configuration, with a particular, simple connection condition
at the vertex. We find in this situation the exact energy current and scaled CGF in the
NESS.
This thesis is based on the publications [2–4], which are incorporated in their published
form in Chapters 3 and 4.
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Condensed matter physics is the study of the behaviour of many quantum particles usu-
ally in strong interaction with each other. Starting from a one-particle description, one
might think that describing these many-particle systems is extremely difficult. How-
ever, when describing certain systems that contain a very large number of particles,
something interesting happens. In thermodynamic equilibrium, statistical mechanics
drastically simplify the effective description of the state, which is reduced to finding
a small number of thermodynamic quantities, such as the temperature, volume, pres-
sure or entropy. Another powerful result is the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, stating
that both for classical and quantum systems, the response to small perturbations from
equilibrium depends only on equilibrium properties [5–9]. Much of the progress that has
been made in describing quantum many-body systems has been for equilibrium systems.
However, in nature, systems are not always close to equilibrium, and we often want to
understand the dynamics underlying physical processes such as relaxation toward equi-
librium or phase transitions.
Important experimental breakthroughs in the field of ultracold atomic gases (see [10]
and references therein1) allow for a great degree of manipulation of the interactions of
a system, and for a very sudden change of these interactions. Crucially, the dynamics
of these gases is very slow compared to most condensed matter systems, which makes
studying the dynamics feasible in an experimental setting.
1In particular, in [11] a gas in a one-dimensional optical lattice, a harmonic trap due to a combination
of laser beams, was brought out of equilibrium by suddenly exciting slow-moving particles using two
laser pulses. This resulted in two fast-moving opposite clouds of particles each behaving more or less
like a pendulum due to the harmonic trap.
1
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1.1 Quantum Phase Transitions
The description of matter usually changes when you consider the physics happening at
different length scales. One example is the fact that on small scales, electromagnetism
and the strong and weak forces govern the behaviour of matter, whereas at large scales,
gravity becomes important. In general, small-scale interactions between particles can
lead to very different emergent phenomena. A phase transition happens when a small
change in the interactions of constituent particles has a dramatic effect on the emergent
behaviour of the collective. This can be a discontinuous (or ‘first order’) phase transi-
tion, which happens when two distinct phases are present at the same time (an example
is the melting of ice), and is characterised by a discontinuity of the first derivative of
the free energy. Most phase transitions one encounters in nature are of this kind. An-
other kind of phase transition happens when instead of two phases competing at the
transition point, the two phases at either side of the transition are continuously mor-
phed into a third, ‘critical’ phase, which is characterised by large-scale correlation. An
example of a continuous phase transition is the disappearance of spontaneous magneti-
sation as a ferromagnetic material is heated up to its paramagnetic phase. This type of
phase transition is called a continuous (sometimes ‘second order’) phase transition, and
has a continuous first-order derivative of the free energy. We will consider only phase
transitions of the second, continuous, type.
Typically, a phase transition is between an ordered phase and a disordered phase. When
approaching a critical point from the disordered phase, small regions where the material
is ordered will begin to form, whose size increases as the system is tuned towards the
critical point. In the example of the ferromagnetic transition these are small regions
where the spins tend to be aligned. The typical size of these regions defines a distance
scale, which diverges at the critical point. The result is that at the critical point, the
difference between short- and long-distance behaviour disappears and one can effectively
describe the critical phase by a scale invariant theory. Apart from this large length
scale, systems also have short length scales, such as the lattice spacing. However, the
description of a system near a critical point turns out to be highly insensitive to the
precise form of interactions at this small scale. In the limit where the ordered regions
become large compared to the lattice spacing, one can neglect the size of the lattice
spacing and describe the system in terms of a continuum field theory. The fact that
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Figure 1.1: A Quantum Critical Point (QCP) is a point in a phase diagram where a
continuous Quantum Phase Transition (QPT) takes place, which is a phase transition
at zero temperature, due to a non-thermal control variable. This can be the result of
the temperature at which a classical critical point occurs being depressed to zero.The
Quantum Critical Regime is the part of the phase diagram in which (1) the temperature
is high enough to overcome the energy gap caused by tuning slightly away from the
QCP, and (2) the temperature is low enough for lattice effects not to be important for
the description of the physics.
this continuum description of a critical point is insensitive to the microscopic details
explains why some magnetic phase transitions may be described by the same theory as
nonmagnetic phase transitions.
In this thesis we will be interested in the description of systems that are at or near
a quantum critical point (QCP), which is a continuous quantum phase transition. By
definition, a quantum phase transition is a transition which occurs at zero temperature,
as a result of varying some non-thermal control parameter, such as applied magnetic field
or pressure. Since classically the entropy at zero temperature has to vanish, a quantum
phase transition can not be caused by the competition between energy and entropy, like
its finite-temperature counterpart. Rather, it is a result of competition between different
terms in the Hamiltonian describing the system. A common type of phase diagrams with
a QCP has a line of finite-temperature critical points where the transition temperature
is depressed to zero by varying a coupling constant (see figure 1.1). Around this finite-
temperature critical line, the system can be described by a classical field theory, even
though the transition temperature may be very low. This is due to the fact that close
to a critical point, the length scale above which the behaviour changes qualitatively is
very large. Around any nonzero temperature critical point, therefore, one has kT > ω
where ω is some typical energy scale above which the behaviour of the system changes
(for example an energy gap). This reasoning clearly breaks down for a quantum phase
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transition, where the temperature is strictly zero. The behaviour at a QCP is expected
to be characterized by competition between low-lying states [12]. This quantum critical
behaviour is different from typical low energy behaviour, which can be understood in
terms of quasi-particles on a ground state. This competition effect tends to break down
away from the QCP on the zero temperature line, as an energy gap forms and the
system chooses a ground state. However, if the temperature is increased such that this
gap may be overcome the interplay between the different energy levels again becomes the
dominant behaviour. The finite temperature region2 of the phase diagram in which this
quantum critical behaviour is important is called the quantum critical regime (QCR).
The case of one-dimensional quantum systems is a special one, because there are many
cases that have an exact solution. This means that one can solve strongly interacting
systems, which are inaccessible using perturbative methods. In particular, in the critical
regime, the continuous description is scale invariant, and we can use the framework of
two-dimensional conformal field theory (CFT). Slightly away from the critical point,
where the temperature is not high enough to overcome the energy gap, but energy gap
is still small, we may use massive quantum field theory (QFT). In this thesis we will
consider the general situation where the field theory is integrable, namely it can be
solved exactly using a technique called the Thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz (TBA).
A more thorough treatment of CFT and TBA will be the subject of Chapter 2.
1.2 Physical observables
As we want to better understand the dynamics of many-body quantum systems, we need
physical objects whose behaviour we can study. Two widely studied objects in quantum
dynamics are local observables and entanglement. The former are experimentally ac-
cessible, in the form of response functions, where the experimenter perturbs the system
and measures a local response. Entanglement, although not measurable, contains useful
information about the state of the system, since knowledge of the density matrix is in
principle enough to compute all possible correlation functions. Studying suitable mea-
sures of the growth of entanglement in a nonequilibrium setting might therefore teach us
more about the state of the system than expectation values of local observables could.
2Note that this region is also bound from above because at higher temperatures lattice effects will
become important.
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1.2.1 Energy current and fluctuations
When a Hermitian operator commutes with the Hamiltonian, the corresponding object
is said to be conserved. For example, the fact that the Hamiltonian commutes with
itself leads to the conservation of the total energy in a system. This statement does
not immediately rule out the possibility that energy could disappear from one place and
immediately reappear on the other side of the world. A stronger statement is that energy
is locally conserved: Energy can neither be created nor destroyed, nor can it “teleport”
from one place to another - it can only move by a continuous flow. A continuity equation
defining a conserved current is the mathematical way to express this kind of statement.
A typical system has three conservation laws; particle number, total energy, and total
momentum. We shall focus on the energy current.
An empirical rule of heat transfer in solids is Fourier’s law, which states that the rate of
heat transfer is proportional to the gradient of the temperature,
J = −κ∇T, (1.1)
where κ is a property of the material called the thermal conductivity. Close to equilib-
rium, the relation between the gradient and the current is approximately linear. The
constant of proportionality is called the transport coefficient, which is what experiments
often measure. One may define an energy density u(x, t) which satisfies a continu-
ity equation, ∂tu + ∇ · J = 0. Together with the notion of specific heat, defined via
∂u/∂T = c, we can use this to obtain the heat diffusion equation (if c is constant):






It is clear that Fourier’s law implies diffusive transfer of energy. Dissipative currents such
as the energy current in (1.1) increase entropy and bring the system back to thermal
equilibrium. A microscopic picture is that the heat carriers (molecules, electrons, lattice
vibrations, etc.) have random collisions and hence move diffusively. Fourier’s law (1.1)
relies on the establishment of a local thermal equilibrium through diffusion, and proving
that this happens for systems with reversible dynamics (where the entire system is
described by some Hamiltonian) is challenging [13]. In fact, for low-dimensional systems
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(1D and 2D) it has been proved to break down [13–15], as there are anomalous non-
local contributions to heat conduction, causing the basic assumption of local thermal
equilibrium to break down. A conserved current leads to a nonzero Drude weight3 [16,
17]. Specifically, close to equilibrium and assuming there is local Gibbs thermalization,
a conserved current leads to ballistic transport of small perturbations. Under certain
conditions, it has been proved that a conserved current leads to non-equilibrium ballistic
transport [18].
Besides the energy current, we are also interested in its fluctuations, to generalize the
powerful framework of thermodynamics to situations that are not close to equilibrium.
When a system is far from equilibrium, the relaxation to equilibrium may take a very long
time, or it may even be impossible. For systems that are not in equilibrium (and cannot
be described by linear response), the fluctuation-dissipation relations do not hold. In
order to extend the powerful framework of thermodynamics to situations when a system
is not in (or near) thermodynamic equilibrium, equations generalizing the fluctuation-
dissipation relation to out-of-equilibrium situations must be found. For classical systems
that are driven out of equilibrium, so-called ‘Fluctuation Theorems’ (FT) have been
found, describing how a system’s irreversibility develops in time from a completely time-
reversible system at short observation times, to a thermodynamically irreversible one at
infinitely long times4. These are relations between the probability P (Ω¯t = A) of a
random variable taking some value A, and the probability P (Ω¯t = −A) of this random
variable taking the opposite value −A. This variable can be either the irreversible
work performed on the system, or the entropy that is produced during a nonequilibrium
3 The Drude weight is the weight of the singular part of the conductivity at ω = 0 and depends on
temperature. Generally, the existence of a Drude weight is connected to the presence of a conservation
law, such as momentum conservation, which protects the current from decaying.
4The fluctuation theorem was derived to solve one of the fundamental paradoxes of statistical me-
chanics, Lochsmidts paradox. In 1876, Lochsmidt pointed out a fundamental problem associated with
nonequilibrium thermodynamics: the macroscopic behaviour of a system is irreversible, as embodied in
the second law, but the microscopic motion of all of the individual components is fully time reversible.
Therefore for any system change, the opposite system change must also be possible. Even at that time,
a resolution to the paradox was recognised by some. As noted by Maxwell: “The truth of the second
law is a statistical, not a mathematical, truth, for it depends on the fact that the bodies we deal with
consist of millions of molecules Hence the second law of thermodynamics is continually being violated,
and that to a considerable extent, in any sufficiently small group of molecules belonging to a real body”,
and Boltzmann: “as soon as one looks at bodies of such small dimension that they contain only a very
few molecules, the validity of this theorem [the Second Law] must cease”. This means that the second
law of thermodynamics is the limiting result of a statistical effect where the probability of observing
the behaviour predicted from thermodynamics becomes more and more likely as the system size grows.
However, for sufficiently small systems observed for short periods, we would expect to observe both types
of behaviour. The fluctuation theorem quantifies this result.
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process. There are various Fluctuation Theorems, but they are all of the form
P (Ω¯t = A)
P (Ω¯t = −A) ∼ e
A, (1.3)
where Ω¯t is the dissipation function, which quantifies the thermodynamic reversibility
of a trajectory5. The dissipation function is like entropy production in that it can be
used to indicate whether a system’s behaviour is in accordance to the Second “Law” of
thermodynamics (which is deemed to be the case if there is positive entropy production
or dissipation). Negative dissipation is against the “Law”, and is seen by the FT as being
very unlikely. Close to equilibrium in large systems, where entropy production can be
defined, the average dissipation is equal to the entropy production. However, unlike en-
tropy production, the dissipation function is well-defined arbitrarily far from equilibrium
and for systems of arbitrary size. Furthermore, it obeys a number of exact theorems:
the FT, the Second “Law” inequality and various relaxation theorems. Dissipation is
also the fundamental quantity required for all linear and nonlinear response theory both
for driven and relaxing systems. Often, however, FTs are formulated for quantities
such as irreversible work or entropy, depending on the particular setup. Particularly for
quantum systems it is not always easy to find a suitable quantity (see [20]).
There are different FTs depending on whether the system in consideration is isolated or
connected to a reservoir with which it can exchange energy and/or particles. The first
FT was found by Evans and Searles [19, 21]. Classical FTs for work performed on an
isolated system have been found for instance in [22, 23], and FTs for entropy production
in thermostatted systems (these are systems that exchange only energy with a reservoir)
with deterministic dynamics in e.g. [24, 25]. FTs for entropy production or transfer of
heat or matter in systems with stochastic dynamics (these systems exchange energy and
sometimes particles with a reservoir) were found e.g. in [26–30].
There are two different statements of the FT. If the time averages appearing in (1.3),
Ω¯t, are calculated from t = 0 and the ensemble averages used to compute the probability
distribution P (Ω¯t) are taken over the initial ensemble, (1.3) is exact for all averaging
durations t, and the theorem is called the transient FT (TFT). On the other hand if the
5It compares the probability of observing and arbitrary system trajectory with the probability of
observing the time reverse of that trajectory (its conjugate anti-trajectory) in the same ensemble of
trajectories [19]
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time and ensemble averaging are carried out in a nonequilibrium steady state (NESS) 6 ,
after the relaxation of the initial transients, (1.3) is termed the steady state FT (SSFT),






P (Ω¯t = A)
P (Ω¯t = −A) = A. (1.4)
Extending these results to quantum systems poses some problems: first, defining the
path that the state of the system takes is difficult, since one has to deal with the quantum
probabilities. Secondly, whereas in classical systems one can assume that observing the
state of the system doesn’t affect the system itself, this is not the case for quantum
systems; one has to come up with a measurement protocol that tells you what the state
of the system is7, for example taking an indirect measurement [31] or taking projective
measurements at two different moments in time to measure the change in a quantity of
interest (energy, charge, particles, etc.) [32]. In this thesis, we will consider fluctuations
in the output of a two-point projective measurement of energy. This allows us to avoid
the detailed modeling of detectors and their dynamics. The projective measurement
can be viewed as an effective modeling of the effect of the system-detector interaction
on the system or as resulting in a fundamental way from the quantum measurement
postulate. Any other approaches for deriving FTs can be recovered in some limits of the
two-point measurement approach [20], so this provides a unified framework from which
the different types of FTs previously derived for quantum systems can be obtained.
We will study the energy current and its fluctuations in a non-equilibrium steady state,
which will be described in more detail in section 1.4, in a situation in which Fourier’s
law does not hold due to the current being ballistic (i.e. not dissipative, as in (1.1)).
The results are presented in Chapter 4.
1.2.2 Entanglement
Recent technological advances have made it possible to create entangled states in a
controlled way. These are states that exhibit a new type of quantum correlation, which
6A nonequilibrium steady state (NESS) is a state where there is a current flowing (of electric charge
or heat, for instance), but the current does not change in time. A precise definition of a steady state is
that like in equilibrium, all intensive quantities (such as the current) are constant, while some extensive
properties (like difference of total energy or charge) may change in time, but the second derivative is
zero.
7hence, the notion of a FT in terms of probabilities of paths is not clear.
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has no classical equivalent. This opens up the possibility of creating devices which rely
on the manipulation of entangled states, and is one of the driving forces behind the fast
growing field of quantum information. For a comprehensive review, see the book [33].
In the field of physics the study of entanglement is leading to profound new insights
in both high and low energy physics. For instance, entanglement has been linked to
quantum corrections to the entropy of a black hole, and led to the idea of black holes
emitting so-called Hawking radiation. In condensed matter physics, the behaviour of
certain measures of entanglement signal a Quantum Phase Transition8, see the review
[35].
1.2.2.1 Short history of entanglement
The idea of entanglement was born in the classic work by Eisntein, Podolski and Rosen
[36], in which the question was posed whether quantum mechanics as a description
of reality was complete. The argument that this could not be the case was made on
the basis of what is now known as the EPR paradox: the existence of states in which
measurements of two particles can be correlated even if the two particles are so far
apart that they are not causally connected. These states are superpositions of two-
particle states, and have the necessary feature that it is not possible to choose a basis in
which the two-particle state becomes a product state of the single particle states. The
term entanglement was coined by Schro¨dinger [37], referring to the fact that such EPR
states cannot be factorised. The simplest examples of these entangled states are Bell
states (nowadays often also referred to as EPR states), which consist of superpositions
of two spin-1/2 states, for instance,
|ΨBell〉 = 1√
2
(| ↑〉A ⊗ | ↑〉B − | ↓〉A ⊗ | ↓〉B) . (1.5)
If the above two-particle state is created, and both particles are allowed to move away
from each other, one can measure them at the same time and see whether the results
are correlated. Looking at the state (1.5) one notices that both particle A and particle
B have equal probability of having ‘spin up’ or ‘spin down’, when measured. However,
if one of the particles is measured and found to be in the spin up state, say, then the
other particle suddenly has a probability of 1 to be in the up state as well! Somehow it
8In particular, the divergence of correlations as a system is tuned to criticality, as discussed in
Chapter 2, is always accompanied by the divergence of a suitably defined entanglement length [34].
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appears that the result of the measurement of one particle is instantaneously known in
the lab where the spin of the other particle is measured, even though the particles may
be very far apart.
It was argued in [36] that this correlation should either be the result of instantaneous
interactions (“spooky action at a distance”), which the authors dismissed on the basis
of it violating the principle of relativity, or of some information ‘hidden’ in the separate
states causing the results of all combined measurements to be known. The latter expla-
nation was proposed as the solution, and models that contained this extra information
came to be known as ‘local hidden variable’ (LHV) models. It wasn’t until [38] that a
method was devised to test whether a LHV model might explain these correlations, by
comparing the different ways a pure entangled state such as the Bell state (1.5) and a
state in a LHV model would transform under change of basis. This was done by consid-
ering the Bell state (1.5) and measuring the spins of the two particles in 3 directions, at
equal angles of 120◦. It was shown that if the possible outcomes for all directions were
already known, as would be the case in a LHV model, then the two spins should have
an opposite value at least 5 times out of 9 (or about 56%). It turned out that the spins
had opposite value 50% of the time, which could be explained by normal rules of quan-
tum mechanics. These tests, called Bell inequalities, provided a tool for experimental
verification, and Bell’s inequalities were soon shown to fail in the vast majority of exper-
imental realisations (see for instance [39]), demonstrating that quantum entanglement
is physical reality. Recently, a team in Delft have demonstrated the violation of Bell’s
inequality [40] in the strongest refutation to date of Einstein’s hypothesis of local real-
ism. It was shown that for pure states, Bell’s inequalities are sufficient to characterise
entanglement [41, 42]. However, further study of non-separable mixed states led to the
discovery of entangled states that do admit the LHV model, and hence do not violate
Bell’s inequalities [43].
1.2.2.2 What is entanglement, and how do we measure it?
We have seen an example of an entangled state (1.5), and we know that a separable
state, that is, a state that can be written as |Ψ〉sepA∪B = |ψ〉A ⊗ |φ〉B if it is a pure state,




A ⊗ ρiB if it is a mixed state, contains no entanglement. In order
to quantify entanglement, we need to find a suitable measure E(ρ) of how far the state
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ρ (pure or mixed) is from being separable. This turns out to be easier for pure states
than for mixed states.
Two systems, let us call them A and B (we may talk of these systems as being Alice’s
and Bob’s labs, respectively), are entangled if there exist quantum correlations between
them: these are correlations that cannot be described as classical correlations. Clas-
sical correlations can be created between two quantum systems using local (quantum)
operations and classical communication, together usually denoted ‘LOCC’ (Fig. 1.2).
Any correlation that cannot be produced in this way (and is not the result of a classical
Figure 1.2: Local Operations (‘LO’) and Classical Communication (‘CC’).
nonlocal interaction [44]) is then a quantum correlation.
We will use this definition of entanglement, as correlations that cannot be created by
LOCC alone, as well as the initial definition introduced by [36, 37], namely the corre-
lations that are present between parts of a system that is in a quantum state that is
not separable, to define a ‘good measure’ of entanglement to be a mapping from density
matrices into positive real numbers which satisfies the following two conditions:
1. E(ρ) = 0 if the state ρ is separable
2. E does not increase under LOCC
A measure E(ρ) which has these two properties is called an entanglement monotone9.
We are now in a position to consider which measures of entanglement are suitable for
our purpose of learning more about entanglement in many-body quantum systems. For
9 Sometimes another requirement is added, namely that an entanglement measure is convex, which
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reasons that will become clear, we will consider first the case in which the total system
is in a pure state, and later the case in which the total system is in a mixed state.
1.2.2.3 Pure states: Entanglement entropy
Let us now make the above ideas more precise. Consider a pure state |Ψ〉A∪B, which is
defined on a Hilbert space HA⊗HB. Now let us see what happens if we want to perform
a measurement in system A only. We can represent this as the expectation value of an
operator OA which only acts on the Hilbert space of system A (or if we think of A and
B as two spatially distinct regions, we might say OA is only supported in A). We might
write the expectation value in the following way
〈OA〉 = TrHA⊗HB (ρA∪B OA) = TrHA(TrHB (ρA∪B)OA), (1.6)
where we use the fact that the summation over states in system B can be performed
separately, since the operator only acts on the Hilbert space of system A. Any effect of
system B on the measurement performed by OA on system A is now contained in the
reduced density matrix
ρA = TrHB (ρA∪B). (1.7)
If the system is separable, i.e. it can be written as |Ψ〉sepA∪B = |ψ〉A ⊗ |φ〉B, then the
density matrix can be written as ρsep = |ψ〉AA〈ψ| ⊗ |φ〉BB〈φ|, and the reduced density
matrix for system A becomes
ρA = TrHB (ρ
sep
A∪B) = |ψ〉AA〈ψ|, (1.8)
which is again a pure state.
If, however, the system is not separable, as is the case in the above Bell state (1.5), then
the reduced density matrix becomes,





(| ↑〉AA〈↑ |+ | ↓〉AA〈↓ |) . (1.9)
This reduced density matrix cannot be written in the form ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|, and we say that
system A is in a mixed state. We see that for a total system in a pure state, we can
determine whether it is separable or not by considering the reduced density looking at
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the reduced density matrix: for any separable state the reduced density matrix will be
also that of a pure state, but for an entangled state, the reduced density matrix will
be that of a mixed state. The entanglement is encoded in the spectrum of the reduced
density matrix. However, we would like to find a single measure of the “amount” of
entanglement between two systems, without having to compute all the eigenvalues of
the reduced density matrix.
The above suggests we measure the entanglement between A and B by measuring the
‘mixedness’ of the reduced density matrix by computing its von Neumann entropy. In
this context, it is usually referred to as Entanglement Entropy (EE):
SA = −TrHA(ρA ln ρA). (1.10)
Similarly, one may define
SB = −TrHB (ρB ln ρB). (1.11)
For pure states, we have SA = SB, since the eigenvalues of ρA and ρB are the same,
and the EE depends only on the eigenvalues. The EE has several nice properties:
additivity, convexity10, and basis independence. For pure states, it turns out that any
entanglement monotone that is additive on pure states and “sufficiently continuous”11
must equal SA on all pure states [45–47]. This uniqueness originates from the fact that
the pure state entanglement can asymptotically be manipulated in a reversible manner
[48] under LOCC. However, for mixed states the situation is less clear: the EE contains
a contribution due to classical entropy, as well as entanglement12.
1.2.2.4 Mixed states: Negativity
Finding a suitable entanglement measure in mixed states is less straightforward than in
pure states. Firstly, as mentioned above, the EE acquires a classical contribution. Sec-
ondly, to identify entangled states, Bell inequalities are no longer a good indication, due
to the existence of mixed entangled states that nevertheless allow for a LHV description
(so-called ”Werner states”) [43]. These Werner states have the additional property that
it is sometimes possible to distill13 from many copies of a Werner state a new state
10which amounts to stating that the loss of classical information does not increase entanglement
11by which we mean, asymptotically continuous
12In fact, there is no unique measure of entanglement in mixed states, at least under LOCC
13see [48] for details on distillation
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that does violate some Bell inequality [49]. Several measures for entanglement in mixed
states have been proposed. One is distillable entanglement, which is a measure of how
much entanglement can be extracted from a state using only LOCC. Another measure is
the entanglement of formation, which is the entanglement required to create some state.
Whilst for pure states these measures are both equal to the entanglement entropy, as
they should, they are difficult to compute. For that reason, we will instead consider an-
other measure based on the spectral data of the partial transpose of the reduced density
matrix. A necessary condition for separability of a given density matrix is the positivity
of the partial transpose of the density matrix [50], usually called the PPT criterion, or
Peres criterion. Again considering a bipartite system, the criterion dwells on the fact










A ⊗ ρiB) found by transposing one of the constituent density matrices
is a valid density matrix. This readily follows from the fact that the transposed ma-
trix (ρB)
T is a valid density matrix, which leads to the positivity of the eigenvalues of
ρTBA∪B. Having a positive partial transpose is therefore a necessary criterion for separa-
bility. However, it is only sufficient for composite systems having dimensions 2× 2 and
2× 3 (two-qubit/qubit-trit systems), not for systems with a higher dimensional Hilbert
space [51]14. A quantitative measure of entanglement based on the PPT-criterion is the
negativity, defined as
N ≡ ||ρ
TB ||1 − 1
2
, (1.12)
where ||ρTB ||1 is the trace norm of the auxiliary matrix ρTB , which is just the sum of the
absolute values of its eigenvalues λi. In order to understand the meaning of the term











j = Tr(ρ), (1.13)
so the negativity is given by












14although density matrices with positive partial transpose (PPT) have zero distillable entanglement
- they may only have what is called bound entanglement.
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The negativity is an entanglement monotone, but it is not additive. Therefore, a different
measure is often used instead, namely the logarithmic negativity :
E(ρ) = ln ||ρTB ||1, (1.15)
which is trivially related to the negativity via the relation N = (eE − 1)/2.
Both the negativity and the logarithmic negativity have the property that they are
entanglement monotones [52, 53], although they do not reduce to the entanglement
entropy for pure states15. Nevertheless, a significant advantage to considering negativity
as a measure of entanglement is that it is based on properties of the density matrix, and
therefore computable for larger systems.
1.3 Quantum quenches
A quantum quench is defined as an instantaneous change in the parameters that deter-
mine the dynamics of an isolated16 quantum system. By instantaneous, we mean that
the change is done in a time interval much shorter than any characteristic time scale
of the model. This means that if initially the system was in the ground state, there is
no time for the system to relax to the new ground state. Typically, one expects the
state after the quench to evolve in time. To make this more precise, let us say that at
t = 0, the system is in the ground state |ψ0〉 of a Hamiltonian H0. Then at t > 0 we
instantaneously change some parameter of the Hamiltonian, thus obtaining a different
Hamiltonian H such that [H0, H] 6= 0. The state after the quantum quench is then
simply |ψ(t)〉 = eiHt|ψ0〉.
These quenches fall into two categories: a global quench is a change in parameters of the
Hamiltonian that is translationally invariant, whereas under a local quench the change
happens only in one or more localized regions. Examples of a global quench are the
change of a mass parameter or homogeneous external magnetic field, and an example of
a local quench is a sudden change of boundary conditions, for example as might be the
result of adding links to connect two chains together. An important difference is that
15For pure states the logarithmic negativity is related [52] to the Re´nyi entropy of B for n = 1/2:
E = S1/2B = 2 ln Tr ρ1/2B .
16i.e. unitary time evolution
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the energy added to the system after a local quench is often negligible, whereas after a
global quench it may be quite large.
One of the first examples of a global quantum quench that was studied is the XY-Ising
chain in a transverse field [54–57]. Using the mapping to free fermions, the time evolution
of the transverse magnetization after an instantaneous change of the external transverse
field was computed exactly. Much progress was made by Calabrese and Cardy, who
studied quantum quenches where the post-quench Hamiltonian describes a conformal
field theory (CFT). In their arguments they use a path integral approach and the well-
known mapping of the quantum problem to a classical one in d + 1 dimensions. The
initial state |ψ0〉, which is the ground state of the Hamiltonian H0 with a mass gap
m0, plays the role of a boundary condition. In case of the 1 + 1 dimensional problem,
powerful techniques of boundary conformal field theory can be applied to study the time
evolution of the entanglement entropy [58] as well as correlation functions [59, 60]. For
the relaxation of a primary field operator Φ from the initial state |ψ0〉, they found
〈Φ(t)〉 ∝ e−xpit/2τ0 , (1.16)
〈Φ(`, t)Φ(0, t)〉 − 〈Φ(0, t)〉2 ∝
 0 for t < `/2,e−xpi`/2τ0 − e−xpit/τ0 for t > `/2, (1.17)
where τ0 is a non-universal constant and x is the scaling dimension of Φ(`). What is
interesting to note is that both before and after the quench the system is in a pure state.
Before the quench, it is described by CFT at temperature T = 0, so there is no energy
scale in the system, and correlation functions decay algebraically. After the quench,
although the system is still in a pure state, correlation functions decay exponentially17.
Their findings allowed a simple interpretation in terms of classical quasi-particles. The
initial state |ψ0〉 has an (extensively) high energy relative to the ground state of the
Hamiltonian H, which governs the subsequent time evolution, and therefore acts as
a source of quasi-particle excitations. Those quasi-particles originating from closely
separated points (roughly within the correlation length ξ0 of the ground state of H0)
are quantum entangled and particles emitted from points far away from each other
are incoherent. If the quasi-particle dispersion relation is E = ωk, the classical group
17One way to think about this might be that although the system before and after the quench remains
isolated, and therefore in a pure state, the quench involves pumping a potentially large amount of energy
into the system, which in real life might be thought of as connecting it to a large reservoir.
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velocity is vk = ∂kωk. We assume that there is a maximum speed vm = maxk |vk|. A
quasi-particle of momentum k produced at ` is therefore at `+ vkt at time t, assuming
scattering effects can be ignored. These free quasi-particles have two distinct effects.
Firstly, incoherent quasi-particles arriving at a given point ` from well-separated sources
cause relaxation of (most) local observables. Secondly, entangled quasi-particles arriving
at the same time t at points with separation |`|  ξ0 induce quantum correlations
between local observables. In the case where they travel at a unique speed v (as is the
case for a CFT), therefore, there is a sharp “horizon” or light-cone effect: the connected
correlations do not change from their initial values until time t ∼ |`|/2v. After this time,
they rapidly saturate to time-independent values. For large separations (but still much









h (`, t) (0, t)i ⇠
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h (`, t) (0, t)i ⇠
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entanglement S` ⇠ `
⇢` ⇠ e  H
Thermalisation vs. Revivals
Figure 1.3: There is a horizon effect : correlations only begin to change after points
come into mutual causal contact. Local observables with separation ` become correlated
when left- and right-moving particles originating from the same spatial region ∼ m−10
can first reach hem. In the first picture 2vt  `, and the two fields Φ(0) and Φ(`)
are still uncorrelated: 〈Φ(`)Φ(0)〉 ∼ 〈Φ〉2. In the middle figure they are just starting
to be corr lated, a d in the last picture the correlation looks thermal: 〈Φ(`)Φ(0)〉 ∼
e−2pi∆Φ`/vβ .
In this thesis, we will consider an example of a local quench, which will be described in
the next section.
1.4 “Thermal cut-and-glue quench”: connecting infinite
thermal reservoirs
The transport properties of condensed matter systems are often measured by driving
currents externally and measuring the resulting voltages or temperature differences. In
cold atomic gas clouds, on the other hand, transport is more often measured by setting up
transient out-of-equilibrium initial conditions and measuring the subsequent relaxation
towards equilibrium. One such setup in which one can study the dynamics of a system
that relaxes not to equilibrium, but to a nonequilibrium steady state (NESS), can be
made by connecting the system to at least two thermal baths (or: reservoirs). This is
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similar to when one connects a quantum system to a large bath to bring it in thermal
equilibrium, but now one connects it to different baths, at different temperatures. The
influence of the baths is to provide a way for the system to dissipate energy to, and at
the same time energy can flow from the bath to the system.
Figure 1.4: We consider two semi-infinite critical systems, initially thermalized at
different temperatures. At time t = 0, the systems are connected along the directions
in x˜, so that energy can flow between them in the x1 direction. After time t, there is
a sharply defined region of size R ∝ t in which there is a steady state description. We
want to consider the behaviour of the entanglement between the left- and right baths
as time evolves, and the energy current and its fluctuations in the steady state. (figure
taken with permission from [61])
An simple example of such a setup is the so-called “cut-and-glue” quench, which is a
local quench in which two systems are initially thermalised at different temperatures,
and suddenly connected to allow energy to flow between them (see Figure 1.4). More
precisely, the initial, disconnected, Hamiltonian is given by H0 = H
l +Hr, where H l/r
are the Hamiltonians of the left- and the right system, respectively. After the quench,
the system is allowed to evolve unitarily with a Hamiltonian given by H = H0 + ∆H,
where ∆H represents the connection between the left and the right system. Note that
in general we do not need to know the detailed form of this term, but we do know that it
does not commute with H0, and that its contribution to the total energy is vanishingly
small.
Since the total system including the baths can be considered isolated, the time evolution
of the total system is unitary. The density matrix can then be related to the equilibrium
density matrix by evolving unitarily with the full Hamiltonian:
ρ(t) = e−iHtρ(0)eiHt, (1.18)
where the equilibrium density matrix ρ(0) corresponds to the system before it was con-
nected to the baths, and the time evolution after connection is with the full Hamiltonian
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of the system connected to the baths.
Constructing a steady state in this way, as a part of a larger system, has the advantage
that one may consider models that are exactly solvable. Examples are free models of
fermions or bosons. More generally, one can look at models that have interactions, but
are integrable. In the case of a one-dimensional system, these may be solvable using
Bethe Ansatz techniques if they are integrable, or when they are critical they can be
described exactly using a Virasoro algebra.
1.4.1 Existence of the steady state
One may expect a steady state to occur after sufficient time in some finite region around
the connection point. More precisely, for a local observable, the system will appear to
be in a steady state if we take the limit of infinite system size, followed by the limit
t→∞, keeping the support ` of the observable constant.
〈O〉stat := lim
Lvt→∞
〈O〉(L; t), v, ` constant. (1.19)
In this limit, the thermal reservoirs are infinitely far away, and excitations cannot reach
the endpoints and be reflected, thus creating correlations. For a discussion of this limit,
see [62–64].
The first study of the steady state limit (1.19) was done for the classical harmonic
chain [65]. For quantum models, the XY model was treated in [66, 67], and for certain
conditions in [68].
If the combined system can be described by a conformal field theory, it has been proved
that after a suitable limit the system converges toward a steady state [1, 69].
Generically, one expects local thermalization to occur, and the heat current will satisfy
Fourier’s law (1.1). In the steady state limit (1.19) it is clear that since no part is kept
at a fixed temperature, and the baths are effectively infinitely far apart, the gradient
term in (1.1) goes to zero, and a purely diffusive current therefore also goes to zero.
Nevertheless, a finite current may be supported if it has a ballistic component.
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We expect there to be ballistic transport if there are certain conserved quantities to
support the current, which is expected to be the case for the energy current in any inte-
grable system [70–72]. In this many-body quantum system, we have ballistic transport
if there is a nonzero current. In that case the density matrix in the region described
by a steady state is the exponent of a sum of conserved charges. Another situation
in which the energy current is conserved is close to a critical point, as the lattice ef-
fects are washed out by the long-range correlations, and the system becomes effectively
translation invariant18.
1.4.2 Research question
The aim of this thesis is to better understand the state of a one-dimensional quantum
system after the thermal cut-and-glue quench. We will build upon previous work [1,
73], where the idea of a nonequilibrium steady state density matrix for energy transfer
between two critical quantum wires was developed in the context of CFT. The authors
proved that these systems converge towards steady states, and gave a general description
of such non-equilibrium steady states in terms of quantum field theory data. They also
computed the large deviation function of charge and energy transfer through the contact.
18In real life, we should get diffusive transport after a long time (which one cannot reach in simulations),
due to the system being away from criticality because of the finite (though small) temperature.
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Thermal cut-and-
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The results in [1, 73] are specific to the operators (energy and charge) that are considered,
and describe the steady state. As discussed in section 1.2, one can learn more about the
nonequilibrium state of the system after connecting the baths by studying properties
of the density matrix, such as the entanglement entropy or the logarithmic negativity.
Of these two, the latter is a good measure for entanglement in our setup, and we find
general results for the case of two critical systems that have factorised pairing, which
we will discuss in Chapter 3.
Furthermore, one may wonder how general the results in [1, 73] are when one considers a
similar setup but for N systems connected in a specific way at one point (see Chapter 4
and [2] for details). One of the interesting questions to ask is if in this situation again
universal fluctuation relations hold.
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Another generalization one can make is to consider the same setup as in [1, 73], but
for states that are not conformally invariant. In reality, tuning a system exactly to
criticality is very difficult, and one expects a small gap to be present in the description.
Therefore, the next generalization is the calculation of the steady-state energy current
for general massive integrable QFT19 (see Chapter 4 and [3]).
1.5 Outline of this thesis
Chapter 2 is an introduction to the description of the two types of one-dimensional
quantum systems we will consider: the first are in the quantum critical regime, so
that they can be described by a continuous gapless model, or a CFT. The second are
perturbations away from criticality, so that the description is that of a continuous system
with a gap. We will consider only the case in which the description is still integrable,
and a description can be found using thermodynamic Bethe ansatz (TBA).
The next two chapters are devoted to the research papers on which this thesis is based:
In Chapter 3 we review the entanglement entropy and negativity in extended systems,
both at zero temperature and finite temperature. This chapter concludes with the
paper [4], written together with Benjamin Doyon, which appeared in the journal Nuclear
Physics B.
Chapter 4 contains an introduction to thermodynamics away from equilibrium, and a
more detailed description of the local quantum quench which we consider, and the steady
state which occurs at late times. This chapter contains the paper [2], written together
with Benjamin Doyon and Denis Bernard, which appeared in the Journal of Statistical
Physics, as well as the paper [3], which is a collaboration with Olalla Castro-Alvaredo,
Yixiong Chen and Benjamin Doyon, and which appeared in the Journal of Statistical
Physics.
Finally, Chapter 5 contains a discussion of the results of the papers [2–4], as well as
ideas for future directions this research could take.




In this chapter we will give a description of the physics of many-body
quantum systems that are close to a so-called quantum critical point
(QCP), which is the point in the phase diagram at which a continuous
phase transition occurs due to a non-thermal control variable. Close
to such a continuous quantum phase transition, a many-body system
can be effectively described by a quantum field theory (QFT), with a
mass that goes to zero as the system is tuned to criticality. The scale
invariant field theory at the critical point often has additional symme-
tries, so that the QCP can be described by a Conformal Field Theory
(CFT). We will consider general properties of CFTs. In the special
case of two dimensions, we will find that a CFT has an infinite number
of conserved charges, allowing us to find exact expressions for some
correlation functions. We will then describe the situation in which
the system is tuned away slightly from this quantum critical point, in
such a way that the system can be described by a massive QFT, con-
sidering only the special case in which there still are infinitely many
conserved quantities and the resulting system is an Integrable Quan-
tum Field Theory (IQFT). We will review how the thermodynamics of
this system can be described using the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz
(TBA).
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2.1 Many-body quantum systems
The microscopic constituents of matter are fairly well understood. At least at the
level of protons, neutrons and electrons we have a good way of describing how these
interact. There are several length scales that are important in finding a description of
the system. One is a microscopic scale a at which interactions typically take place (for
example the lattice spacing). Another may be the total size of the system. When many
of these individual particles interact with each other, interesting things happen: the
particles can form various types of ordered phases, or be in a phase that is completely
disordered. Often the behaviour of the whole does not simply reflect the interactions
at the microscopic level, and one can see very similar macroscopic behaviour in very
different materials, or conversely, the tiniest change of temperature, pressure or magnetic
field can have a profound effect on the macroscopic behaviour of the material. This is
due to the fact that as many particles interact with each other, collective behaviour can
emerge that is very different from the microscopic behaviour of the individual particles.
The length scale ξ at which the behaviour changes is called the correlation length. For
example, if you take a piece of material and break it up into smaller and smaller pieces,
the macroscopic properties of the pieces do not change until you reach a size of around
the correlation length.
The correlation length depends on the coupling constants of the theory describing the
system, and it can therefore be varied by changing the parameters (temperature, pres-
sure, external magnetic field, etc.). A special phase of the system is the critical phase, in
which the correlation length is infinite, and fluctuations exist on all length scales. These
are the critical points in the phase diagram at which a continuous phase transition
occurs, and these turn out to have many special properties that make them both inter-
esting and amenable to calculation. When a system is close enough to a critical point,
the correlation length becomes much larger than the microscopic length scale: ξ  a,
and one assumes that the lattice degrees of freedom at nearby lattice sites co-vary. This
allows for an effective description in terms of a continuous function. This effective field
theory description is very powerful, as it describes states in terms of excitations rather
than the constituent particles, which means it is a good description of the important
physics. Such a description turns out to be convenient for spotting symmetries that
are very important in understanding phase transitions. Furthermore, as this description
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does not include the microscopic details, its results may be applicable to a wider range
of systems that share similar large-scale behaviour.
2.1.1 Scaling limit
The basic constituents that we will be looking at when describing quantum systems are
quantum expectation values, as these could in theory be measured. These can be local
observables 〈O(x)〉, such as the local magnetisation at a site on the lattice, but one can
also look at how these observables co-vary. This is measured in a correlation function
〈O(x)O(y)〉, which quantifies how microscopic variables co-vary across space and time.
These correlation functions are a measure of order in a system.
Considering a one-dimensional lattice model, these observables O(x) will take values on
the sites of the chain, so x then takes discrete values i a with i = 1, 2 . . . , and with a
the lattice spacing. In the following, we will be interested in situations in which the
fluctuations on the scale of the lattice spacing can be ignored. As discussed above, this
is the case when a system is close enough to a critical point, and it can then be described
more conveniently by taking the scaling limit, which is the limit where the lattice spacing
a is sent to zero whilst keeping the correlation length (and the domain) fixed. Whether





i ∆i〈O1(x1) · · · On(xn)〉 = 〈φ1(x1) . . . φn(xn)〉, (2.1)
where the powers {∆i} needed to regulate the expression are called the scaling dimen-
sions of the fields {φi}. Note that on the left-hand side of (2.1), we must understand
the {xi} to mean “the nearest lattice sites to the points {xi}”. In the limit a→ 0, they
take continuous values. The scaling limit is only valid for non-coincident {xi}, and the
correlation functions in (2.1) are singular when two fields coincide. However, it seems
natural to assume that in the limit that two fields coincide, the properties of this com-
posite field become those of a local field. Then, assuming that at each point we have a
complete basis {φi}, we can expand this composite field in the same local basis using
the operator product expansion (OPE):
〈. . . φi(xi)φj(xj) . . . 〉 =
∑
k
Cijk(xi − xj)〈. . . φk(xj) . . . 〉. (2.2)
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When |xi−xj | is smaller than the separation between xi and all other arguments in the
correlation function, the coefficients Cijk are independent of whatever else is inside the




Cijk(xi − xj)φk(xj), (2.3)
where it is understood that this equality is only valid inside a correlator, and in the
limit xi → xj . Since the correlation functions in the scaling limit do not depend on the
lattice spacing a, one might as well have started with a different lattice spacing which
is a fraction of the original: a/b. At the same time, this new model would be the same
as having the original lattice spacing a, but multiplying all length scales in the system
by b. Thus, we conclude that correlation functions in the scaling limit transform under
scale transformations as
〈φ1(bx1) . . . φn(bxn)〉 = b−
∑n
i=1 ∆i〈φ1(x1) . . . φn(xn)〉. (2.4)
The above scale transformation is often denoted as a transformation of the scaling field,
φ(bx) = b−∆φ(x). (2.5)
2.1.2 Effective description (Renormalisation group)
In the scaling limit, correlation function away from a critical point behave in the limit
|x− y| → ∞ as
〈φ(x)φ(y)〉 ∼ e−|x−y|/ξ, (2.6)
where a is the lattice spacing and ξ the correlation length, indicating that observables
tend to be uncorrelated on length scales larger than the correlation length. In a con-
tinuous description of the system in terms of the scaling fields φ(x), ξ will typically be
proportional to the inverse of the mass of the lightest field.
Exactly at the critical point, the correlation length diverges (i.e., the mass scale goes to
zero and the spectrum becomes gapless), and correlation functions behave like powers
of the distance:
〈φ(x)φ(y)〉 ∼ |x− y|−∆, ξ =∞, (2.7)
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where ∆ is the scaling dimension of the field φ.
The behaviour of the correlation functions away from a critical point (2.6) and exactly at
a critical point (2.7) tell us how fluctuations behave at different length scales: away from
the critical point one can divide fluctuations into short-range fluctuations (on distance
scales much shorter than the correlation length) and long-range fluctuations (on distance
scales much longer than the correlation length), whereas at the critical point this division
cannot be made and the system becomes scale invariant.
One can make these ideas exact by applying the ideas of the renormalisation group
(RG) to phase transitions. An RG transformation is like ‘zooming out’ and looking at
the same system from a larger distance, which makes sense, since a phase transition
is a change in the macroscopic properties of a system. When describing the system
near such a transition, one is not interested in its microscopic details, but rather the
effective behaviour of many particles which becomes important at large length scales.
The renormalisation group is a method of coarse-graining the description of the system,
such that the large-length scale behaviour can be obtained.
Starting from a microscopic Hamiltonian describing a system with a short-distance (lat-
tice) cutoff a, a renormalisation group (RG) transformation can be made by increasing
the short-distance cutoff a by a certain factor and integrating out the degrees of free-
dom below this distance scale (coarse-graining). In order to compare the coarse-grained
theory to the original model, one then rescales the distances and fields. After the RG
transformation, the cutoff is the same as before the coarse-graining. If the integration
has produced new couplings, these must be added to the original Hamiltonian, and the
RG transformation is iterated, until no new terms appear. A single RG transforma-
tion is also called an RG step. One then compares the Hamiltonian before and after
the transformation. The coupling constants in the Hamiltonian typically change af-
ter coarse-graining and rescaling. If after an RG step the coupling strength of a term
increases, this term is called relevant, since at longer distances it will become more
important. Conversely, if a coupling constant becomes smaller when looking at larger
distance scales, it corresponds to an irrelevant term1. A coupling constant which does
not change after an RG step is called marginal.2
1Irrelevant operators are operators that blow up in the UV, and are non-renormalisable. Adding
irrelevant operators means that a different UV theory should be started from.
2Usually the RG equations can not be solved for the exact Hamiltonian and are solved perturbatively.
One generally expects relevant terms to remain relevant, and irrelevant terms to remain irrelevant.
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By taking the limit in which the rescaling is infinitesimal, one can obtain a set of differ-





where {g} is the collection of coupling constants depending on l, and l = ln b, where b
is the length scale of the coarse-graining in the RG step.
In general, after an RG transformation, the system will have a smaller correlation length.
Exceptions are when the correlation length before the RG step is either zero of infinity.
These are called RG fixed points, and they correspond to points in the space of couplings
where the system is scale invariant and the beta-function vanishes4. If all perturbations
around this fixed point are (ir)relevant, then the fixed point is a repulsive (attractive)
fixed point. In general, a fixed point will have both relevant and irrelevant directions.
Such a fixed point is called a separatrix, and it is these types of fixed points that describe
the critical points of a phase transition (see Figure 2.1)5.
A typical RG flow describing a real-life system starts at a point in the space of couplings
which is not a fixed point. We will call this the ‘physical point’, and the system is
described by a theory which has as bare parameters these ‘physical’ values of the coupling
constants and as a short-distance cutoff the spacing between the important degrees of
freedom (e.g. spins, etc.). This is typically the lattice spacing. When a system is
not tuned to a fixed point, an RG transformation will cause the theory to flow to a
different theory with smaller correlation length giving the behaviour of the system at
slightly longer distances. Following the flow all the way down to zero correlation length,
one ends up in a scale invariant theory describing the ultra-long distance behaviour:
Exceptions to the latter rule are termed “dangerously irrelevant”. Operators that are marginal to first
order and become relevant at higher order are termed “marginally relevant”.
3Note that this is a local equation in energy scale.
4A theory may be scale invariant for all couplings, in which case it has a beta function which is
identically zero, or it may have some points in the space of all couplings for which beta function has
a zero. In the latter case perturbing the system will break the scale invariance and depending on the
dimension of the perturbing operator, lead away from the fixed point (relevant) or back to the fixed point
(irrelevant). This way, one can define stable and unstable fixed points as being fixed points where all
small perturbations lead to an RG flow which brings the system away from the fixed point (unstable), or
back towards the fixed point (stable). Typically, there will be both relevant and irrelevant perturbations
in the space of all couplings
5The reason why the critical phase is so difficult to reach can be seen from the RG flow diagram of
the critical surface and the fact that a parameter that tunes the system through a phase transition must
correspond to a relevant operator.





Figure 2.1: Renormalisation group flows near a fixed point with both a relevant and
an irrelevant direction. A phase transition occurs when one tunes the system through
the critical surface along a relevant direction which affects the value of ξ. The dotted
line corresponds to the physical values of the coupling constants. The short-distance
cutoff on the dotted line is typically the lattice spacing. Unless the system is at a
fixed point, RG flows lead away from the physical line, towards a fixed point which
gives the long-distance scale description (sometimes called IR fixed point). At points
A and B, which do not lie on the critical surface, the correlation length is finite and
RG flows will lead away from the critical surface, towards another fixed point which
has ξ = 0 (not included in the figure). At point C, where the system is tuned through
the critical surface, the correlation length is infinite, and the system flows towards the
critical point.
an IR fixed point6. The flow towards the IR fixed point must be due to a relevant
(or marginally relevant) field. This fact, and the fact that most fields are actually
(marginally) irrelevant, means that only a handful of fields determine the IR fixed point.
It is then possible for different systems to be described by the same IR fixed point. This
is called universality.
6In some cases, one can also extend the flow back to the limit where the lattice cutoff goes to zero, by
taking the system to be a low-energy description of a more general renormalisable quantum field theory.
The passing to the general theory describing the high-energy limit is called UV completion. This general
theory will have a UV fixed point which governs the ultra-short distance behaviour, from which the RG
flow leads towards the physical point, and from there via the original RG flow to the IR fixed point.
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2.1.3 Aside: the quantum-classical mapping
If one considers a d-dimensional quantum system in equilibrium that is close to a critical
point, one can describe its universal properties using a D = d+ 1-dimensional classical
field theory, where the extra dimension has a finite length corresponding to the inverse
temperature of the quantum system. This is called the quantum-classical mapping. The
heuristic explanation is as follows: consider a quantum system close to a critical point,
so that we can consider the scaling limit and use the quantum field theory language
to describe its universal properties. If the system has some finite inverse temperature
β = 1/kBT , then the partition function looks like
Z ∼ Tre−βHQFT , (2.9)
which in the language of path integrals looks like an evolution of an imaginary length iβ
along the time direction. The trace causes this imaginary time direction to be periodic
with length β. We therefore talk about temperature of the quantum system being
equivalent to an imaginary time scale. More formally stated, a quantum model defined
on a d-dimensional space Rd maps onto a classical model on Rd × S1, where the circle
S1 has circumference β. In particular, the classical model in infinite d + 1-dimensional
spacetime maps onto a d-dimensional quantum model at zero temperature.
2.2 Conformal Field Theory in 2 dimensions
When a system is exactly at a critical point, it can be described effectively by a theory
that is scale invariant, i.e. it is invariant under global dilatation of the length scale:
x 7→ λx. If one further assumes that the system has local interactions and can be
described in the scaling limit by a translationally invariant and rotationally invariant
theory, then according to Polyakov [75] it is invariant under the more general local scale
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transformations (or conformal transformations)7:
x 7→ λ(x)x. (2.10)
The conformal transformations are the transformations that locally leave angles invari-
ant. It can therefore be described as a rescaling that is slowly varying in space.
In order to find the generators, we consider infinitesimal conformal transformations:
xµ → xµ + µ, (2.11)
where in order for the transformation to be a conformal transformation, we must have
that the metric gµν transforms in such a way that
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν → ρ(x) ds2, (2.12)
where the Einstein summation convention is used. This means that
∂µν + ∂νµ ∝ gµν . (2.13)
Comparing the trace of both sides, we find that an infinitesimal conformal transformation
(2.11) must satisfy
∂µν + ∂νµ =
2
D
∂ ·  gµν . (2.14)
Note that in the following, we will always consider either flat Euclidean space, gµν =
diag(1, 1 · · · , 1) or flat Minkowski space-time gµν = diag(−1, 1, · · · , 1). As a short-
hand, we will denote two-dimensional Euclidean space with D = 2, and one-dimensional
Minkowski space-time with D = 1 + 1.
In two-dimensional Euclidean space (D = 2), the condition (2.14) gives the Cauchy-
Riemann equations,
∂12 = −∂21, ∂11 = ∂22, (2.15)
7This is due to the fact that for a local theory one can define a stress-energy tensor, and using
invariance of the action under translation, rotation and dilatation, one can deduce that the stress tensor
must be conserved, symmetric and traceless. One can use these properties to show that the action is then
invariant under the conformal transformations, which satisfy (2.10). One often assumes more generally
that a physical system that is scale invariant is also invariant under the conformal group, as long as it
is local. This is due to the fact that counterexamples are in fact rare (an example can be found though
in [76]).
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and we can use complex coordinates z, z¯ = x0± ix1, , ¯ = 0± i1, to see that in D = 2,
an infinitesimal conformal transformation is a transformation (2.11) where  = (z) is a
holomorphic function of z, and ¯ = ¯(z¯) anti-holomorphic. These can be represented as






and we find that the generators of these local transformations are
ln = −zn+1∂z, l¯n = −z¯n+1∂z¯, n = 0,±1,±2, . . . , (2.17)
which have the following commutation relations
[lm, ln] = (m− n)lm+n, [l¯m, l¯n] = (m− n)l¯m+n, [lm, l¯n] = 0, (2.18)
also known as the Witt algebra. We see that in D = 2 CFT there is a decoupling in
the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic degrees of freedom. In the following, therefore,
we will generally consider only the holomorphic degrees of freedom, and assume that a
similar relation holds for the anti-holomorphic degrees of freedom.
Note that the generators ln and l¯n are not all well-defined globally. By considering a
conformal transformation v(z) =
∑
n anln = −
∑
n anz
n+1∂z, and writing it in terms of
the coordinate w = 1/z, it can be seen that the only choice leading to a well-defined
transformation everywhere is one which has all ans set to 0 except for a−1, a0 and
a1. The exact same holds for the anti-holomorphic generators. In fact, the generators
l0, l±1 ∪ {l¯0, l¯±1} form a finite subalgebra of globally defined infinitesimal conformal
transformations, with l−1 and l¯−1 the generators of translations, l0 + l¯0 the generator of
dilatations, i(l0 − l¯0) the generator of rotations and l1 and l¯1 the generators of special
conformal transformations.
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2.2.1 Primary fields
A generalization of the notion of vectors or tensors for the conformal group are called















is the Jacobian of the mapping, and (hn, h¯n) are called the conformal
dimensions of the field9. Considering only the holomorphic part, correlation functions
of primary fields therefore satisfy the relation












〈Φ1(z′1) · · ·ΦN (z′n)〉. (2.20)
For the two-point function, the conformal group in two dimensions completely restricts
its dependence on z1 and z2: firstly, due to translation and rotation invariance (which
has Jacobian of unity), the two-point function can only depend on z12 := |z1 − z2|,
and secondly, due to the behaviour of primary fields under scale transformations, the
function has to be of the form
〈Φ1(z1, z¯1)Φ2(z2, z¯2)〉 = c12
zh1+h212
(2.21)
with c12 a normalisation constant. We can determine this further by imposing covariance
under the special conformal transformations, which impose h1 = h2 for z12 6= 0.
Similarly, we find that the three-point function takes the form







The coefficients c12 and c123 are related to the coefficients in the OPE (2.3), and in
particular, the conformal gauge, which sets the leading term in the OPE of a field with
itself to 1, means that the coefficient c12 in (2.21) is 1 for Φ1 = Φ2.
8If the transformation holds only for global conformal transformations, it is called a quasi-primary
field.
9The combination dn = hn + h¯n is called the anomalous scaling dimension, and s = hn− h¯n the spin
of the field Φn(z, z¯).
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For n ≥ 4 the correlation functions cannot be determined completely, since it is now




and the correlation functions can only be defined up to an arbitrary function of all the
cross ratios, of which there are N(N − 3)/2 for an N -point function. For instance, a
4-point function depends on two cross ratios, and has the general form:














k=1 hk (similar for h¯) and we note that the different conformally invariant












2.2.2 Energy momentum tensor
We may want to explore the conserved quantities associated to the global symmetries
that conformal field theories exhibit. The energy momentum tensor Tµν is the matrix
of conserved currents associated to translation invariance:
∂µTµν = 0. (2.26)
Invariance under rotations further implies that it is symmetric. In a CFT, there is also
scale invariance, which implies that
Tµµ = 0. (2.27)
In complex coordinates, we have Tzz¯ = Tz¯z = 0, and for Tzz and Tz¯z¯ the above conditions
can be rewritten as
∂z¯Tzz = 0, ∂zTz¯z¯ = 0, (2.28)
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so that we find that the energy momentum tensor has holomorphic and anti-holomorphic
components:
T (z) ≡ Tzz, T¯ (z¯) ≡ Tz¯z¯, (2.29)
which tells us that at criticality, T = T (z) is an analytic operator, and T¯ = T¯ (z¯) is
an anti-analytic operator, at least at the classical level (and in the case of short-range
interactions).
For a quantum CFT in 2 dimensions, it is assumed that inside correlation functions
these analytic properties continue to hold (except at positions where other fields are
inserted).
We might wonder whether the energy momentum tensor is a primary field. The answer
is that it is not: it transforms under a conformal transformation z 7→ f(z) as
T (z) 7→ (∂f)2T (f(z)) + c
12
S(f, z), (2.30)







and the central charge c, which is part of the basic data of a CFT (along with the
scaling dimensions (hj , h¯j) and the OPE coefficients Cijk). The constant c is called
the central charge because as we will see later this term results in a so-called central
extension of the conformal algebra (2.45). Its value depends on the model in question,
and the value c¯ of the central charge for the anti-holomorphic algebra is the same as
c for theories that are Lorentz invariant and have conserved two point function of the
stress tensor. The central charge is additive: if we take two field theories and add their
actions without adding a coupling term between them, then their energy momentum
tensors add together, as do their central charges10. Furthermore, for a two-dimensional
field theory that is unitary, invariant under rotations, and for which conservation of the
stress-energy tensor holds, there exists a function of the coupling constants C({λi}) ≥ 0
10For this reason, it is often said that the central charge can be interpreted as a measure of degrees of
freedom.
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that decreases along the RG flows, and is stationary only at the fixed points. Its value
at the fixed points coincides with the central charge c of the corresponding CFTs11.
2.2.3 Holomorphic factorisation
It is well known that, although holomorphic factorisation in CFT is true at the level of
Virasoro representations – that is, the factors are local fields – it does not hold, gener-
ically, at the level of the operator algebra. That is, the OPE between fields ϕi(x) and
ϕj(y) is generically not the product of the OPEs between their individual holomorphic,
ϕ+i (x)ϕ
+




j (y), components. For instance, one may




















One may say that although holomorphic and anti-holomorphic components are local,
they generically have semi-local properties with respect to the operator algebra.
It is known that the particular structure of the OPEs constitute additional data of
the CFT model under consideration, which, along with the central charge, the set of
modules involved and the chiral OPE coefficients, fully characterize the CFT model.
This additional data may be referred to as the pairing data of the model. Because of
the separation between the chiral and anti-chiral components of the stress-tensor (and
of other symmetry currents), highest-weight modules always appear, in any OPE, in a
factorized fashion, hence the only pairing data necessary is that identifying the pairing
between modules.
The pairing of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic components is a manifestation, at the
CFT level, of the fact that, at the quantum-chain level, time-evolved fields are not in
general locally supported on end-points of the light-cone, but rather are supported on
the full interval lying inside the light-cone. Formally, we may represent this pairing as a
11It was first proved by Zamolodchikov in [77], and later a proof in integral form was given by Cardy
in [78].
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connection between holomorphic and anti-holomorphic components, and this connection
constrains the OPEs involving the separate components.
Models in which the pairing is trivially factorized are those that are completely built out
of symmetry currents: those where all representations involved are the representations
associated to the symmetry algebra itself. Free-boson (harmonic chains) and free-fermion
models display this property. By construction, in a model with trivially factorized
pairing, the OPEs of twist fields in the replica model also trivially factorizes.
2.2.4 Quantisation
In the operator formalism, time plays a special role. If we want to consider states
in a quantum field theory, therefore, we must first think about the space they live in
and their evolution. Usually, one defines a quantum field theory on space-time, with
coordinates (t, x) (where x denotes all the spatial coordinates, and t the time direction.
For a D = 1 + 1 theory, x contains only one coordinate). States are defined at a point
in time (also called ‘time slice’), and evolve in time under unitary time evolution with
the Hamiltonian: |ψ(t)〉 = exp(−itH)|ψ(0)〉. In the quantum theory, states can be
expressed in terms of local operators acting on a Hilbert space. If the spectrum of H is
discrete, one can think of the creation and annihilation operators as ladder operators. In
a conformal quantum field theory, however, this approach has a problem: the lack of an
energy scale means the energy spectrum of the states is continuous, and disentangling
the eigenstates from one another is difficult. If the system can be mapped to a CFT
on Euclidean space (i.e. from D = 1 + 1 to D = 2), there is a way around this. Since
the system is scale invariant, we can simply consider states on radial slices instead of
time slices (see Figure 2.2), so that the dilatation operator Dˆ (here we added a hat
to distinguish from the space-time dimenion D) plays the role of the Hamiltonian, and
states evolve as |ψ(r)〉 = exp(−irDˆ)|ψ(0)〉. The spectrum of Dˆ is discrete, due to the
fact that if ‘time’ runs radially outward (along the line of a scale transformation) then
‘space’ is perpendicular to that, and therefore our new spatial direction is compact. Note
that L0 + L¯0 generates dilatations (so this will play the role of the Hamiltonian), and
i(L0 − L¯0) generates rotations (so this will play the role of the momentum operator).





Figure 2.2: In the usual quantisation, in terms of eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
operator, we have time and space as seen in the left picture. For a scale invariant system,
however, the Hamiltonian does not have a discrete spectrum, and instead the dilatation
operator is used to construct a discrete spectrum. Since this is also a symmetry operator
of a scale invariant system, this is possible, and results in a description in which time
runs radially outward, and the spatial direction is the circle. In this description, an
operator inserted at the origin corresponds with an ‘in’-state.
In our new coordinates, the distance from the origin plays the role of time, and correla-
tion functions are considered to be radially ordered:
〈φ(z1, z¯1)φ(z2, z¯2)〉 ≡ 〈0|R (φ(z1, z¯1)φ(z2, z¯2)) |0〉, (2.34)
where radial ordering is implemented by the operator R:
R (A(z)B(w)) =
 A(z)B(w) |z| > |w|B(w)A(z) |z| < |w|. (2.35)
We can use the conformal symmetry to derive conformal Ward identities for the radially
quantised theory. In D = 2 CFT these simplify significantly, as we will see. Recall that







dz T (z)(z) + c.c.. (2.36)
Then the transformation of a field φ(w, w¯) under a conformal transformation is given by




[dz T (z)(z), φ(w, w¯)] +
[




where the commutator is an equal-radius commutator. This means that there is an
ambiguity, as one has to choose whether w and w¯ are inside or outside the contour C.
This is resolved using the earlier realisation that in analogy to time-ordered operators
in a correlator, we define operators to be radially ordered when we compute their cor-
relation function (see (2.35)). Assuming operators to be radially ordered, we have for a
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holomorphic field A(z) that
∮











where C(w) is the contour enclosing the point w (see Figure 2.3). The transformation
are computed in terms of dummy integration variables ϕ, which automatically
calculate the time-ordered (convergent) result.) Thus we define the radial or-







A(z)B(w) |z| > |w|
B(w)A(z) |z| < |w| (2.9)
(or with a minus sign for fermionic operators). This allows us to define the
meaning of the commutators in (2.8). The equal-time commutator of a local
operator A with the spatial integral of an operator B will become the contour





→ ∮ dz R(B(z)A(w)).
In fig. 2 we have represented the contour integrations that we need to
perform in order to evaluate the commutator in (2.8). We see that the diﬀerence
combines into a single integration about a contour drawn tightly around the
point w. (The reader might derive further insight into the map (fig. 1) from
the cylinder to the plane by pulling back fig. 2 to the cylinder and seeing what































= h ∂ϵ(w)Φ(w,w) + ϵ(w)∂Φ(w,w)
+ h∂ϵ(w)Φ(w,w) + ϵ(w) ∂Φ(w,w) ,
where in the last line we have substituted the desired result, i.e. the result of the
transformation (2.1) in the case of infinitesimal f(z) = z + ϵ(z). In order that
the charge (2.7) induce the correct infinitesimal conformal transformations, we







(z − w)2Φ(w,w) +
1







(z − w)2Φ(w,w) +
1
z − w∂wΦ(w,w) + . . . .
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These short distance properties can be taken to define the quantum stress-
energy tensor. They are naturally realized by standard canonical definitions
of the stress-energy tensor in two dimensions (since they ordinarily result in
generators of coordinate transformations). In a moment, we shall confirm how








Fig. 2. Evaluation of “equal-time” commutator on the conformal plane.
We see that the transformation law (2.1) for primary fields leads to a short
distance operator product expansion for the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic
stress-energy tensors, T and T , with a primary field. From now on we shall drop
the R symbol and consider the operator product expansion itself as a shorthand
for radially ordered products. The operator product expansion that defines the
notion of a primary field is abbreviated as
T (z)Φ(w, w¯) =
h
(z − w)2Φ(w,w) +
1
z − w∂wΦ(w,w) + . . .
T (z)Φ(w,w) =
h
(z − w)2Φ(w,w) +
1
z − w∂wΦ(w,w) + . . . ,
(2.10)
and encodes the conformal transformation properties of Φ. In the next section,
we shall see how operator product expansions are also equivalent to canonical
commutators of the modes of the fields.
We pause at this point to recall some of the standard lore concerning
operator product expansions[6]. In general, the singularities that occur when
20
Figure 2.3: Path integral representation of an equal-radius commutator.







dz (z)R (T (z)φ(w, w¯)) + dz¯ ¯(z¯)R (T¯ (z¯)φ(w, w¯))) . (2.39)
This is where the simplification occurs. Since our conserved current is a sum of a purely
holomorphic and a purely anti-holomorphic part, Cauchy’s theorem can be used. For
example, for a primary field we know how it should transform under an infinitesimal
conformal transfor ation, so we can work out the singularities that should be there in
the OPE between T and the field.
The upshot of this is that if we know the OPE between an operator and the energy mo-
mentum tensors T (z) and T¯ (z¯), then we immediately know how the operator transforms
under conformal symmetry. Or conversely, if we know how an operator transforms then
we know at least some part of its OPE with T (z) and T¯ (z¯). For example, the transfor-
mation law (2.19) for a primary field Φ(w, w¯) leads to the OPEs
T (z)Φ(w, w¯) =
h
(z − w)2 Φ(w, w¯) +
1
z − w∂wΦ(w, w¯) + . . . (2.40)
T¯ (z¯)Φ(w, w¯) =
h¯
(z¯ − w¯)2 Φ(w, w¯) +
1
z¯ − w¯ ∂w¯Φ(w, w¯) + . . . (2.41)
By performing two conformal transformations in succession, one can determine the OPE
of the energy momentum tensor with itself, which takes the general form
T (z)T (w) =
c/2
(z − w)4 +
2
(z − w)2T (w) +
1
z − w∂T (w), (2.42)
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and similar for anti-holomorphic terms.
2.2.5 The Virasoro algebra
After quantisation, the algebra of local conformal transformations acquires an extra term
due to the fact that the two-point function of the stress tensor no longer vanishes in
general. A way to see this is by defining the generators of the conformal symmetry as

















dz¯ z¯n+1T¯ (z¯). (2.44)
Using the OPE of T with itself (2.42), and the same for T¯ , it can be shown using the
methods outlined in the previous section that
[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n + c
12
m(m2 − 1)δm+n,0, (2.45)
[L¯m, L¯n] = (m− n)L¯m+n + c
12
m(m2 − 1)δm+n,0, (2.46)
[Lm, L¯n] = 0. (2.47)
2.2.6 Representations of the Virasoro algebra
The role of the Hamiltonian is played by the dilatation operator L0 + L¯0. However,
since the left- and right-moving parts of the energy-momentum tensor decouple, we can
consider L0 as the Hamiltonian for the right-moving part of the theory, and L¯0 for the




From the OPE with the energy momentum tensor we can deduce that
L0|φj〉 = hj |φj〉, (2.49)
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where hj is its holomorphic conformal dimension. In case the field inserted at the origin
is primary, we further see that
Ln|Φj〉 = 0, n ≥ 1. (2.50)
From the commutation relations (2.45), we can infer that the Ln’s (and L¯n’s) act as
raising- and lowering operators, since:
[L0, Ln] = −nLn, (2.51)
so that L0 (L−n|φj〉) = (hj + n) |φj〉, meaning that acting with Ln on a state shifts the
eigenvalue by −n, so for n > 0 it is a lowering operator, and for n < 0 a raising operator.
We will consider only unitary theories, which follows automatically if the Hamiltonian is
Hermitian. If we demand Hermiticity, the Virasoro generators must satisfy the following
conjugation relation:
L†n = L−n. (2.52)
From (2.50) we see that the spectrum of states is bounded from below, as states that
are created by acting with a primary operator on the vacuum are annihilated by all the
lowering operators. These states are usually called highest-weight state, and they have
the property that it is annihilated by all Ln with n > 0 (which is why it is sometimes
called a lowest-weight state instead). By acting with the raising operators L−n (n > 0)
on the highest-weight states, one builds representations of the Virasoro algebra, called
Verma modules. Obviously this results in an infinite tower of states. All states obtained
in this way are called descendants.
2.3 Integrability
Conformal Field Theory is an example of an integrable field theory12. In general, non-
integrable QFT must be solved perturbatively, which can be done only for weakly coupled
systems. However, for CFT and other integrable theories, one can in principle find
“exact”13 expressions for correlation functions, regardless of the interaction strength.
12 For the integrable structure of CFT, see [79] and references therein.
13see for a discussion of the notion of integrability the paper by [80]
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It is possible to find a relevant deformation of CFT that results in massive integrable
QFT, since an infinite number of integrals of motion can survive when perturbing a
CFT by particular relevant operators which lead to integrable field theories that are
not scale invariant [81]. The presence of these infinite integrals of motion gives huge
simplifications for the possible scattering events: it means the scattering has to preserve
the number of particles and the set of their momenta [82]. Also, one can apply a higher
spin symmetry and conclude that all scattering processes can be regarded as a series of
two-body scattering processes [83].
2.3.1 Intuitive picture of integrability
In order to get an idea of when a system might be integrable, consider a 2→ 2 scattering






If we assume that energy and momentum are conserved, then we have the following two








2. This has two
solutions, (k1 = q1, k2 = q2) and (k1 = q2, k2 = q1). Now if we look at a process in which








then the conservation of energy and momentum, giving the two equations P = k1 +k2 +












3, are insufficient to specify a solution.











3, we would be able to solve for {q1, q2, q3} in terms of {k1, k2, k3}. In this
case, a solution has the property {k1, k2, k3} = {q1, q2, q3}.
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In general, N of these ‘suitable’ conserved charges imply:
{k1, . . . , kN}in = {q1, . . . , qN}out. (2.53)
The number of particles is conserved, as is the set of their momenta. Scattering is
elastic. If we want to consider a system with an infinite number of degrees of freedom,
such as a quantum field theory, then for this system to be integrable the number of these
conserved quantities must be infinite as well.
2.3.2 Quantum Integrability
Let us make more precise what we mean when we say a quantum system is integrable.
A definition for quantum integrability is those quantum systems which have an infinite
set of conserved quantities (‘charges’) Qj that are local, conserved and in involution, i.e.
they satisfy the following properties:
• There is a set of quantities {Qj} that all commute with each other
[Qj , Qk] = 0 ∀j, k (2.54)
with one of the charges the Hamiltonian, so they are all conserved.




It was argued in [82] that the existence of such an infinite set of conserved charges is
a necessary and sufficient condition for factorised scattering: Since these charges are
local, one can consider asymptotic in/out states that are sufficiently separated so that
the charges Qn act on these asymptotic wave packets separately.







14or we might replace exp(−a(p− pi)2) by another function of p, peaked around pi
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= =
Figure 2.4: Yang-Baxter relation: By acting with a local conserved charge, a three-
body scattering process can be seen to be equivalent to different series of two-body
scattering processes.
Acting with the symmetry operator exp(ibQn) on each of the wave packets has the effect
of shifting the peak of each wave packet:








where ωn(k) is the eigenvalue of the symmetry operator. Considering an N -body scat-
tering process, we can shift the centre of mass of all the particles (wave packets) by
a different amount, and change the order in which they scatter off each other (see
Fig. 2.4). Since exp(ibQn) commutes with the S-matrix, these many body scattering
processes must be equivalent to a series of two-body scattering processes. For the case
of three-body scattering, this gives the Yang-Baxter relation:
S(123) = S(23)S(13)S(12) = S(12)S(13)S(23), (2.58)
where S(ijk) denotes the scattering process between particles labeled i, j and k, respec-
tively.
This gives the important result that the determination of the complete S-matrix for
a 1+1-dimensional integrable theory reduces to the determination of the two-body S-
matrix. The quantum inverse scattering theory, based on the Yang-Baxter relation, has
placed the theory of exactly solvable models in a unified framework and has provided
a powerful method for studying these models. The Yang-Baxter relation is a sufficient
condition for solvability, and leads to a consistent and effective method to find new
solvable models15.
15in fact, an infinite number of solvable lattice models have been discovered using the quantum inverse
scattering method in the last twenty years.
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2.3.3 Integrable QFT
For a quantum field theory to be integrable, it must have no particle production (as
scattering must be elastic). One might try to use Feynman diagrams to identify a La-
grangian that corresponds to an integrable quantum field theory (IQFT). As an example,
consider a 1+1D QFT16 with only one scalar field ϕ and Z2 symmetry. We have the
following Feynman rules:
= i
p2−m2+iε , = −ig4, etc...









ϕ6 + . . . . (2.59)
If we want to find out how the interaction strengths {gi} should be chosen in such a
way that no particle production can take place (and we have elastic scattering, and
therefore an integrable field theory), we analyze all possible production processes in
turn, starting with the lowest: (2→ 4). The total amplitude for this production process
is i
48m2
(g24 − g6), so that if one chooses g6 = g24, this process is dynamically suppressed.
Similarly, the analysis for the process (2→ 6) leads to the choice g6 = g34, etc. It turns
out that the only Lagrangian theories with Z2 symmetry that dynamically suppress all













ϕ8 + . . . . (2.60)
When all signs are chosen positive, this corresponds to the so-called sinh-Gordon model,
and when they are alternating, it is the sine-Gordon model.
The same analysis can be done with a more general Lagrangian which also has odd













ϕ5 + . . . . (2.61)
16the only interesting IQFTs are 1+1 dimensional (otherwise they must have free or long-range inter-
actions) [84].
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Having a description in terms of an IQFT is not sufficient: in order to extract physical
quantities of interest one needs a way of describing the thermodynamics. That is the
subject of the next section.
2.4 Thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz
The thermodynamic Bethe ansatz (TBA) was developed more than twenty years ago by
Yang and Yang [85], initially as a technique which allows to compute thermodynamic
quantities for a system of bosons interacting dynamically via factorisable scattering.
After Lieb and Liniger [86] took the thermodynamic limit of the periodic gas of inter-
acting bosons, and wrote down the Bethe solution for the Bose gas with a delta function
interaction at zero temperature, Yang and Yang wrote down an ansatz for the Gibbs
partition function [85] (which was finally rigorously proved two decades later in [87]),
and found a solution for the saddle point which led to the TBA equations. The incredible
power of their result lies in the fact that for theories with local interactions the saddle
point contribution dominates the partition function, so the problem now becomes find-
ing the particle and hole densities that minimise the free energy. Later, Zamolodchikov
and Zamolodchikov considered the thermodynamics of certain relativistic quantum field
theories in [82], and A.B. Zamolodchikov generalised the arguments of Yang and Yang
to the case of a system of particles which interact dynamically in a relativistic manner
through a scattering matrix which belongs to an IQFT [88]. This latter approach, nowa-
days usually referred to as thermodynamic Bethe ansatz, has triggered numerous further
investigations. The reason for this activity is at least twofold: on one hand the TBA
serves as an interface between conformally invariant theories and massive integrable de-
formations of them and on the other hand it serves as a complementary approach to
other methods and techniques. The TBA-approach allows to extract various types of
information from a massive IQFT once its scattering matrix is known. Most easily one
obtains the central charge of the Virasoro algebra of the underlying ultraviolet conformal
field theory, the conformal dimension and the factor of proportionality of the perturb-
ing operator, the vacuum expectation values of the energy-momentum tensor and other
interesting physical and mathematical quantities. The TBA provides quantities which
may be employed in other contexts, such as the computation of correlation functions.
For instance, the constant of proportionality, the dimension of the perturbing field and
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the vacuum expectation value of the trace of the energy-momentum tensor may be used
in a perturbative approach around the OPE of a two-point function within a conformal
field theory.
An important thing to note is that while off-shell particle creation complicates the
procedure, one can always go far enough back in time to consider an ”in” state in which
all wave packets are sufficiently separated. More precisely, |xi − xi+1|  ξ, where ξ is
again the correlation length (proportional to the inverse mass of the lightest particle).
In that limit, the wave packets behave as if they were free, and one can represent the
“in” state with the Bethe wave function. Similarly, after any interactions have taken
place, we can write down an“out”-state which is sufficiently far in the future, so that all
wave packets are again sufficiently separated:




During the intermediate period in which wave packets can interact with each other, this
simplification is of course not valid, but we can use what we know about the scattering





Sij(θi − θj) = ±1, i = 1, . . . , N, (2.63)
where we have used the rapidity variables θi. The positive sign in (2.63) is the condition
for bosons, and the negative sign the condition for fermions. This quantisation condition
can be expressed in terms of the rapidities alone,
miL sinh θi +
N∑
j 6=i
−i lnSij(θi − θj) = 2pini, (2.64)
where ni ∈ Z for bosons, and ni ∈ Z + 12 for fermions. The numbers {ni} and the
rapidities {θi} that solve the quantisation condition identify the Bethe states:
|n1, θ1; . . . ;nN , θN 〉. (2.65)
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mi cosh θi, p =
N∑
i=1
mi sinh θi, (2.66)
but now the rapidities can only take up values that obey the condition (2.64). In
general, this condition is very difficult to solve, as it involves a set of transcendental
equations, but in the thermodynamic limit (sending both L → ∞ and the number of
particles Na →∞, whilst keeping their ratio fixed), the spectrum of the rapidities that
solve (2.64) becomes dense, and one can introduce continuous densities ρ
(r)
a (θ), which
is defined as the number of particles with label a that have a rapidity between θ and







dθ ma cosh θρ
(r)
a . (2.67)
When the system length L is much larger than the correlation length ξ ∼ m−11 , the

















with δij(θ) = −i lnSij(θ), and where ∗ is the convolution of the functions





f(θ − θ′)g(θ′). (2.69)
To derive the thermodynamics of this integrable field theory, one must also find an
expression for the entropy as a function of the particle (and hole) densities, and use this
to minimise the free energy,
F [ρ, ρ(r)] = E[ρ(r)]− TS[ρ, ρ(r)], (2.70)
with respect to the two densities ρ, ρ(r). Here, F is the free energy, T is the temperature
and S is the entropy. This can be done by using a Lagrange multiplier, and elegantly
expressed by introducing the pseudo-energies a(θ), in terms of which the extremum
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condition reduces to the integral equation






ϕab(θ − θ′) log(1± e−b(θ′)), (2.71)
where we have defined ϕab(θ) :=
d
dθδab(θ). This gives us the free energy at the extremum:













Technically the TBA-approach consists essentially of the following steps, first solving
the TBA-equations with a given scattering matrix for the pseudo-energies, then using
the solution to compute the free energy, and extract finally the quantities of interest
from it (some interesting quantities can already be obtained from the knowledge of the
pseudo-energies). Due to the fact that the TBA-equations are a system of coupled non-
linear integral equations there exist no closed analytical solutions for them. Nonetheless,
numerically this is in principle a well controllable problem (it becomes, however, quite




In this chapter we will present the results of [4], after a short review
on the replica method of calculating the Entanglement Entropy and
the logarithmic negativity in QFT.
3.1 Entanglement in extended quantum systems
In the following, we will consider the methods for computing entanglement in the scaling
limit. In this limit, measures such as the entanglement entropy (EE) and negativity,
discussed in section 1.2.2, can be computed using path integral techniques. We will treat
separately two cases: entanglement between parts of a system that is in a pure state
and entanglement between parts of a system that is in a mixed state. If a system is in a
pure state, the EE provides a computable and also intuitively clear way of representing
entanglement. It possesses desirable qualities such as monotonicity, additivity, convexity
and basis independence (see the discussion in section 1.2.2). However, for systems that
are in a mixed state (which is the case for systems that are thermalised) the EE contains
contributions due to classical entropy in a system. In order to find a way to quantify
entanglement in a monotonic way for systems in a mixed states, one may instead consider
negativity. Negativity does not reduce to the EE in the low-temperature limit1, and its
intuitive meaning is less clear than that of the EE. Nevertheless, it has the advantage,
like the EE, of being computable for the type of systems we consider.
1rather, its zero-temperature behaviour is like a R´enyi entropy S(1/2)
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In this chapter, we will review the methods developed by [89–91] which computed the
bi-partite entanglement entropy (defined in (1.10)) in the scaling limit using geometric
quantities, using a method reminiscent of the replica trick in disordered (e.g. spin glass)
systems (see for instance [92]). For mixed states, we will review the methods of [93, 94]
to compute the logarithmic negativity, defined in (1.15).
3.1.1 Pure states: Entanglement Entropy
When dealing with a system with a finite number of degrees of freedom, as in the two-
particle case discussed in Chapter 1, computing the eigenvalues λi of the reduced density





These eigenvalues are probabilities, and therefore λi ∈ [0, 1], and
∑





i is absolutely convergent for any n ≥ 1, and therefore it is analytic
for all Re n > 1. This means one can take the derivative with respect to n for n > 1,
and if the entropy is finite, then the first derivative converges to this value in the limit
n→ 1+:





One way to calculate the entanglement entropy is to compute Tr ρnA for a generic real n
and use (3.2). In some cases Tr ρnA may be easier to compute for n integer. In that case
the calculation can be done using a type of replica trick: if one can compute Tr ρnA for a
positive integral n and one assumes that this can be analytically continued to a general
complex value, one can use (3.2) to compute the entanglement entropy. The question
remains whether this analytic continuation can be made, and yields a unique answer in
the limit n→ 1. When the sum (3.1) is finite, the analytic continuation is unique 2, and
yields an answer that equates to the result of the sum (3.1).
We are interested in computing suitable measures for entanglement (EE and negativity)
in the scaling limit, which will give us the universal part of the behaviour near a quantum
critical point (see Chapter 2). The EE diverges in the scaling limit [89–91], and whether
the replica trick works in the scaling limit has not been proven in general.
2under the condition that the result does not increase exponentially as Im(n)→∞
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The reason why the replica trick is useful in the scaling limit is because computing the
trace of the n-th power of the reduced density matrix in a QFT can be done using a
path integral. If 〈φ|ρ|φ′〉 is one matrix element of the density matrix for a system at
inverse temperature β, one can compute it by taking the path integral on the imaginary
time interval (0, β) over the Euclidean action and setting the field equal to φ(x) at τ = 0
and φ′(x′) at τ = β. In order to ensure that Tr ρ = 1, we have to normalize by a factor






= Z〈φ|e−βH |φ′〉 (3.3)
=
∫
[dφ(y, τ)]δ(φ(y, 0)− φ′(x))δ(φ(y, β)− φ(x))e−SE , (3.4)
where SE is the Euclidean action, and Z denotes the partition function: Z = Tr e
−βH .
In the path integral, the partition function is computed by setting the value of the
endpoints of the field equal to each other, and integrating over them. This is equivalent
to considering the path integral over a cylinder.
x
τ = Z = Tr e
−βH . (3.5)
For the reduced density matrix ρA = TrB ρ, tracing only over the degrees of freedom in




τ = Z〈φ|ρA|φ′〉 = Z〈φ|TrB e−βH |φ′〉, (3.6)
where φ and φ′ now denote states in HA only.
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We can take a product of these reduced density matrices,
∑
φ′,φ′′,···
〈φ|ρA|φ′〉〈φ′|ρA|φ′′〉 · · · , (3.7)
which amounts to sewing together one side of the cut on cylinder number 1 to the other







Finally, tracing over the remaining degrees of freedom in A means connecting the last
cylinder with the first cylinder. We are left with n cylinders that are cyclically con-
nected via the degrees of freedom in A, let us call this Riemann surface Rn. The
zero-temperature case may be considered by taking the limit β →∞, which means that
the geometry now becomes that of n sheets cyclically connected as described before.
Therefore, Rn is generally referred to as an n-sheeted Riemann surface. If we call the






Therefore, the computation of the entanglement entropy can be translated into the
computation of partition functions on n-sheeted Riemann functions with 2N conical
singularities, where N is the number of cuts. This can be effectively done by instead of
having fields that can wind around the conical singularities and end up on a different
sheet, making n copies of the fields, which each live on only one of the sheets, and defining
operators that, when a field twists around them, send the field to the next sheet (or the
previous one, depending on the direction). These operators are called branch-point twist
fields [95, 96], and they arise out of the symmetry under permutation of the copies. The
advantage to our n copy model is that now the fields are again local with respect to
the n-copy Lagrangian (a property that was lost in the n-sheeted Riemann surface) [96].
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The main property of the twist field of interest, associated with a cyclic permutation, is
the exchange property
ϕi(y, t) T(x, t) =
 T(x, t)ϕi(y, t) (y < x)T(x, t)ϕi+1(y, t) (x < y). (3.10a)
Similarly, the “anti-twist” field, associated with the inverse cyclic permutation, satisfies
ϕi(y, t) T˜(x, t) =
 T˜(x, t)ϕi(y, t) (y < x)T˜(x, t)ϕi−1(y, t) (x < y). (3.10b)






We will use the CFT normalization
T(x)T˜(y) ∼ (x− y)−2dn . (3.12)
In general, the trace of the product of reduced density matrices appearing in the expres-
sion for the Re´nyi entropy S
(n)
A for a region A consisting of N cuts A = [u1, v1] ∪ · · · ∪





2Ndn〈T(u1)T˜(v1) · · · T(uN )T˜(vN )〉C, (3.13)
where
√
cn is a nonuniversal constant encoding the conical singularity at the positions
of the twist fields (this depends on the number of sheets) 3, and δ is a short-distance
regulator such as a lattice spacing. Note that the expression on the right-hand side of
(3.13) is dimensionless, as the twist fields have dimension dn.
3.1.2 Mixed states: (Logarithmic) Negativity
In the path integral, taking the transpose, which means exchanging the row and column
indices of the reduced density matrix, corresponds to exchanging upper and lower edges
3Note the different way in which our constant cn appears in the formulae compared to formulae in
[91] and other papers of these authors: in our case, twist fields are finite CFT fields, hence the constant
appears when a pair of twist fields is inserted, whereas in some other works it appears in the computation
of the correlation function of twist fields.
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of the cuts. This would mean we have to define new branch-point twist fields, depending
on the number of sheets. If we consider the reduced density matrix ρA, where A =
A1 ∪ A2 = [u1, v1] ∪ [u2, v2], such that Tr(ρA)n ∝ 〈T(u1)T˜(v1)T(u2)T˜(v2)〉, and take
the partial transpose with respect to A2, we have to compute the following correlation
function:
Tr(ρT2A )
n ∝ 〈T(u1)T˜(v1)T n−1(u2)T˜ n−1(v2)〉, (3.14)
where T n−1 has the property that it connects a field on sheet j with a field on sheet
j+n−1(mod n), and T˜ n−1 connects a field on sheet j with a field on sheet j−n+1(mod
n). One may use the methods of [98, 99] to obtain the conformal dimensions of these
fields. However, we may replace T n−1(x) → T˜(x) and T˜ n−1(x) → T(x). Therefore,
we do not have to introduce different twist fields at this stage, and we find the partial
transposition simply has the effect of exchanging twist fields and anti-twist fields for the
transposed region.
Tr(ρT2A )
n ∝ 〈T(u1)T˜(v1)T˜(u2)T(v2)〉. (3.15)
3.2 Review of existing EE and logarithmic negativity re-
sults
The entanglement entropy of a single interval of length ` in a one-dimensional system













Despite their non-universal nature, the constants c′n are known exactly for few integrable
models [96, 101–104].






+ 2 ln c1/2. (3.18)
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The fact that for a single interval Tr ρnA transforms under a general conformal transfor-
mation as a two-point function of primary operators means that it is simple to compute
in other geometries. A simple generalization is to consider a finite-size system with
periodic boundary conditions, or a system in a thermal mixed state. The result for the













For low temperatures (or β  `), this result reduces to the zero-temperature result
(3.16), as it should, whereas in the high-temperature limit (β  `), the result is linear




`+ c′1 (β  `). (3.20)
At finite temperature, the computation of the negativity in [93, 94] has some subtleties,













+ f(e−2pi`/β) + 2 ln c1/2, (3.21)
where f(x) := limne→1Fn(x), i.e. the limit of n → 1 starting from an even value of
n, of the function Fn(x), which contains the remaining degrees of freedom in a four-
point function, as discussed in Chapter 2. For high temperatures and at fixed interval
length ` equation (3.21) is valid only as long as β  δ and so it never becomes negative,
as it could seem at a first superficial look. Another fundamental feature is that the
logarithmic negativity depends on the full operator content of the model through the
function f(x).








where the constant c˜′1 is given by the limit n → 1 of c˜′n := ln c˜n1−n . The constants for
the situation with a boundary and the situation without a boundary are related to the




= ln g, (3.23)
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where ln g is the boundary entropy, first discussed by Aﬄeck and Ludwig [109]. We
recall that g is universal and depends only on the boundary CFT.
The entanglement between two semi-infinite halves, a sufficiently long time t   after
a local“cut-and-glue” quench at T = 0, is given by[110]:






with k0 := c˜
′
1 + (c/6) ln(δ/). The result (3.24) tells us that the leading long time
behavior is only determined by the central charge of the theory in analogy with the
ground state value for a slit.
For the logarithmic negativity between two adjacent intervals of length `1 and `2 at







For the thermal cut-and-glue quench described in Chapter 1, the authors of [111] con-
jectured that the logarithmic negativity in the NESS reached after connecting reservoirs
of different temperatures, E(βl, βr) is just the average of the thermal state logarithmic
negativities, where the systems are thermalised at (inverse) temperatures βl and βr:

















Numerical studies of the logarithmic negativity between two adjacent intervals of length
` at finite temperature in the harmonic chain [111] revealed the following behaviour as
a function of time:
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can make use of the light-cone structure of the matrix elements, implying that for − ≫m n t| |
the entries S t( )m n, are exponentially small. Thus, the sums involved in C t( )A
T2 can be truncated
and evaluated numerically to a very high precision.
The result for  is shown in ﬁgure 5. For times <t ℓ, the logarithmic negativity develops a
plateau, followed by a sharp drop at ≈t ℓ, where the propagating front leaves the subsystem A.
The data then converges slowly to the ground-state value of  , shown by horizontal lines on the
left of ﬁgure 5. The plateau region is again reminiscent of the behaviour of the entanglement
entropy in the corresponding geometry [40, 42]. We thus propose the ansatz
 = + − + + + +a t b ℓ t c ℓ t d ℓln ln ( ) ln ( ) ln constant, (33)
where the coefﬁcients are ﬁtting parameters. In fact, some of them can be ﬁxed by requiring that
in the limit → ∞ℓ we recover the result (30), implying =a 1 2 and = − +d b c( ). For the
remaining two we obtain ≈b 0.15 and ≈c 0.13 from a ﬁt to the data with =ℓ 100. The data is
then scaled together using these values in the right of ﬁgure 5 and shows a nice collapse.
6.2. Finite temperatures
We ﬁnally study the case where the initial states on left and right-hand side are prepared at ﬁnite
temperatures. We consider again the inﬁnite geometry, where the initial covariance matrices are
given by equation (9) with the sum replaced by an integral. First, we consider the unbiased case
β β β= =l r , with results on the time evolution of  shown on the left of ﬁgure 6. When
compared to the local quench results in ﬁgure 5, one sees that the curves become ﬂatter and
eventually saturate in time for increasing temperatures. Nevertheless, one observes the same
light-cone effect at ≈t ℓ and after a sudden decrease  relaxes slowly towards its thermal-state
value (28).
The case of unequal temperatures is shown on the right of ﬁgure 6. The result (29) for the
steady state suggests, that the same relation might be true for the time evolution as well. Indeed,
the average of the time evolved entanglement with equal temperature initial conditions,  β( )l
and  β( )r , is indistinguishable from the data  β β( , )l r for unequal temperatures. There are,
however, again some small deviations.
Figure 5. Left: time evolution of entanglement after a local quench in the inﬁnite
geometry for various ℓ. Horizontal lines indicate the ground-state values of  for
=ℓ 25, 50. Right: scaled data according to equation (33) with parameters a = 0.5,
≈b 0.15, ≈c 0.13 and = − +d b c( ).
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3.3 Overview of results
We have confirmed (3.26) for the NESS for general CFTs, and furthermore, found that
for the special case of CFTs with trivial pairing data4, a more gen ral expression holds
for all times t:
E(t;βl, βr) = 1
2
(E(t;βl) + E(t;βr)) , (3.28)
where the expressions on the right-hand side are just the logarithmic negativities after
connecting two baths of equal temperature.
For the transient regime, we found that in general, disentangling the left- and right
thermal baths might not be possible, unless the CFT model has trivial pairing data.
For the case of trivial pairing data, we found expressions that require knowledge of the
specific CFT model in qu stion. However, for very short times after the quench, and
in the prethermal regime (which is reached as one takes the limit ` > t → ∞, so as
not to reach the steady state), exact expressions could be found. The evolution of the
logarithmic negativity just after the quench is independent of the temperature and the








TT + ln c1/2 + 3 ln g, (t any other scale). (3.29)
4This refers to the pairing between holomorphic and antiholomorphic modules of the CFT. The OPE
between fields ϕi(x) and ϕj(y) is generically not the product of the OPEs between their individual
holomorphic, ϕ+i (x)ϕ
+




j (y), components. The particular structure of
the OPEs constitute additional data of the CFT model under consideration, which may be referred to
as the pairing data of the model. Models in which the pairing is trivially factorised are those that are
completely built out of symmetry currents: those where all representations involved are the representa-
tions associated to the symmetry algebra itself. Free-boson (harmonic chains) and free-fermion models
display this property.
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It does have some non-universal contributions. The logarithmic negativity in the prether-








TT + ln c1/2 + 3 ln g, (` > t→∞), (3.30)
which tells us that if the intervals are large enough, and we wait long enough, the
logarithmic negativity reaches a plateau, which is different from the thermal plateau
that is reached in the steady state. Taking the difference of these two expressions, we
obtain a universal function of t/β.
A possible explanation of why the negativity just after the quench does not depend
on the temperatures of the reservoirs is that the initial buildup of entanglement is due
to the fastest particles, which make up the sharp front between the reservoirs and the
steady state. After a while, slower particles become important as well.
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Abstract
We study the dynamics of the entanglement in one-dimensional critical quantum systems after a local 
quench in which two independently thermalized semi-infinite halves are joined to form a homogeneous 
infinite system and left to evolve unitarily. We show that under certain conditions a nonequilibrium steady 
state (NESS) is reached instantaneously as soon as the entanglement interval is within the light cone ema-
nating from the contact point. In this steady state, the exact expressions for the entanglement entropy and the 
logarithmic negativity are in agreement with the steady state density matrix being a boosted thermal state, as 
expected. We derive various general identities: relating the negativity after the quench with unequal left and 
right initial temperatures with that where the left and right temperatures are equal; and relating these with 
the negativity in equilibrium thermal states. In certain regimes the resulting expressions can be analytically 
evaluated. Immediately after the interval intersects the light cone, we find logarithmic growth. For a very 
long interval, we find that the negativity approaches a plateau after sufficiently long times, different from 
its NESS value. The NESS value is reached instantly as soon as the entire interval is contained in the light 
cone. This provides a theoretical framework explaining recently obtained numerical results.
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1. Introduction
Finding ways to quantify the entanglement of quantum many body systems is an interesting 
problem with various applications, for instance as a tool for detecting quantum critical behavior, 
and topological phases [1,2]. A measure of the quantum entanglement for bipartite systems in a 
pure state is the Entanglement Entropy (EE),
SA = −TrρA lnρA, (1)
which is calculated using the reduced density matrix ρA = TrB ρ, where ρ is the density matrix 











A = SA, (2)
this encodes a lot of information about the entanglement [3–6]. A striking feature of the EE is 
the universal behavior it displays near a Quantum Phase Transition. This allows one to compute 
it using methods from Quantum Field Theory, or, exactly at criticality, Conformal Field Theory 
(CFT). In [7,8], a field theory method was introduced to compute the entanglement entropy using 
the replica trick, whereby TrρnA is interpreted as a partition function on an n-sheeted Riemann 
surface.
When a system is in a mixed state, the EE is not a good measure of entanglement, as it contains 
a classical contribution from the entropy of the mixed state. A measure of entanglement that does 
not have this problem for mixed states is the logarithmic negativity [9], which was shown to be an 
entanglement monotone in [10]. The logarithmic negativity between two parts A1 and A2 (such 
that A = A1 ∪A2, and the total system is A1 ∪A2 ∪B) is given by
EA1,A2 ≡ ln ||ρT2A ||1 = ln Tr |ρT2A |, (3)
where the trace norm ||ρT2A ||1 is the sum of the absolute values of the eigenvalues λi of ρT2A , and 
ρ
T2
A is the partial transpose of ρA with respect to the tensor factor corresponding to A2. Note that 
A1 and A2 need not be complementary parts of the system (which is the case only when B = ∅). 
In [11,12], a systematic way was developed to compute the logarithmic negativity using field 
theory methods.
Recently, the dynamics of entanglement out of equilibrium has seen a surge in interest, and 
this has been studied in a variety of cases. A system can be brought out of equilibrium by apply-
ing a quantum quench, which is a sudden change of a parameter in the Hamiltonian, such that the 
new Hamiltonian does not commute with the original one. This can be a global quench, such as 
a sudden change of a mass parameter, external magnetic field or interaction strength, or a local 
quench, such as a sudden change in interaction strength between two sites on a chain. Such situ-
ations offer insight into quantum physics out of equilibrium. A particular type of local quench is 
the so-called “cut and glue” quench, in which a system is cut into two pieces and glued together, 
possibly after the separate halves have been thermalized at different temperatures. This type of 
quench has been studied since a long time, especially from the viewpoint of constructing non-
equilibrium steady states (NESS) (where the setup is referred to as the “partitioning approach”) 
[13–15]. The thermodynamics of the NESS and its approach were studied in various quantum 
chains [16–20], and recently the energy current and fluctuations were studied in one-dimensional 
CFT [21–23] and in higher-dimensional CFT [24].
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Numerical results for the EE after this type of quench, in which two infinite chains of free 
fermions in their respective ground states are connected at a point, were found in [25]. Ana-
lytical results for the more general case where the theories could be described by a CFT were 
found in [26] (with a correction in [27]). These results were generalized for systems of finite 
length [28], and re-obtained by developing the holographic dual of the local quench between two 
CFTs in their ground state [29]. In the same setup, the mutual information and EE after a local 
quench at zero temperature were calculated in [30], and in a nonequilibrium steady state in the 
presence of an energy current (in an infinite chain of free fermions) [31]. An analytical formula 
for the negativity after the quench was conjectured for the case in which the system reaches a 
nonequilibrium steady state with finite energy current [32], and numerical results were found for 
any time after the quench, confirming the relation for the NESS.
In this paper we consider the entanglement arising after the “cut and glue” quench in CFT with 
independently thermalized halves, where an energy current is generated and a nonequilibrium 
steady state is reached at late times. We confirm and generalize to a certain class of CFTs the 
results of [31,32]. We find that in certain CFTs, at any time, the negativity after the quench at 
different temperatures can be written in terms of negativities in systems where the temperatures 
are equal. We also find equations for various time regimes relating the negativity after the quench 
with equilibrium expressions, in which the effect of the time evolution is only present in a change 
of the intervals. For certain time regimes, we find analytical results for the finite time behavior
before the NESS is reached.
We present new techniques using holomorphic (chiral) twist fields for computing measures of 
entanglement after a local quench, expanding previous results [8,33] (see also the various reviews 
in [27]). We consider both Rényi entropies and the logarithmic negativity, but we concentrate on 
the latter, as the former is not a good measure of entanglement when considering mixed states.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the type of “cut and 
glue” quench we are interested in, and give an overview of important results in the literature, 
as well as the main results obtained in this paper. In Section 3, we review the properties of 
branch-point twist fields [34,35,33], and discuss holomorphic twist fields. We use these fields to 
find a relation between the EE after the quench in terms of equilibrium quantities. In Section 4
we finally describe the time evolution of the logarithmic negativity after a local quench using 
these holomorphic twist fields, and identify cases in which a universal result can be obtained. 
In particular, we find results for the nonequilibrium steady state (NESS), and the time evolution 
leading up to that. In Appendix A we confirm that the NESS, on (holomorphic) twist fields, can 
still be described [21,24] as a boosted thermal state. In Appendix B we find relations between 
structure constants that appear in OPEs of twist fields, in Appendix C we relate some of the 
nonuniversal constants in our results to the boundary entropy, and in Appendix D we relate the 
time evolution of the mutual information to quantities that can be computed in equilibrium.
Shortly after this paper appeared in preprint, another preprint [36] appeared, in which the 
negativity in the same setup was considered, but with both reservoirs at zero temperature. The 
results broadly agree with the low temperature limit of our results.
2. Local quench between independently thermalized systems
Consider two copies of a semi-infinite one-dimensional quantum system (say, a spin chain), 
separately prepared in generically different thermal states with inverse temperatures βl and βr . 
As the two copies are separately prepared, they are completely unentangled. At time t = 0, the 
two copies are connected at their boundary point, forming the left and right halves of a single 
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Fig. 1. We consider two semi-infinite critical systems, initially thermalized at different temperatures. At time t = 0, the 
systems are connected at a point so that energy can flow between them. After time t , there is a sharply defined region of 
size R ∝ t in which there is a steady state description. We want to consider the behavior of the entanglement between the 
left and right baths as time evolves.
infinite, homogeneous total system. The total system is then left to evolve unitarily. The process 
we are describing is a local quench: at time t = 0, the dynamics is suddenly changed from that of 
two disconnected semi-infinite systems to that of a single homogeneous total system, by adding 
a local connection (one or a few links in the spin chain). Because of the interaction thus created 
between the left and right subsystems, one expects the subsystems to become entangled as time 
goes on.
In the total system, energy can flow between the left and right subsystems, and because of the 
initial temperature imbalance an energy current develops. In certain situations, including those 
we will be considering here, after an infinitely long time a steady state emerges where energy 
flows constantly from one side to the other [16–23,37,38,24,39–41] (Fig. 1). This quench process 
is sometimes referred to as the “partitioning approach” for constructing non-equilibrium steady 
states (NESS) [13–15]. We are interested in the dynamics of the entanglement between the left 
and right subsystems in the presence of a developing energy current, and in the entanglement 
present in the steady state emerging at late times.
Let us denote by Hl and Hr the Hamiltonians of the left and right subsystems, respectively. 
The density matrix describing the initial state, with independently thermalized subsystems, is
ρ0 = e−βlH l−βrHr . (4)
The expectation value taken in the initial state is denoted as
〈· · ·〉0 = Tr(ρ0 · · ·)Tr(ρ0) . (5)
Note that since [Hl, Hr ] = 0, the expectation values factorize into the left and right systems: if 
O1(x) and O2(y) are local observables at positions x < 0 and y > 0, respectively, then
〈O1(x)O2(y)〉0 = 〈O1(x)〉l〈O2(y)〉r (x < 0, y > 0), (6)
where the expectation values 〈· · ·〉l/r are taken with respect to e−βlH l and e−βrHr , respectively.
After the quench, a connection is added between the left and right subsystems, and the full 
Hamiltonian is
H = Hl +Hr + δH. (7)
The term describing the connection δH does not commute with either Hl or Hr . Although it 
may have a vanishingly small effect on the value of the total energy, it affects the dynamics
in an important way. The density matrix evolves with time according to the full Hamiltonian, 
ρ0(t) = e−iH tρ0eiHt , and for any time t > 0 it does not factorize into left and right subsystems 
anymore. Expectation values of observables in the state at time t after the quench can naturally 
be written in terms of expectation values with respect to ρ0 of time-evolved observables,
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Fig. 2. Before the time of connection, the systems (at low temperatures) are described by two copies of the same CFT, 
each on the half-line, with different temperatures. After the connection, the total system is described by a CFT on the 




with O(t) = eiHtOe−iH t (see Fig. 3).
At all times t > 0, and in particular in the non-equilibrium steady state occurring at infinite 
times, the density matrix corresponds to non-trivial, generically non-thermal mixed states. Hence 
in order to study the dynamics of the entanglement after the quench and in the steady state in 
the presence of an energy current, we need to use a measure of entanglement that is appropri-
ate for any mixed states. One such measure is the logarithmic negativity [9,10]. This provides 
real numbers characterizing the quantity of entanglement between any two subsystems in mixed 
states. That is, for any decomposition of the Hilbert space as H=HA1 ⊗HA2 ⊗HB (where HB
may be trivial) and for any density matrix ρ on H, the logarithmic negativity EA1,A2(ρ) gives a 
measure for the quantity of entanglement present in ρ between subsystems HA1 and HA2 . The 
results of [11,12] provide, in field theory, the logarithmic negativity as a certain nontrivial limit 
on averages with respect to ρ of observables determined by A1 and A2. The observables involve 
the branch-point twist fields, which are local observables of the replicated (multi-copy) field the-
ory model [34,35,33]. Hence we may use (8) in order to evaluate the entanglement negativity in 
field theory.
Below we will study the cases where A1 = [u1, v1] and A2 = [u2, v2] represent disjoint, con-
tiguous sets of local degrees of freedom (sites in the quantum chain).
Let us now assume that the quantum system is critical, and that the dynamical exponent is 
unity (for instance a quantum chain at a critical point, such as the Heisenberg model). If we 
assume that the initial temperatures, β−1l and β−1r , of the left and right halves are small as com-
pared to microscopic energy scales (for instance, the typical energy of a link in the quantum 
chain), we may describe the physics by using Conformal Field Theory (CFT). The quench pro-
cess that we described above has been studied within CFT in [21,22], and as explained there, 
a current-carrying non-equilibrium steady state develops at late times. From standard CFT ar-
guments, the fields that are in the same conformal family as the energy and momentum density 
separate into right and left movers. On each of the semi-infinite initial, separate, subsystems, 
right and left movers are related to each other via conformal boundary conditions at the end-
points, see Fig. 2. The effect of the local quench is to modify the dynamics in such a way that 
at times t > 0, right and left movers flow continuously through the total system, at the speed 
of light (the Lieb–Robinson velocity of the quantum chain). This has the effect of producing a 
light cone, outside which the initial independently thermalized states are observed, and inside 
which a non-equilibrium steady state occurs. The steady state is completely described by inde-
pendently thermalizing right and left movers at inverse temperatures βl and βr , respectively, or 
equivalently by boosting a thermal state of rest-frame inverse temperature 
√
βlβr and boost ve-
locity (βr − βl)/(βr + βl); the latter picture of a boosted thermal state has a generalization to 
higher-dimensional CFT [24] (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 3. Expectation values at time t after the quench are computed using time evolved observables on the disconnected 
state. The observables are evolved with the full Hamiltonian H , which includes the connection between the left and right 
systems.
Fig. 4. The negativity between two parts A1 = [−v, −u] and A2 = [u, v] of finite length, and equal distance from the 
point of connection. The negativity is a measure for the entanglement between two (not necessarily complementary) 
regions A1 and A2 of a system A1 ∪A2 ∪B .
Below we will combine the CFT description of the quench problem and the emerging steady 
state with the twist-field expressions for logarithmic negativity in order to study the universal 
dynamics of entanglement in the presence of energy flows in critical systems.
Remark. The quantum-chain precursor to branch-point twist fields are cyclic replica permutation 
operators, studied in [42]. Generalizing the field-theory arguments of [11,12] and using these 
quantum-chain operators, one obtains the logarithmic negativity via averages of local observables 
in quantum chains. Hence, one may also use (8) in quantum chains in order to study the dynamics 
of the negativity, by replacing the observable O with products of cyclic replica permutation 
operators instead of branch-point twist fields.
2.1. Main results of this paper
We denote by EA1,A2(t; βl, βr) the logarithmic negativity between degrees of freedom lying 
on subsets A1 and A2, a time t after the connection, with initial left and right inverse temperatures 
βl and βr respectively (see Fig. 2). In the following, we will denote the logarithmic negativity 
in equilibrium (i.e. in a system where no quench has taken place) at inverse temperature β by 
EeqA1,A2(β). For technical reasons, calculations will mainly be restricted to CFT models with triv-
ially factorized pairing between holomorphic and anti-holomorphic modules of the CFT (which 
we will refer to as trivial pairing data). However, certain results generalize to arbitrary pairing, 
as we will indicate. We find the following.
For CFT models with trivial pairing data, the logarithmic negativity between two intervals of 
equal length, A1 = [−v, −u] and A2 = [u, v] (Fig. 4) is given by the average of two expressions 
that each depend only on one of the temperatures,
E[−v,−u],[u,v](t;βl, βr) = 12
(E[−v,−u],[u,v](t;βl)+ E[−v,−u],[u,v](t;βr)) , (9)
where E[−v,−u],[u,v](t; β) is the negativity obtained from initially thermalizing both halves at 
the same temperature. We find different behavior for the latter function depending on the length 
v − u of the intervals we are measuring, and the time t after connection.
Entanglement starts building after t > u. For intermediate times u < t < v, the following 
relation between the logarithmic negativity after the quench in terms of the equilibrium negativity 
between different intervals holds for CFT models with trivial pairing data:
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Fig. 5. Negativity between two parts A1 and A2 of finite length .
E[−v,−u],[u,v](t;β) = Eeq[−v,−u]∪[t,v],[u,t](β)+ lnCT
2
TT − ln c1/2 + 3 lng,
u < t < v. (10)
Recall that the equilibrium negativities Eeq
A˜1,A˜2
are calculated in an infinite system where no 
quench has taken place; the effect of the quench is encoded in the now changed intervals A˜1 =
[−v, −u] ∪[t, v] and A˜2 = [u, t]. The constant CT
2
TT is the limit n → 1 from even n of a universal 
3-point coupling characteristic of the CFT model, whereas c1/2 is a non-universal constant that 
depends on the microscopic details of the quantum chain. Finally, we have a term which is a 
multiple of lng, the boundary entropy [43]. For late times, t > v, the observables measuring the 
negativity are in the NESS. The logarithmic negativity in the NESS does not depend on time, and 
the relation between the negativity after the quench and equilibrium expressions simplifies:
E[−v,−u],[u,v](t;β) = Eeq[−v,−u],[u,v](β), t > v. (11)
Note that in this regime the above relation (11) and the relation (9) are consistent with the state 
being a boosted thermal state with boost velocity (βr − βl)/(βr + βl) and rest-frame inverse 
temperature 
√
βlβr . This latter description is expected to hold for CFTs with nontrivial pairing 
data as well.
The equilibrium expressions for the negativity in the above relations generally depend on the 
CFT model in question, and therefore an explicit solution cannot be found from CFT methods. 
However, specializing to the case A1 = [−, 0] and A2 = [0, ] (Fig. 5), we may find approxi-
mate solutions for certain limits of  and t .
For instance, just after the quench, the logarithmic negativity calculated using (10), with u = 0
and v = , becomes
E[−,0],[0,](t;β) = c2 ln
t
δ
+ lnCT 2TT + ln c1/2 + 3 lng, t  any other scale, (12)
where δ is a non-universal factor related to the lattice spacing of the underlying quantum chain 
and c is the central charge of the CFT model. Here all non-vanishing terms, in the small-t limit, 
have been accounted for. Note that the behavior just after the quench does not depend on the 
temperatures of the systems before the quench, or on the length  of the intervals.
Another limit we can take is   t → ∞. In this limit, the equilibrium terms in (10), again 








+ 3 lnCT 2TT + ln c1/2 + 3 lng. (13)
This indicates a plateau, which is different from the plateau reached in the NESS.
We expect the asymptotic result for small t (12) with (9) to hold for more general module 
pairing in the CFT, but in the “prethermal” regime, the result (13) may have corrections for 
CFTs with nontrivial pairing data. The difference between the logarithmic negativity just after 








− 2 lnCT 2TT
t  any other scale. (14)
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One can interpret the second term as arising from the fact that the entanglement builds up around 
the two boundary points, which in this limit are far away from each other.
The logarithmic negativity in the NESS (i.e. for t > ) does not depend on time, and is given 
by











+ lnCT 2TT + ln c1/2. (15)
In this regime it is expected that this result does not depend on pairing data.
By taking the limits  → ∞ and t → ∞ of the logarithmic negativity in different order 
and subtracting the results, we can obtain the gap between the “prethermal” and the “thermal” 
plateaus:(
lim











+ 2 lnCT 2TT + 3 lng. (16)
This is a universal function of the (inverse) temperature, and depends on the boundary entropy 
and the structure constant CT
2
TT .
2.2. Comparison to results in the literature
The CFT corresponding to the harmonic chain numerically studied in [32] has trivially factor-
ized module pairing. Therefore, all above results should apply to this case. Using general CFT 
arguments and their numerical results, the authors of [32] conjectured an expression for the log-
arithmic negativity in the nonequilibrium steady state (NESS). Our result (15) at c = 1 confirms 
that this conjecture is correct. Further, other numerical results found in [32] for the regime be-
fore the system reaches the steady state suggest that the logarithmic negativity builds up quickly 
(logarithmically), and then saturates to a finite value, before hitting the NESS regime in which it 
saturates at a lower value. These general features are in agreement with the above results.
3. Branch-point twist fields and a real-time CFT approach to entanglement dynamics
As shown in [8,33] and [11,12], some measures of entanglement, such as the von Neumann 
and Rényi entropies, and the (logarithmic) negativity, can be expressed using the replica trick in 
terms of correlation functions of so-called branch-point twist fields [34,35,33], associated to the 
permutation symmetry of the copies. Branch-point twist fields exist in any replica, n-copy QFT 
model, and are associated with the symmetry under permutation of the copies. The main property 
of the twist field of interest, associated with a cyclic permutation, is the exchange property
ϕi(y, t)T(x, t) =
{ T(x, t) ϕi(y, t) (y < x)
T(x, t) ϕi+1(y, t) (x < y). (17a)
Similarly, the “anti-twist” field, associated with the inverse cyclic permutation, satisfies
ϕi(y, t) T˜(x, t) =
{ T˜(x, t) ϕi(y, t) (y < x)
T˜(x, t) ϕi−1(y, t) (x < y). (17b)
The twist fields are local, primary fields, and their scaling dimension was found in [34,35] to be
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Fig. 6. A picture representing the negativity between part A1 = [u1, v1] (dashed line) and A2 = [u2, v2] (dotted line).
dn = c12 (n− n
−1). (18)
We will use the CFT normalization
T(x)T˜(y) ∼ (x − y)−2dn . (19)
In general, the trace of the product of reduced density matrices appearing in the expression 
for the Rényi entropy S(n)A for a region A consisting of N cuts A = [u1, v1] ∪ · · · ∪ [uN, vN ], is 
given, for an initial state represented by 〈· · ·〉, by the following 2N -point function
TrρnA = cNn δ2Ndn〈T(u1)T˜(v1) · · ·T(uN)T˜(vN)〉, (20)
where √cn is a nonuniversal constant encoding the conical singularity at the positions of the 
twist fields (this depends on the number of sheets),1 and δ is a short-distance regulator such as 
a lattice spacing. Note that the expression on the right-hand side of (20) is dimensionless, as the 
twist fields have dimension dn.
For the negativity, different configurations of twist fields are required. For instance, dividing 
a system into three subsystems A1, A2 and B , consider the negativity measuring of the entangle-
ment between A1 and A2, disregarding the entanglement with the third subsystem B (Fig. 6).
In a state represented by 〈· · ·〉, the logarithmic negativity between the subsystems A1 =
[u1, v1] and A2 = [u2, v2] (with A = A1 ∪ A2 and T2 denotes partial transposition with respect 
to A2) is given by [11,12]
EA1,A2 = lim
n→1 log Tr |ρ
T2









where we note that the last two equalities hold only when taking the limit n → 1 analytically 
continuing from an even number of copies.
Note that in the expressions for the Rényi entropies (20) and the logarithmic negativity (21) we 
have not specified the state the system is in. In the following, we will consider the local quench 
as described in Section 2. Our density matrices will therefore have the following dependencies
ρA = ρA(t;βl, βr). (22)
In some cases we will find relations between the negativity after the quench and negativities in 
equilibrium, where a system is thermalized at a certain inverse temperature β . We will denote 
the equilibrium expressions with
ρ
eq
A = ρeqA (β). (23)
1 Note the different way in which our constant cn appears in the formulae compared to formulae in [8] and other papers 
of these authors: in our case, twist fields are finite CFT fields, hence the constant appears when a pair of twist fields is 
inserted, whereas in some other works it appears in the computation of the correlation function of twist fields.
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3.1. Chiral twist fields
In CFT, local fields decompose into local holomorphic (or chiral) and anti-holomorphic (or 
anti-chiral) components. Seen as generating Virasoro modules, local fields may be written as 
ϕ(x) = ϕ+(x)ϕ−(x) (more precisely, there is a basis such that this holds). Under homoge-
neous time evolution, a local field ϕ(x, t) evolves as ϕ(x, t) = ϕ+(x − t)ϕ−(x + t), again in 
the sense of generators for Virasoro modules, and thus time evolution separates the components. 
The field-theory meaning of this decomposition as modules is that the stress-tensor has inde-
pendent integer-power “holomorphic” (i.e. as function of x − t) and “anti-holomorphic” (i.e. 
as function of x + t) expansions with finite-order singularities. This implies that each compo-
nent ϕ+(x) and ϕ−(x) commutes with energy and momentum densities at space-like distances 
– thus fulfilling the requirement of locality. Using this decoupling, we can formally define chiral 
branch point twist fields, which are defined in such a way that they cyclically permute only chiral 
or anti-chiral components. For example, the equal-time exchange relations for the right-moving 
branch-point twist field with a right-moving field ϕ+ is
ϕ+i (y)T +(x) =
{ T +(x)ϕ+i (y) (y < x)
T +(x)ϕ+i+1(y) (x < y)
(24a)
while the equal-time exchange relation with a left-moving field ϕ− is simply
ϕ−i (y)T +(x) = T +(x)ϕ−i (y). (24b)
Similar relations hold for left-moving twist fields and for the anti-twist fields.
By considering exchange relations with the stress-energy tensor, it can immediately be seen 
that these chiral twist fields commute with the full energy and momentum densities of the replica 
(n-copy) theory. Hence, they are local fields, and one can infer from the above that these chiral 
twist fields must be related to the usual twist fields via its own holomorphic factorization, T(x) =







Note that the chiral twist fields carry spin, since for a chiral twist field the difference between its 
holomorphic dimension and its anti-holomorphic dimension is 	 = 0 in general.
When chiral twist fields are brought close to each other, they may or may not have a diver-
gence, depending on the chirality of the fields. Two fields of different chirality do not produce a 
divergence. For instance,
T +(x)T −(y) x→y∼ T +(y)T −(y) = T(y). (26)
However, fields of the same chirality do produce a divergence, for instance in the following OPE,
T +(x)T +(y) x→y∼ (x − y)	(2)n −2	n(T +)2(y)C(T +)2T +T + , (27)
where the structure constant C(T
+)2
T +T + is a property of the CFT model under consideration, and the 
conformal dimension of the field (T +)2, which is equal to the conformal dimension of (T −)2, 
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Similarly, we have the OPE
T +(x)T˜ +(y) x→y∼ (x − y)−2	n, (29)
where the normalization in (19) was used.
3.2. Pairings of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic fields
It is well known that, although holomorphic factorization in CFT is true at the level of Virasoro 
representations – that is, the factors are local fields – it does not hold, generically, at the level 
of the operator algebra. That is, the OPE between fields ϕi(x) and ϕj (y) is generically not the 
product of the OPEs between their individual holomorphic, ϕ+i (x)ϕ
+
j (y), and anti-holomorphic, 
ϕ−i (x)ϕ
−







ij (x − y)dk−di−dj ϕk(y) (30)






ij (x − y)	
+
k +	−k′−di−dj ϕ+k (y)ϕ
−
k′ (y). (31)
One may say that although holomorphic and anti-holomorphic components are local, they gener-
ically have semi-local properties with respect to the operator algebra. This generically affects the 
chiral twist fields that we introduced above.
It is known that the particular structure of the OPEs constitute additional data of the CFT 
model under consideration, which, along with the central charge, the set of modules involved 
and the chiral OPE coefficients, fully characterize the CFT model. This additional data may 
be referred to as the pairing data of the model. Because of the separation between the chiral 
and anti-chiral components of the stress-tensor (and of other symmetry currents), highest-weight 
modules always appear, in any OPE, in a factorized fashion, hence the only pairing data necessary 
is that identifying the pairing between modules.
The pairing of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic components is a manifestation, at the CFT 
level, of the fact that, at the quantum-chain level, time-evolved fields are not in general locally 
supported on end-points of the light-cone, but rather are supported on the full interval lying inside 
the light-cone. Formally, we may represent this pairing as a connection between holomorphic and 
anti-holomorphic components, and this connection constrains the OPEs involving the separate 
components.
Models in which the pairing is trivially factorized are those that are completely built out of 
symmetry currents: those where all representations involved are the representations associated to 
the symmetry algebra itself. Free-boson (harmonic chains) and free-fermion models display this 
property. By construction, in a model with trivially factorized pairing, the OPEs of twist fields in 
the replica model also trivially factorizes.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to go into any detail of the effect of the pairing data on 
the dynamics of entanglement. Below we make general comments on this, but mostly consider 
the special case of factorized pairing. However, many of our results, we expect, do not depend 
on the pairing data.
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Remark. The pairing data of a CFT model affects n-point function calculations for n ≥ 4; these 
can be calculated generically by inserting OPEs, and pairing data is necessary within this proce-
dure. Pairing data leads to expressions of 4-point functions as particular linear combinations of 
products of conformal blocks. One can see, on the other hand, that 2- and 3-point functions do 
not depend on the pairing data.
3.3. Dynamics after a local quench
The definition of the chiral twist fields is invariant under conjugation by any unitary operator. 
Considering the time-evolution operator, this allows us to deduce the behavior of branch-point 
twist fields under time evolution. For example, evolving with the Hamiltonian H after connec-
tion, we get the following relation for right-moving fields:
ϕ+i (y˜) e
−iH tT +(x)eiHt =
{
e−iH tT +(x)eiHt ϕ+i (y˜) (y˜ < x − t)
e−iH tT +(x)eiHt ϕ+i+1(y˜) (x − t < y˜)
(32)
where y˜ := y − t . From this relation one can see that under time evolution with the Hamiltonian 
after connection, the right-moving twist field indeed evolves as e−iH tT +(x)eiHt = T +(x − t), 
and the left-moving fields as e−iH tT −(x)eiHt = T −(x + t). The same relations hold for the 
other twist fields defined in (17).
After time evolution, chiral twist fields are evaluated in the disconnected state 〈· · ·〉0 defined 
by (6). It may be convenient to define a so-called unfolding map, in which left- and right-moving 
fields of the half-line are mapped to holomorphic fields on the full line, as follows:
T +(x) → τ(x), T −(x) → τ˜(−x), T˜ +(x) → τ˜(x), T˜ −(x) → τ(−x). (33a)
The holomorphic twist fields τ and τ˜ are defined on the unfolded line, and will be evaluated in 
thermal states as per
〈· · ·〉l/r → 〈· · ·〉chβlr , (33b)
where 〈· · ·〉chβ denotes the thermal expectation value taken in the holomorphic sector. The con-
formal dimension of these holomorphic twist fields τ and τ˜ are again given by (25). Similar 
relations hold for the anti-twist fields.
Because of the generically nontrivial pairing data of the CFT, after time evolution, where 
some chiral components have evolved through the origin x = 0 and changed side, the expecta-
tion value in the state 〈· · ·〉0 does not generically factorize into a product of expectation values 
in 〈· · ·〉l/r . Indeed, pairing may imply connections between components that are positioned in 
different halves of the system. Hence, the holomorphic expectation values 〈. . .〉chβlr occurring af-
ter unfolding should be understood as thermal conformal blocks, and the time-evolve correlation 
function is a sum of products of such blocks.
Fortunately, with factorized pairing, even after time evolution, the expectation value of chiral 
components in 〈· · ·〉0 does factorize into a product expectation values in 〈· · ·〉l/r . Unfolding as 
above, these are chiral expectation values on the line. Note that with factorized pairing, any 
thermal expectation value of full (holomorphic times anti-holomorphic) fields also factorizes 
into its chiral component, so that we have a convenient relation between the chiral expectation 
values in the unfolded system and full twist-field expectation values on the line:
〈τ(x) . . . τ˜(y)〉chβ =
(
〈T(x) . . . T˜(y)〉β
)1/2
. (34)
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Using (8), (20) and (21), one can use these chiral twist fields to describe the dynamics of 
entanglement after the quench by evolving the fields under the full Hamiltonian H and then 
considering the time evolved fields in the disconnected system. This means that, up to certain 
subtleties, all twist fields that, after time evolution, are to the left of the defect should be evaluated 
on the half-line at temperature βl , and all twist fields that are to the right of the defect, should be 
evaluated on the half-line at temperature βr . These expressions can be simplified by unfolding the 
left and right systems, and one is left with products of two holomorphic expressions (conformal 
blocks) on the line, evaluated at different temperatures. The subtleties arise when the branch cuts 
emanating from the twist fields cross the point x = 0 separating the left and right subsystems, as 
we now explain.
3.4. Evolution of the entanglement entropy
As a simple example, take the entanglement entropy between a finite region A = [u, v] and 
the rest. For reasons of simplicity, we will assume that both u and v are positive. Naively, we 
have
TrρnA(t) = cnδ2dn〈T(u, t)T˜(v, t)〉0, (35)
where 〈. . .〉0 is the expectation value taken in the disconnected system and the time-evolved 
fields are as above. In fact, this formula might involve additional non-universal singularities. 
Indeed, let us express the correlation function in terms of the chiral twist fields: 〈T +(u − t, 0)
T −(u + t, 0)T˜ +(v− t, 0)T˜ −(v+ t)〉0. Here we have two different cuts for the left-moving fields 
and the right-moving fields: A− = [u + t, v + t] and A+ = [u − t, v − t], and a subtlety arises 
when one of the points of these regions crosses the defect. The fact that in the state ρ0 the 
boundary conditions at the point of the defect is such that the two halves are separated, means 
that each cut extending across the defect is divided into two shorter cuts, one on each side of 
the defect. This is expressed by the insertion of an extra pair of twist fields, giving rise to extra 
divergencies that must be regularized.




2dn〈T(u,0)T˜(t − ε,0)T(t + ε,0)T˜(v,0)〉0, (36)
where u < t < v. Evolving this over a time s with the connected Hamiltonian H , this becomes
TrρnA(s) = cnδ2dn lim
ε→0(2ε)
2dn〈T(u, s)T˜(t − ε, s)T(t + ε, s)T˜(v, s)〉0
= cnδ4	n lim
ε→0(2ε)
4	n〈T +(u− s,0)T −(u+ s,0)T˜ +(t − s − ε,0)
T˜ −(t + s − ε,0)T +(t − s + ε,0)T −(t + s + ε,0)T˜ +(v − s,0)
T˜ −(v + s,0)〉0. (37)
The expression after time evolution over a time s = t with u < t < v can be written as a product 
of expectation values for the left and the right system, with the division at 0, as in (6). We can 
use (6) and the OPE T −(2t − ε)T˜ −(2t + ε) ε→0∼ (2ε)−2	n to obtain the expression
TrρnA(u < t < v) = cnδ4	n lim
ε→0(2ε)
2	n
〈T +(u− t)T˜ +(−ε)〉l〈T −(u+ t)T +(ε)T˜ +(v − t)T˜ −(v + t)〉r . (38)
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Fig. 7. EE between a part A = [u, v] (with u > 0 and v > 0) and the rest, a time t after connection, with t < u < v
(top left), u < t < v (top right) and u < v < t (bottom).
As will become clear below, the expectation values in (38) are regular as ε → 0. Hence we 
must set the remaining factor 2ε proportional to the short-distance cutoff δ. This is equivalent to 
reversing the limits of ε → 0 and the scaling limit δ → 0. The constant of proportionality will 




The first expectation value in (38), corresponding to the left subsystem, can be evaluated by 
mapping to a chiral theory on the line via the unfolding map (33). We obtain
〈T +(u− t)T˜ +(0)〉l = 〈τ(u)τ˜(t)〉chβl , (40)
where the expectation value is taken on the line at inverse temperature βl , and we have used 
translation invariance to shift the rhs expression over t . Using the relation (34) between the 
holomorphic twist fields and the full twist fields, we can relate this holomorphic expressions to a 
Rényi entropy of a different interval, in a system in equilibrium at a different temperature.
On the other hand, the second expectation value in (38), corresponding to the right subsystem, 
can be re-written as








T˜(v, t)〉r . (41)
A physical interpretation as a Rényi entropy may be obtained by going to a Lorentz boosted frame 
such that both twist fields, in this frame, are evaluated on the same time slice. In this frame, the 
state represents a steady state with a thermal flow and with a moving boundary (intersecting the 
origin of space time), and the Rényi entropy is evaluated instantaneously. The boost velocity 
is (t − u)/(u + t − 2v), the resulting interval length is D = √ut − (u+ t − 2v)v/2, and the 
left-hand side of the interval is at space-time position given by x0 = t0 = (u + t)(v − t)/(2D). 
Note that the boost velocity is zero at t = u and is the speed of light at t = v.
Hence, we find that the Rényi entropy of an interval A = [u, v] an intermediate time u < t < v
after a quench can be written in terms of equilibrium and boosted-equilibrium quantities as
S
(n)













1 − n lnbn, (42)
where we defined c′n := ln cn/(1 − n), where S(n),eqC (β) denotes the Rényi entropy between a 
subsystem C and the rest in the system consisting of the full line, in equilibrium at inverse 
temperature β , and where S(n),boost(βr) denotes the Rényi entropy in the boosted state described 
above (which depends on u, v and t ).
A simplification occurs in models with factorized pairing. The unfolding map gives
〈T −(u+ t)T +(ε)T˜ +(v − t)T˜ −(v + t)〉r = 〈τ(−v)τ˜(−u)τ(t + ε)τ˜(v)〉chβr , (43)
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where again we used translation invariance to shift with t . In factorized pairing models, the 
4-point function of holomorphic twist fields has a direct interpretation as a Rényi entropy, using 
the relation (34). From this we find S(n),boost(βr) = S(n),eq[−v,−u]∪[t,v](βr), giving
S
(n)














1 − n lnbn. (44)
The time dependence is now fully encoded in the intervals Aj in S(n),eqAj (β), with A1 = [u, t] and 
A2 = [−v, −u] ∪ [t, v] for β = βl,r respectively.
The EE is obtained by taking the limit n → 1, resulting in the expression












and, with factorized pairing,













where we denote with b1 the limit limn→1 bn.2 The last term is equal to the boundary entropy 
[43]; see Appendix C.
Finally, from Fig. 7, it is clear that for late times t > v, the cuts do not extend across the defect, 
and we may simply write
TrρnA(t > v) = cnδ4	n〈T +(u− t,0)T˜ +(v − t,0)〉l〈T −(u+ t,0)T˜ −(v + t,0)〉r
= cnδ4	n〈τ(u− t)τ˜(v − t)〉chβl 〈τ(−v − t)τ˜(u− t)〉chβr , (47)
which results in the following time-independent expression,
S
(n)











We may now use similar principles in order to study the negativity.
Remark. In (38), (40) and (47), we expect factorization to occur independently of the pairing 
data of the CFT model, because only the identity module is involved in the two-point functions 
evaluated. Further, we expect the re-writing (41) to be in agreement with the original pairing 
between holomorphic and anti-holomorphic components imposed by the full twist fields in the 
original expression. This is because of the simplifications arising from taking identity modules 
when evaluating the limit ε → 0, and when evaluating the two-point function on the left subsys-
tem.
4. Evolution of the entanglement negativity after a local quench in the presence of an 
energy current
In the following, we will calculate the logarithmic negativity between two parts of equal 
length: A1 = [−, 0] and A2 = [0, ]. We will be considering three important time regimes: 
first, the time just after the quench (regime I in Fig. 8), in which the numerical results in [32]
2 Note that we need to specify the value of b1 as a limit, as for n = 1 the twist operators are just the identity operator, 
and do not depend on position, wherefore the exchange of limits δ → 0 and ε → 0 works for any b1.
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Fig. 8. We will compute the logarithmic negativity in three regimes. I: just after the quench t  1, II: a long time after 
the quench, but before the steady regime 1  t <  and III: in the steady state t > .
Fig. 9. The negativity between two finite parts of equal length  in an infinite system at the time of the quench t = 0. 
The dashed (dotted) lines indicate that for that chiral sector, each sheet is connected with the sheet above (below). After 
evolution with the connected Hamiltonian H the twist fields are moved into the other system, and we must regularize the 
expression for the negativity.
Fig. 10. The negativity at time t between two finite parts of length |u − v| evolved back to the time of the quench. On 
the top left (a), we have the regime t < u, in which there is still no entanglement. The top right picture (b) represents the 
case in which two cuts cross the defect. In the bottom picture (c), the cuts have moved into the different systems, and we 
are in the steady regime (note that for t > v, the negativity does not depend on t ).
suggest the logarithmic negativity grows with time logarithmically. Next we consider the system 
in the limit   t → ∞, which would correspond to regime II in Fig. 8. From the numerical 
results in [32] we expect the logarithmic negativity to saturate to a constant value in this limit. 
Finally, when considering  finite, one can study the NESS regime (regime III in Fig. 8), which 
actually already exists for all times t > . From the numerics in [32], we expect that the value of 
the logarithmic negativity in this regime will again be constant in time, and lower than the value 
in regime II (Fig. 8).
Using the replica trick (21), the logarithmic negativity at the time of the quench can be found 
by calculating the following expression:
Trρn[−,0],[0,](t = 0) ∝ 〈T(−,0)T˜ 2(0,0)T(,0)〉0, (49)
where we have used the notation ρA1,A2 := ρT2A .
Since the expectation value 〈. . .〉0 is taken at the time of connection, we have to take into 
account that as the boundary condition changes at the connection point, we must regularize the 
expression. This will introduce various nonuniversal terms. Therefore, we will first calculate the 
following expression:
TrρnA1,A2(t = 0) = c2nδ4dn〈T(−v,0)T˜(−u,0)T˜(u,0)T(v,0)〉0, (50)
where here we have defined A1 = [−v, −u] and A2 = [u, v].
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As for the case of the EE discussed in Section 3, the regularization may change if the expres-
sion (49) is evolved over time (Fig. 9). First, in the trivial case of t < u (Fig. 10 (a)), and for the 
moment assuming trivial pairing data, we have:
TrρnA1,A2(t < u;βl, βr)
= c2nδ4dn〈T +(−v − t,0)T˜ +(−u− t,0)T˜ −(−u+ t,0)T −(−v + t,0)〉l
〈T −(v + t,0)T˜ −(u+ t,0)T˜ +(u− t,0)T +(v − t,0)〉r . (51)
This can be mapped to holomorphic twist fields using (33), to give
TrρnA1,A2(t < u;βl, βr) = c2nδ4dn〈τ(−v − t)τ˜(−u− t)τ(u− t)τ˜(v − t)〉chβl
〈τ˜(−v − t)τ(−u− t)τ˜(u− t)τ(v − t)〉chβr . (52)
Using translation invariance of the holomorphic correlators, it is clear that this expression is 










resulting in the following relation for the logarithmic negativity










This just tells us what we already know: if you consider two intervals a distance u away from the 
point of connection, at a time t < u after connection, the intervals have not yet had time to build 
up entanglement. The terms Eeq
A˜1,A˜2
(β) denote the logarithmic negativity between subsystems A˜1
and A˜2 for a system in equilibrium at inverse temperature β . These are calculated in an infinite 
system where no quench has taken place. The upshot is that we can obtain time-dependent results 
using equilibrium (finite temperature) expressions. However, as the intervals A˜1 and A˜2 change 
during the time evolution, the correlation functions may become more complicated.
If the expression (49) is evolved over a time u < t < v (Fig. 10 (b)), extra fields must be 
inserted at positions (−t−ε, t), (−t +ε, t), (t −ε, t) and (t +ε, t). For that, we use the following 
identity:
〈T(−v, t)T˜(−u, t)T˜(u, t)T(v, t)〉0
= lim
ε→0(2ε)
4dn〈T(−v, t)T˜(−t − ε, t)T(−t + ε, t)T˜(−u, t)T˜(u, t)
T(t − ε, t)T˜(t + ε, t)T(v, t)〉0. (55)
With this, we can express the trace using the chiral twist fields of Section 3.1, again assuming 
the CFT model in question has trivial pairing data:
TrρnA1,A2(u < t < v;βl, βr)
= c2nδ8	n lim
ε→0(2ε)
8	n〈T +(−v − t,0)T −(−v + t,0)T˜ +(−2t − ε,0)T˜ −(−ε,0)
T +(−2t + ε,0)T˜ +(−u− t,0)T˜ +(u− t,0)T +(−ε,0)〉l
〈T −(ε,0)T˜ −(−u+ t,0)T˜ −(u+ t,0)T −(2t − ε,0)T˜ −(2t + ε,0)T˜ +(ε,0)
T −(v + t,0)T +(v − t,0)〉r . (56)
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Using the OPEs (29), we can simplify this expression:
TrρnA1,A2(u < t < v;βl, βr)
= c2nδ8	n lim
ε→0(2ε)
4	n〈T +(−v − t,0)T −(−v + t,0)
T˜ −(−ε,0)T˜ +(−u− t,0)T˜ +(u− t,0)T +(−ε,0)〉l
〈T −(ε,0)T˜ −(−u+ t,0)T˜ −(u+ t,0)T˜ +(ε,0)T −(v + t,0)T +(v − t,0)〉r . (57)
After mapping this expression to an expression containing holomorphic twist fields and using 
translation invariance to shift by t , we get
TrρnA1,A2(u < t < v;βl, βr)
= c2nδ8	n lim
ε→0(2ε)
4	n〈τ(−v)τ˜(−u)τ˜(u)τ(t − ε)τ(t + ε)τ˜(v)〉chβl
〈τ˜(−v)τ(−u)τ(u)τ˜(t − ε)τ˜(t + ε)τ(v)〉chβr . (58)
Using the OPE τ(x)τ(y) ∼ Cτ 2ττ (x − y)	
(2)
n −2	nτ 2(y), we can write this as





〈τ˜(−v)τ(−u)τ(u)τ˜ 2(t)τ(v)〉chβr . (59)
Setting 2ε proportional to the cutoff parameter δ introduces an n-dependent constant bn, defined 
in (39). This gives:






8	n+2	(2)n (Cτ 2ττ )2〈τ(−v)τ˜(−u)τ˜(u)τ 2(t)τ˜(v)〉chβl













where A˜1 = [−v, −u] ∪ [t, v], and A˜2 = [u, t].








we can express the logarithmic negativity a time u < t < v after the quench for CFTs with trivial 
pairing in terms of the logarithmic negativity of systems in equilibrium at temperatures βl and βr , 
respectively:



















. Note that the structure constants CT
2
TT defined in the OPE 
depend on n, and that in (63) the limit n → 1 from even n has been taken. We will not use 
separate notation to indicate this. Also note that in (63) we used c(2)n = c2n/2 for n even. The 
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Fig. 11. The negativity at time t between two finite parts of length  evolved back to the time of the quench. On the 
left (a), we have the case t < , in which two cuts cross the defect and when expressing the negativity in the disconnected 
system, the 3-point functions become 4-point functions. On the right (b), the cuts have moved into the different systems, 
and we are in the steady regime (note that for t > , the negativity does not depend on t ).
last term, − c4 lnb1 = 3 lng, which is just three times the boundary entropy (see Appendix C). 
Again, the terms Eeq
A˜1,A˜2
(β) denote the logarithmic negativity between subsystems A˜1 and A˜2 for 
a system in equilibrium at inverse temperature β . As before, the effect of the quench is encoded 
in the now changed intervals A˜1 = [−v, −u] ∪ [t, v] and A˜2 = [u, t].
The expression for TrρnA1,A2(t) at late times t > v does not need a regulator, as in that case 
the cuts do not extend over the connection point (see Fig. 10 (c)). We have
TrρnA1,A2(t > v;βl, βr)
= c2nδ4dn〈T +(−v − t,0)T˜ +(−u− t,0)T˜ +(u− t,0)T +(v − t,0)〉l
〈T −(−v + t,0)T˜ −(−u+ t,0)T˜ −(u+ t,0)T −(v + t,0)〉r , (64)
which, after mapping to holomorphic twist fields and using translation invariance, becomes
TrρnA1,A2(t > v;βl, βr) = c2nδ4dn〈τ(−v)τ˜(−u)τ˜(u)τ(v)〉chβl 〈τ˜(−v)τ(−u)τ(u)τ˜(v)〉chβr . (65)
This results in the following expression







From the form of (54), (63) and (66), we can conclude that for intervals A1 = [−v, −u] and 
A2 = [u, v] that are equidistant from the connection point and have equal length, we can always 
write the logarithmic negativity after the quench as the average of the logarithmic negativity for a 
system that is thermalized at inverse temperature βl and one that is thermalized at temperature βr :
E[−v,−u],[u,v](t;βl, βr) = 12
(E[−v,−u],[u,v](t;βl)+ E[−v,−u],[u,v](t;βr)) . (67)
Note that for models with trivial pairing data, this expression is valid at any time t after the 
quench. However, for more general CFTs we expect this to hold only for t > v. In the following, 
we will always calculate the negativity for the case βl = βr = β . It must therefore be noted that 
all our results for t < v may have corrections.
Let us now specialize to the case A1 = [−, 0] and A2 = [0, ]. In this case there are two 
situations: t <  and t >  (Fig. 11). We must substitute v =  and take the limit u → 0 in the 
expressions (63) and (66).
In order to find the relation between the logarithmic negativity a time t after the quench and 
the negativity in equilibrium systems, we take the appropriate limits from the physical quantities 
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As a check, we may compute the relation between the two choices of intervals explicitly, and we 














2dn+d(2)n 〈T(−)T˜ 2(0)T()〉, (70)
where in the second step we used the OPE T˜(x)T˜(y) ∼ CT˜ 2T˜T˜ (x − y)−2dn+d
(2)
n T˜ 2(y), and the con-
stant a1 appears when we set (x − y) ∼ anδ in this OPE. This constant is different from bn, since 
the OPE is different (it gives a different change in geometry). We note that for both equilibrium 
and nonequilibrium states of the system, the difference between E[−v,0],[0,v] and the limit u → 0
of E[−v,−u],[u,v] is the same combination of constants, which on physical grounds (as asserted in 
(68) and (69)) we require to add up to zero:
c
4
lna1 + ln c1/2 − lnCT˜
2
T˜T˜ = 0. (71)
In the following, we will therefore be able to take u = 0 and v =  directly.
4.1. Early times: regimes I and II (t < )
The expressions Eeq[−,0]∪[t,],[0,t](β) contain four-point functions:
Tr(ρeq[−,0]∪[t,],[0,t])
n(β) = cnc(2)n δ2dn+2d
(2)
n 〈T(−)T˜ 2(0)T 2(t)T˜()〉β. (72)
In this case the general result is strongly model dependent, as the expression for a four-point 
function contains a model-dependent function of the cross-ratio of the four coordinates. We first 









n 〈T(e−2π/β)T˜ 2(1)T 2(e2πt/β)T˜(e2π/β)〉C. (73)
Using global conformal invariance, the four-point function on the plane can be brought in the 
following form:
〈T(z1)T˜ 2(z2)T 2(z3)T˜(z4)〉C = |z14|−2dn |z23|−2d
(2)
n Fn(η), (74)








dn = 0, and lim
n→1
n even
d(2)n = −c/4, (76)
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we can express the finite-temperature negativity between A˜1 = [−, 0] ∪ [t, ] and A˜2 = [0, t], 

















+ 2 ln c1/2,
t < . (77)
The function f (η) := lim n→1
n even
Fn(η) is model-dependent (it depends on the universality class 
of the CFT model). However, we may find its value for general CFT in certain limits, where the 
four-point function reduces to a two- or three-point function.
4.1.1. Regime I
The behavior right after the quench can be studied directly by taking the limit t → 0, which 
corresponds to z3 → z2 in (74), and considering the OPE
T˜ 2(x)T 2(y) x→y∼ |x − y|−2d(2)n . (78)
With this, the four-point function (74) becomes
〈T(z1)T˜ 2(z2)T 2(z3)T˜(z4)〉 z2→z3∼ |z23|−2d
(2)
n 〈T(z1)T˜(z4)〉. (79)
Again mapping back to the cylinder using zj := exp(2πwj/β), with w1 = −, w2 = 0, w3 = t
and w4 = , and considering the scaling dimensions (76) in the limit n → 1 from even values 








+ 2 ln c1/2, t  any other scale. (80)
Note that this equation only holds for t very small, but the constants in the expression are all 
accounted for. Using (63) to compute the logarithmic negativity after the quench, we obtain the 
dynamics for the negativity a very short time after the quench.
E[−,0],[0,](t;β) ∼ c2 ln
t
δ
+ lnCT 2TT + ln c1/2 + 3 lng, t  any other scale, (81)
where again we note that − c4 lnb1 = 3 lng (see Appendix C), where lng is the boundary en-
tropy [43]. Note that although this result has been derived using the assumption of trivial pairing 
data, we expect this result to hold for any CFT.
4.1.2. Regime II
Another regime in which we may find a general expression is the limit   t → ∞. Note that 
the cross ratio in (77) depends on  and t . After taking the limit  → ∞, the cross ratio reduces 



















This gives model-dependent behavior of the logarithmic negativity as a function of time, since 
there is a time-dependent part in f that is dependent on the CFT model (or specifically, its 
universality class), and must be computed for different models, but we may study the limiting 
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behavior of f (e−2πt/β) for very early or very late times. Note that we do not expect to reach the 
NESS regime at late times, since we consider t < .
To characterize the behavior of f (η) for η → 0, we can compare the general expression for 
the four-point function, and take the limit z1 → z2, so that the cross ratio η → 0. On the other 
hand, we may evaluate the lhs explicitly by using the OPE
T(z1)T˜ 2(z2) z1→z2∼ CT˜TT˜ 2 |z12|
−d(2)n T˜(z2). (83)
By inserting an extra twist field, and comparing the expectation value of the lhs as z1 → z2 to the 
expectation value of the rhs, we obtain the following relation for the structure constant CT˜TT˜ 2 :
C
T˜
TT˜ 2 = limz1→z2 CTT˜ 2T |z13|
−d(2)n |z23|d
(2)
n = CTT˜ 2T . (84)
Using this OPE, we can calculate the four-point function in the limit z1 → z2.





n |z24|−2dn , (85)
where we used (84) to obtain CT˜T 2T˜ = CTT˜ 2T = CT˜TT˜ 2 . Comparing this with (74), we see that 
the function Fn behaves in the limit η → 0 as
Fn(η) η→0∼ (CT˜TT˜ 2)
2 |η|−d(2)n . (86)




















+ 2 lnCT˜TT˜ 2 + 2 ln c1/2, t → ∞. (88)
Finally, we substitute the above expression into (63) to find the logarithmic negativity in this 








+ 2 lnCT˜TT˜ 2 + lnC
T 2
TT + ln c1/2 + 3 lng. (89)
This is simplified by using the relation
C
T˜
TT˜ 2 = C
T 2
TT (90)
proved in Appendix B. The first thing we notice is that expression (88) does not depend on t , 
thus confirming that the limit in (89) exists, and in regime II the logarithmic negativity reaches 
3 The expressions for the negativity in equilibrium (88) for  → ∞, correspond to the negativity of a bipartite system 
at finite temperature, which was calculated in [44]. Our results agree, but we have made a different choice of function 
Fn(x).
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a plateau. Unsurprisingly, the height of these plateaus decreases at higher temperatures. Another 
thing we may do is look at the difference of the logarithmic negativity in regime I and regime II, 









− 2 lnCT˜TT˜ 2
t  any other scale. (91)
4.2. Late times: regime III (t > )
We compute the equilibrium expression for the trace:
Tr(ρeq[−,0],[0,])
n(β) = cn(c(2)n )1/2δ2dn+d
(2)
n 〈T(−)T˜ 2(0)T()〉β . (92)








Using (84), we have























+ lnCT˜TT˜ 2 + ln c1/2. (95)
Using (66) we find that this is equal to the NESS logarithmic negativity for t > :











+ lnCT˜TT˜ 2 + ln c1/2. (96)
Note that this expression is independent of pairing data of the CFT, and therefore should hold for 
general CFT.
We can compare the values of this plateau (regime III, or the “thermal” regime) with the 
plateau in regime II (or the “prethermal” regime) by taking the limit  →∞ in (96). Using (90)










+ 2 lnCT 2TT + 3 lng, (97)
which is universal.
Remark. We expect the general relations (54), (63) and (66) to depend on the pairing data of the 
CFT model. However, the results of Section 4.1.1 are expected to hold in general, due simplifi-
cations arising when taking the limit t → 0.
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5. Discussion/conclusion
We have found analytical expressions for the EE and the logarithmic negativity after a local, 
“cut and glue”-type, quench that are valid for CFT models with trivial pairing data, as well as a 
few that are valid for any CFT, in certain time regimes. These expressions are in agreement with 
the behavior found in [32], in which the time evolution of the logarithmic negativity was studied 
numerically for the case of the harmonic chain. In particular, our initial logarithmic growth with t
appears to agree with the behavior found in [32], as does the initial saturation in regime II, 
which is reached when t is large enough, but still smaller than . The results in [32] also suggest 
the existence of a NESS shortly after the point t >  is reached (in our exact results this is 
instantaneous), whose conjectured form is confirmed by our results.
We find that for the case t <  the universal dependence on t and  of the logarithmic nega-
tivity has the same form as the logarithmic negativity in a thermal state between a region [0, t]
and its direct environment [−, 0] ∪ [t, ], which has been considered in [44].
The appearance of the term 2 lnCT˜TT˜ 2 in the universal difference (91), in particular of the 
factor 2, seems to indicate the appearance, at large times t (in the limit  → ∞), of two points 
around which the independent contributions to the entanglement arise. Looking at the form of 
the equilibrium expressions in (63) in this limit, given by (88), it is clear from the intervals 
A˜1 = [−∞, 0] ∪ [t, ∞], A˜2 = [0, t] that in the large t limit the same result can be obtained 
by using a product of two three-point functions 〈TT˜ 2T〉〈T˜T 2T˜〉, giving rise to the 2 lnCTT˜ 2T
term (note that CT˜T 2T˜ = CTT˜ 2T ). This observation on the equilibrium expression represents the 
fact that the negativity of an interval of length t with respect to the rest of the system at finite 
temperatures has, at large t , two independent contributions coming from the boundary points of 
an interval, due to the finite effective correlation length generated by the nonzero temperature.
We may also give a physical explanation for the relation (63) between the negativity after the 
quench and the equilibrium negativity. This physical explanation accounts for the equality of the 
universal parts: the dependence on the time, temperatures and interval lengths, up to additional 
non-universal constants. We take the case u = 0 and v =  → ∞ for simplicity. See Fig. 12 for a 
pictorial representation. In this picture, one considers the creation of entangled pairs at any time 
before or after the quench. In the disconnected state, any particle from an entangled pair reflects 
at the defect. However, after connection, one of the entangled particles can move into the other 
subsystem. Whether this happens, depends on the time of creation, and the distance from the 
connection point. Using such rules, one can “count” the number of entangled pairs contributing 
to the entanglement between the left and right after a time t . On the other hand, one can also 
count the number of entangled pairs contributing to the entanglement of an interval of length t at 
equilibrium (without defect). A moment’s thought shows that these two numbers are equal.
In our calculations we have assumed that the pairing between holomorphic and anti-
holomorphic modules of the CFT is trivially factorized. This is not the case in general, and 
therefore the relations we have found between the logarithmic negativity after a quench and the 
logarithmic negativity in equilibrium do not hold in general. However, as explained, in certain 
time regimes the results are expected to become independent of pairing data. Further, it is possi-
ble that the above physically compelling particle-pair-creation picture could have more general 
validity.
A next step would be to learn more about the way in which pairing affects our computations. 
In particular, we would like to find limits in which the results are independent of pairing, and 
determine the corrections that our general relations would get for CFT models with nontrivial 
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Fig. 12. A time t after the quench, we start to see an effect of two lightcones (whose size depends on the length  of the 
intervals, so they can be infinite), one starting somewhere in the left system and one in the right, where in each lightcone 
there is an interval of length t in the other half of the system, which can entangle with the rest of the interval within the 
lightcone. If we take these two lightcones together, we end up with something looking like an interval of length t in a 
larger system, which accounts for the appearance of two factors of CTT˜ 2T at late times.
pairing data. Other interesting directions are generalizing these results to integrable QFTs, and 
to cases with nontrivial impurities after the connection (that situation has been studied in the 
recent work [45]). Another avenue would be to apply the ideas developed in this and related 
work to other observables. Finally, it would be extremely interesting to understand the evolution 
of entanglement in higher-dimensional CFT in the cut-and-glue setup, possibly using methods of 
gauge–gravity duality.
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Appendix A. The steady-state density matrix and scattering map
Consider again the quench problem as depicted in Fig. 1, where two independently thermal-
ized halves of the system are connected to each other and let to evolve unitarily. The steady 
state is reached in the region around the connection point after an infinite time evolution. More 
precisely, the steady-state (stationary) limit is
〈O〉ness = lim
t→∞ limL→∞〈e
iHtOe−iH t 〉0 (98)
where L is the total length of the system. This limit is expected to exist for O being any local 
observable or product thereof.
In [21,22], the family of observables formed by the stress-energy tensor and its descendants 
(the “energy sector”) was considered. In CFT, this family can of course be factorized into right-
movers and left-movers. It was shown that, on this family, the result of the steady-state limit can 
be described by a state where right-movers and left-movers are independently thermalized. That 
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is, if ϕ+1 ϕ
−
2 is a product of right-moving and left-moving observables in the energy sector, then 
it was shown that
〈ϕ+1 ϕ−2 〉ness = 〈ϕ1〉βl 〈ϕ2〉βr (99)
where ϕ1,2 are the chiral fields corresponding to ϕ±1,2. This, in turn, can be interpreted as emerging 









W = βlH+ + βrH− (101)
and H± represent the total right/left-moving energies. Owing to the fact that the total energy is 
H = H+ + H− and that the total momentum is P = H+ − H−, one can further re-interpret this 
density matrix as the boost of a thermal state [24]:
W = βrest(cosh θ H − sinh θ P ) (102)
where the rest-frame inverse temperature is βrest = √βlβr and the boost velocity is tanhθ =
(βr − βl)/(βr + βl).
It is interesting to extend this family of observable and determine the form of the steady state 
on the extended family. One of course expects the steady state to be described, on extended 
families, in a similar manner as above, although the sharp light cone effect describing the instan-
taneous reach of the steady state in the energy sector [21,22] is not expected to hold in general.
In this section we show that the above description of the steady state stays valid on the 
branch-point twist fields, where the right- and left-moving factors are the right- and left-moving 
branch-point twist fields discussed in Section 3.
The clearest way to show this is to directly evaluate the scattering map S on branch-point 
twist fields. The scattering map is a map acting on observables, O → S(O), which represents the 
large-time forward evolution with H and backward evolution with H0 of local observables:
S(O) = lim
t→∞ e
−iH0t eiH tOe−iH t eiH0t . (103)
It is a simple matter to see that it allows to write the steady state using the original state:
〈O〉ness = 〈S(O)〉0. (104)
The observables resulting from the application of the scattering map are to be evaluated in 
the state 〈·〉0. In this state, the left and right regions of the system are separated. The boundary 
conditions for both left and right regions, at the point x = 0, are invariant under permutation of 
the replica copies. Hence, the unitary symmetry operator Z for cyclic permutation, ϕi(x)Z =
Zϕi+1(x), can be separated into two unitary operators generating the independent symmetries 
on the left and the right subsystems: Z = Zl Zr with
ϕi(x)Zl =
{
Zl ϕi(x) (x > 0)
Zl ϕi+1(x) (x < 0)
, ϕi(x)Zr =
{
Zr ϕi+1(x) (x > 0)




l Zl = Z†r Zr = 1.
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For later convenience, we define the reversed twist field,
ϕi(y, t)U(x, t) =
{ U(x, t) ϕi(y, t) (x < y)
U(x, t) ϕi+1(y, t) (y < x) (105a)
with the corresponding reversed anti-twist field
ϕi(y, t) U˜(x, t) =
{ U˜(x, t) ϕi(y, t) (x < y)
U˜(x, t) ϕi−1(y, t) (y < x) (105b)
By definition, these are related to the normal twist fields via relations such as U(x) = ZT˜(x), 
U˜ (x) = Z˜T(x), etc., where Z and Z˜ are the operators that permute the sheets one way or the 
other (i.e. they insert a branch cut over the entire length of the system).
From these relations, it is clear that
T(x1)T˜(x2) = U˜(x1)U(x2) (106)
T˜(x1)T(x2) = U(x1)U˜(x2). (107)
Naturally, it is possible to identify Zl and Zr with appropriate regularizations of U(0−) and 
T (0+), respectively, with respect to the state 〈·〉0. For instance, Zr = limx→0+ x	nT (x).
We will obtain the following:
S(T +(x)) =
{ U−(−x) (x > 0)
Zl U˜+(x) (x < 0) (108)
S(T −(x)) =
{ T −(x) (x ≥ 0)
Zr T˜ +(−x) (x < 0) (109)
S(U+(x)) =
{
Zl U˜−(−x) (x > 0)
U+(x) (x ≤ 0) (110)
S(U−(x)) =
{
Zr T˜ −(x) (x > 0)
T +(−x) (x ≤ 0) (111)
as well as similar equations with the exchange T ±, U±, Zl,r ↔ T˜ ±, U˜±, Z†l,r .
One can interpret this map by analyzing its action on the cuts emanating from the positions 
of the twist fields. These cuts are to be divided into segments that fall into one of four regions: 
(A) left-moving fields in the left system, (B) left-moving fields in the right system, (C) right-
moving fields in the left system, and (D) right-moving fields in the right system. From the above 
equations, we note that, essentially, the map S takes (B) and (C) into themselves, and (A) and 
(D) into each other.
The map S above immediately implies chiral factorization in the steady state: right- and 
left-movers are mapped onto left- and right-subsystems, respectively, which are independently 
thermalized in 〈·〉0. We may now map each independent subsystem onto a chiral theory, with 
in particular Zl,r mapping to the chiral replica permutation operator Z. One can see that the 
composition with S is the identity operator, showing (99).
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Fig. 13. The forward time evolution with H and subsequent backward time evolution with H0 of h+(y) in equation (112)
and h−(x) in equation (113) is shown.
It is then a simple matter to observe that the steady-state values of the entanglement entropy 
and negativity do reproduce the large-time limits evaluated by direct time evolution in the previ-
ous section.
A.1. Calculation of the scattering map
We deduce the form of S(T ) and S(T˜ ) by comparing the equal-time exchange relations 
before and after the process of forward and backward time evolution. Consider the right- and 
left-moving energy densities h±(y). On these fields, the scattering map is given by [ ]
S(h+(y)) =
{
h−(−y) (y > 0)




h−(y) (y > 0)
h+(−x) (y < 0) (113)
See Fig. 13 for a depiction of these results.
Consider the equal-time exchange relations
h+i (y)T+(0) =
{
T+(0)h+i (y) (y < x)
T+(0)h+i+1(y). (y > x)
(114)




S(T+(x))S(h+i (y)) (y < x)
S(T+(x))S(h+i+1(y)) (y > x)
(115)
which, using (112), gives the following equations:
h+i (y)S(T+(x)) = S(T+(x))h+i (y) (y < x & y < 0) (116)
h+i (y)S(T+(x)) = S(T+(x))h+i+1(y) (y > x & y < 0) (117)
h−i (−y)S(T+(x)) = S(T+(x))h−i (−y) (y < x & y > 0) (118)
h−i (−y)S(T+(x)) = S(T+(x))h−i+1(−y) (y > x & y > 0) (119)
We can find more information on S(T+) by doing the same with the exchange relations with h−. 
Since T+ only acts as boundary-changing field on right-moving fields, these exchange relations 
are trivial:
h−i (y)T+(x) = T+(x)h−i (y). (120)
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After scattering, these are
h−i (y)S(T+(x)) = S(T+(x))h−i (y) (y > 0) (121)
h+i (−y)S(T+(x)) = S(T+(x))h+i (−y) (y < 0) (122)
Collecting these equations, we have the following exchange relations for S(T+):
h+i (y)S(T+(x)) =
{
S(T+(x))h+i (y) (y < x & y < 0, y > 0)




S(T+(0))h−i (y) (−x < y < 0, y > 0)
S(T+(0))h−i+1(y) (y < −x & y < 0)
(124)
When x ≥ 0, this just simplifies to:
h+i (y)S(T+(x)) = S(T+(x))h+i (y) (125)
h−i (y)S(T+(x)) =
{
S(T+(x))h−i (y) (−x < y)
S(T+(x))h−i+1(y) (y < −x)
(126)
which means that:
S(T+(x)) = U−(−x) x ≥ 0 (127)




S(T+(x))h+i (y) (y < x)
S(T+(x))h+i+1(y) (x < y < 0)




S(T+(x))h−i+1(y) (y < 0)
S(T+(x))h−i (y) (y > 0)
(129)
so for x < 0 the result of S(T+) is a product between U−(0) and a branch cut between x < y < 0
for the right-moving fields:
S(T+(x)) ∝ U−(0)T+(x)T˜+(0) (x < 0) (130)
This can be re-written as
S(T+(x)) ∝ U−(0)U˜+(x)U+(0) ∝ Zl U˜+(x) (x < 0) (131)
Taking into account the normalization of the field, we obtain (108).
The other relations can be obtained similarly.
Appendix B. Relations between structure constants
In this appendix we will establish general relations amongst structure constants associated 
with cyclic permutation twist fields (powers of the branch-point twist fields). One of these rela-
tions will be (90), needed in the main text. We will use the following notation for the fields that 
permute the n sheets cyclically by an amount of i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}:
σi := T i . (132)
For convenience, we extend the notation to i ∈N by periodicity σi+n = σi .
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By the fundamental properties of twist fields, the OPE σi(x)σj (y) must be in the twist sector 




σi ,σj σi+j (y)
|x − y|di+dj−di+j (133)
where di is the scaling dimension of σi . We wish to establish constraints on the structure con-
stants Ci,j := Cσi+jσi ,σj .
The CFT normalization is the condition
Ci,−i = 1 (134)
which amounts to normalizing the two-point function as





Further, since the subgroup of cyclic permutation is abelian, we have
Ci,j = Cj,i . (136)
By acting with the permutation element that inverts all sheets (this elements generates, along 
with cyclic permutation elements, the maximal subgroup that preserves the cyclic permutation 
subgroup), we also find
C−i,−j = Ci,j . (137)
With the identity element, the OPE is trivial, whence
C0,i = 1. (138)
In order to obtain additional information, we consider three-point functions, which are fixed 
by conformal invariance up to multiplicative constants:










From the OPE (133), we find











and comparing with the limit x1 → x2 in (139), it is clear that Cσi,σj ,σ−i−j = Ci,j . Similarly,












wherefore Cσi,σj ,σ−i−j = Cj,−i−j . From these we obtain an extra constraint on the structure 
constants:
Ci,j = Cj,−i−j . (142)
Putting i = j = 1 in this equation, we find (90).
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Finally, by factorization of the multi-sheeted theory, we also have
Ci/k,j/k;n/k = Ci,j ;n (143)
where we have explicitly written the number n of copies via Ci,j = Ci,j ;n, and where k divides 
i, j and n.
Using these relations, one can reduce the number of unknown structure constants. For in-
stance, for n = 2 we have Ci,j = 1 for all i, j . For n = 3, we find a single unknown structure 
constant, C1,1 = C2,2 (the others are unity). For n = 4, there is also a single unknown struc-
ture constant, C1,1 = C1,2 = C2,1 = C2,3 = C3,2 = C3,3 (the others are unity). The non-unity 
structure constants for n = 5 are C1,1 = C1,3 = C2,4 = C4,4 and C1,2 = C2,2 = C3,3 = C3,4 (up 
to equality under exchanging indices). For n = 6, the unknown are C1,1 = C1,4 = C2,5 = C5,5
and C1,2 = C1,3 = C2,3 = C3,4 = C3,5 = C4,5 (again up to equality under exchanging indices), 
C2,2 = C4,4 are related to structure constants for n = 3, and the others are unity. The unknown 
structure constants must in general be determined by evaluating 4-point functions, and depend 
on the particular CFT model under consideration.
Appendix C. Boundary entropy
In order to find an expression for the boundary entropy introduced in [43] in terms of the 
nonuniversal constants appearing in our expressions for the EE and the logarithmic negativity, 
we must relate the EE for an interval of length  on the half-line to the EE for an interval of 
length 2 on the line, both in equilibrium. Not specifying the state of the system, we first find an 
expression for the trace of the system with a boundary:
Trρbdry[0,] = cnδ2dn lim
ε→0〈T(ε)T˜()〉R+ . (144)







As discussed in Section 3, in taking the limit ε → 0 we are in effect exchanging this limit with 
the scaling limit. In order to account for this, we define a constant bn := 2ε/δ, in terms of which 
the trace can be written as

















from which we conclude that the boundary entropy is equal to [8,46,47],
lng = − c
12
lnb1. (148)
Here we note that whenever we encounter b1, we take this to be the limit limn→1 bn. Recall 
that bn, defined in (39), appears when taking a limit where a bulk field goes to the boundary, 
which amounts to exchanging limits δ → 0 and ε → 0. For n = 1 this works for any b1, since 
the branch-point twist fields are just the identity, and do not depend on position.
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Appendix D. Mutual information
The mutual information between two regions A1 and A2 is defined as
IA1,A2 := SA1 + SA2 − SA1∪A2, (149)
with SA the EE between a region A and the rest of the system, and similarly the Rényi mutual 




:= S(n)A1 + S
(n)
A2
− S(n)A1∪A2 . (150)
In order to find relations for the mutual information after a local quench, we first must compute 
relations similar to (42) and (48) but in the case of an interval [−v, −u] in the left system, and 
the case of an interval [−v, −u] ∪ [u, v] in both systems. We take u > 0 and v > 0, as we did 
before. The relation for S(n)[−v,−u] can be obtained by simply replacing βl ↔ βr in (42) and (48). 
In order to find similar relations for S(n)[−v,−u]∪[u,v], we follow the method outlined in Section 3. 
First, we note that t > v the cuts do not extend across the defects, wherefore the NESS result 
should be time independent. For times u < t < v, the cuts do extend across the defects, and we 
have to regularize the expression for the trace by inserting extra pairs of twist fields as follows:
Trρn[−v,−u]∪[u,v](u < t < v)
= c2nδ4dn lim
ε→0(2ε)
4dn〈T(−v, t)T˜(−t − ε, t)T(−t + ε, t)T˜(−u, t)T(u, t)T˜(t − ε, t)
T(t + ε, t)T˜(v, t)〉0. (151)
Performing the time evolution on the chiral twist fields defined in Section 3 and using the neces-
sary OPEs, we obtain
Trρn[−v,−u]∪[u,v](u < t < v)
= c2nδ8	n lim
ε→0(2ε)
4	n〈T +(−v − t,0)T −(−v + t,0)T˜ +(−u− t,0)T +(u− t,0)
T˜ −(−ε,0)T˜ +(−ε,0)〉l
〈T −(ε,0)T˜ −(−u+ t,0)T −(u+ t,0)T +(ε,0)T˜ +(v − t,0)T˜ −(v + t,0)〉r . (152)
After the unfolding map, this becomes
Trρn[−v,−u]∪[u,v](u < t < v)
= c2nδ8	n lim
ε→0(2ε)
4	n〈τ(−v − t)τ˜(−u− t)τ(u− t)τ˜(−ε)τ(ε)τ˜(v − t)〉chβl
〈τ(−v − t)τ˜(−u− t)τ(u− t)τ˜(−ε)τ(ε)τ˜(v − t)〉chβr . (153)
We can use the OPEs again to simplify this equation further:
Trρn[−v,−u]∪[u,v](u < t < v) = c2nδ8	n〈τ(−v − t)τ˜(−u− t)τ(u− t)τ˜(v − t)〉chβl
〈τ(−v − t)τ˜(−u− t)τ(u− t)τ˜(v − t)〉chβr , (154)
leading to the relation
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Note that this relation does not depend on time. Since we also know that for times t < u and 
t > u the relation is time independent, we find that the relation between the Rényi entropy after 
the local quench and equilibrium quantities for two intervals of equal length, at equal distances 












where, as before, we explicitly label equilibrium expressions. So the EE after a local quench 
between [−v, −u] ∪ [u, v] and its complement, does not depend on time. Using (156) and (42)














1 − n lnbn, (157)
with c′n := ln cn/(1 − n). The mutual information for this time regime simplifies to






+ c′1 + 2 lng, (158)
with lng the boundary entropy first discussed in [43], see Appendix C. In the NESS, we can use 
(156) together with (48) (again, for both choices of βl, βr ) to find the simpler relation:
I
(n)









with the mutual information given by
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Chapter 4
Energy Current and Fluctuations
In this chapter we will present the results of [2] and [3]. We first intro-
duce the concept of Full Counting Statistics (FCS), and formulate a
steady-state fluctuation theorem (SSFT) for the energy transfer after
a thermal cut-and-glue quench. We explain how in the quantum me-
chanical case the quantity to consider is the energy transferred during
a time interval t0.
In Chapter 1 we introduced the fluctuation theorems (FTs) that quantify the irreversibil-
ity of a macroscopic system as a statistical effect. There are many types of FTs, de-
pending on the system under consideration and the quantity that is fluctuating. In
this thesis we consider FTs related to heat exchange between two reservoirs at different
temperatures. The resulting fluctuation relations have been referred to as “exchange
fluctuation theorems” [32] to distinguish them from the “work fluctuation theorems”
that are the result of work performed by an external force. The first quantum exchange
fluctuation theorem was put forward by Jarzynski and Wo´jcik [32]. It applies to two
systems initially at different temperatures, T1 = β
−1
1 and T2 = β
−1
2 , that are allowed to
interact weakly during a time period ∆t via a possibly time-dependent interaction. If
the experiment is repeated many times, always initializing the two bodies at the specified
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where q = ∆E1 = −∆E2, with the second equality following from the assumed weak
interaction. This situation was later generalised by [112, 113] to allow for the exchange
of energy and particles between several interacting systems initially at different temper-
atures and chemical potentials.
One basic assumption leading to the exchange fluctuation relation, (4.1), is that the
initial state is a factorised state, in which the various subsystems are uncorrelated from
each other. In most experimental situations, however, unavoidable interactions between
the systems would lead to some correlations and a consequent deviation from the as-
sumed factorised state. The resulting deviation from the exchange fluctuation relation
(4.1), is expected to vanish for observation times ∆t larger than some characteristic





For those large times t ∆tc a nonequilibrium steady state sets in under the condition
that the reservoirs are chosen macroscopic. For this reason (4.2) is referred to as a steady
state fluctuation relation (SSFT). This is in contrast to the other fluctuation relation
discussed above, which instead are valid for any observation time ∆t and is accordingly
referred to as transient fluctuation relation. Saito and Dhar [115] provided an explicit
demonstration of (4.2) for the quantum heat transfer across a harmonic chain connecting
two thermal reservoirs at different temperatures.
4.1 Full Counting Statistics
The exchange FTs involve the probability distribution p(q), which we define as the
probability that during a certain time period ∆t, q charges (which in this case means
units of energy) move from the first system into the second (with −q denoting the
reverse process). This situation is reminiscent of a current measurement in a quantum
conductor, and leads directly to the concept of full counting statistics (FCS)1. Full
counting statistics has its roots in quantum optics [116], where the number statistics
of photons is used, e. g., to characterise coherence properties of photon sources. The
major step to adopt the concept to mesoscopic electron transport has been undertaken
1The word “full” means that the entire distribution is known, not just the average and noise.
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by Levitov and Lesovik [117]. Since then the theory of FCS of charge transport in
mesoscopic conductors has advanced substantially, see [118, 119].
The information contained in the probability distribution function is also contained in







where we introduced the counting field λ. The normalisation condition requires
∑
q p(q) =








which are a good measure of how far away a distribution is from being normal2.
The heat exchange FT (4.1) translates directly into a symmetry relation for the CGF:
S(λ) = S(i(β1 − β2)− λ). (4.5)
We are interested in discovering universal aspects of the fluctuations, which are expected
to emerge at long time intervals ∆t, in the NESS. We will therefore take the NESS limit
described in section 1.4 and instead of the CGF, we consider the scaled CGF





In analogy to (4.5), a steady-state fluctuation theorem (SSFT) for heat exchange ex-
change (4.2) implies a symmetry for the scaled CGF:
F (λ) = F (i(β1 − β2)− λ). (4.7)
2since a normal distribution has the property that all cumulants of order higher than two are identi-
cally zero
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4.2 FCS after a thermal cut-and-glue quench
4.2.1 Two-time projective measurement
In order to study the total energy transferred E(∆t) over a large period of time ∆t
in a quantum mechanical setting, we must properly define how we measure the values
of E(∆t) within a quantum measurement protocol. One way of doing this would be
by continuously measuring the local current over a long time ∆t. This would have to
be done via an indirect measurement, so as not to have a ‘quantum Zeno’ effect, in
which the state is continuously influenced by the measurement, ‘freezing’ the current to
a certain value. Another protocol to define the transferred charge between two reservoirs
during a time ∆t, which we will use, is taking two projective measurements at different
times, where the energy difference between the two halves is measured. More precisely,
this is done by first performing a measurement at an initial time t = 0, letting the
system evolve, and then measuring again at a later time t = ∆t. Let Q be the charge
operator3, and Pq the operator that projects onto an eigenspace of Q with eigenvalue
q. Taking ρ0 to be the density matrix
4 at time 0, the joint probability of measuring a
certain eigenvalue q0 at time t = 0 and another eigenvalue q∆t at time ∆t is given by







From this, the probability distribution for the difference ∆q = q∆t − q0 between the




δ (∆q − (q∆t − q0)) p[q∆t, q0]. (4.9)
In (4.8), what state the measurements are performed in is determined by the initial
density matrix ρ0, and the time ∆t over which the state is evolved in between measure-
ments. In general, it is not easy to evaluate (4.8) as it may not be possible to find an
exact formula for the density matrix. For the case of the energy FCS after the thermal
3The charge operator needs to be suitably defined. For instance, in case of energy transfer between
two reservoirs, a suitable definition might be Q := Hl − Hr, where Hl/r measures the energy of the
left/right reservoir.
4we will ignore a normalisation term, or simply assume ρ0 to be normalised.
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cut-and-glue quench it has been proved in the critical case [1] that one can take a suit-
able limit (see section 1.4) to reach a non-equilibrium steady state (NESS), in which the
density matrix has a simple form.
For the thermal cut-and-glue quench, the first measurement is taken at the time of
connection, so that the density matrix is that of the disconnected systems. After a long
time evolution, the system is expected to be in a NESS when the second measurement
is performed. In case of electron FCS, it has been shown [120] that taking the first
measurement in the disconnected state and the second in the steady state is the same
as taking both measurements in the steady state (but with the same difference). This
is expected to be due to the discreteness of the electric charge. In case of the energy
FCS, it is not known how to compute the large deviation function in case where both
projections are done in the steady state. Generally, the first projective measurement is
taken before connection, and the second in the steady state.
4.2.2 Previous results
Our results generalise and supplement the proof for the results in [1], of which we will
here briefly summarise the most relevant ones. For the thermal cut-and-glue quench
between two CFTs thermalized at temperatures βl and βr, the authors considered the
current and fluctuations of the charge Q = 12(Hl −Hr), which is the energy difference





T 2l − T 2r
)
, (4.10)
which depends only on the central charge of the CFT, c, and the two temperatures.
Note that this current is of the form
J(Tl, Tr) = f(Tl)− f(Tr), (4.11)
which we will refer to as ‘additive’, since it has the following property:
J(T1, T2) + J(T2, T3)− J(T1, T3) = 0. (4.12)
In [121], it was
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This is also very universal, depending only on the CFT central charge and universal
constants. It depends among other things on the assumption that the Fluctuation
Theorem (4.7) holds. Further proof was given in [73] and in [2], included in this chapter.
In [69] it was further shown that in any system with pure energy transmission (i.e.
QS = −SQ, with S the system’s scattering operator), one can evaluate the cumulant
generating function solely from an expression of the current in which the inverse temper-




= J(βl − z, βr + z) ↔ F (z) =
∫ z
0
dz′ J(βl − z′, βr + z′). (4.15)
The scaled cumulants can then be obtained by taking derivatives of the current with




J(βl − z, βr + z)|z=0 . (4.16)
4.3 Generalizing to an N-junction
We generalize the exact result for the scaled cumulant generating function in the steady
state of [1] to the case of a junction of N critical slabs with edge currents, connected in
such a way that the edge currents of each leg can only flow into the next leg.
The first paper featured in this chapter [2], is the generalisation of the results of Bernard
and Doyon [1] to a system where the number of baths can be large, and all the baths
are connected at one point. Thus, the setup is that of N identical 1+1 dimensional
Conformal Field Theories (CFT) on a star graph, which is a model for a junction of
several quantum wires. We find the large deviation function for steady energy transfers
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and associated Fluctuation Theorems that are a generalisation of that found in [1], and
further confirmed the physical interpretation in terms of a Poisson process. We have
written the results in [2], in which we also introduced new algebraic methods. The
results are valid for any CFT: we have found a great starting point for exploring all
systems that have quantum critical points. As an application of these results, quantum
wire junctions have been intensively studied theoretically and experimentally since these
are building blocks for quantum circuits (see [2] for references).
Figure 4.1: After connecting the 1d systems, the right-moving fields and the left-
moving fields of one leg of the graph are connected to different legs. In this picture, a
double line is one quantum system, where one line represents the right-moving fields,
and the other the left-moving fields.
More precisely, we consider N identical 1d CFTs that were initially thermalised at
different temperatures and connected sequentially in such a way that the right-moving
fields and the left-moving fields are connected to different legs (for more details and






0 + ∆H (4.17)
contains the disconnected Hamiltonians H
(j)
0 of the subsystems, and an extra term ∆H,
whose form is unknown5. However, we do know the effect of this term as a change in
boundary (in this case, vertex) conditions. After letting the connected systems evolve
unitarily with the full Hamiltonian H, we expect a growing region around the vertex to
reach a steady state. In order to have an infinitely large region that is in a steady state,
we take the limit that this time over which we evolve goes to infinity. Note that this
only works if the length of the 1d systems is also infinite6.
5if we consider our systems as the scaling limit of a discrete system (at criticality), such as a spin
chain or a harmonic chain, the term ∆H represents for instance an extra link connecting the different
chains in the star graph. In the scaling limit, the contribution of this link to the energy of the total
system vanishes. Since we are interested in universal behaviour, we can neglect the contribution of this
term to the energy (but we cannot neglect its contribution to the time evolution).
6there are some subtleties with these limits, which are discussed in [2]
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In order to use the operator formalism of quantum mechanics to calculate expectation
values algebraically, we need to define a vacuum state, and express the quantities that
we want to calculate in terms of generators of the conformal transformations, which
satisfy a Virasoro algebra,
[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n + c
12
(m3 −m)δm+n,0, (4.18)
where m and n are integers, and c is the central charge of the CFT. In order to define
these, one needs the spatial direction to have a finite length, so that there are discrete
levels. However, our systems must be infinite to be able to reach a steady state.7
Therefore, we need to calculate expectation values for systems of finite length, and then
take the limit of the length going to infinity. Note that we have to take this large system
size limit before we take the long-time limit in order to describe a steady state.
An interesting result in itself is the calculation of the large volume8 limit of expectation
values of (products of) Virasoro generators. It turns out that (up to terms that disappear
after integration) one can calculate these using an auxiliary ‘continuous’ algebra,
[ap, ap′ ] = (p− p′)ap+p′ +
(




where the index p of the Virasoro generator is not a discrete number, but a continuous
variable. With appropriate choices of k, and of the state, the averages calculated using
these generators give the same results as the averages of the Virasoro generators in
the limit of infinitely long systems9. Calculating quantum averages in this continuous
algebra is easier, as simplifications that occur in the large volume limit for averages
of the Virasoro algebra are already taken into account. This way of dealing with the
large system size limit is different from the way it was dealt with in [1, 120], and has
two advantages: firstly, it provides an extra argument for the universality of the results,
since the two papers have used different methods for regularising the large p divergences.
Secondly, the method we developed is a very direct method of dealing with infinite
volume Virasoro algebra, and may be applied to other systems out of equilibrium. The
7Recall that we are not in equilibrium, and cannot map our system to a Euclidean theory. The choice
of space and time directions has already been made, so the trick of radial quantisation does not work.
8large system length
9there are some subtleties, explained in section 5 of [2]
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algebraic Virasoro method also fills a hole in the derivation of [120] and therefore gives
the first full derivation of the scaled cumulant generating function in CFT.







we calculate the Full Counting Statistics of this charge by performing a projective mea-
surement at the time of connection, and again at a time t10, which is sent to infinity.
The steady current is found to generalise the form of the current found in [1] (in which









where c is the central charge of the CFT describing the critical 1d systems, and ∆αj :=
αj+1 − αj is the difference in weight of the j + 1-st leg and the j-th leg. An exact







βj(βj − i∆αjλ) , (4.22)
which satisfies [2] the following symmetry relation:
F (ω1 − iβ1, . . . , ωN − iβN ) is symmetric under permutations of ω1, . . . , ωN (4.23)
with ωj := λ∆αj . Such a symmetry relation of the scaled CGF implies [20] a steady state
Fluctuation Theorem. This is consistent with the physical picture of purely Poissonian
long-time energy transfer [1] where in this case, due to the separation into the H(j,j+1)
subsystems in the steady state, F (λ) describes N independent energy transfer processes.
Each energy transfer process can be seen as a family of independent Poisson processes,
one for each value of the transferred energy, weighed by the Maxwell-Boltzmann factor
e−βjE .
10in between the two measurements, the system evolves unitarily
11note that in our paper we call this the long-time cumulant generating function
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4.4 Generalising to massive IQFT
Another generalisation we have made to the setup of [1] is a perturbation away from
criticality, in such a way that the resulting system can be described with a relativistic
quantum field theory that is integrable. In the paper [3], included in this chapter,
we present analytical work, generalising the Thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz methods in
[122], to find a low-temperature expansion, and a high-temperature expansion12. For
specific models, we have solved the resulting TBA equations numerically in order to
calculate the current and higher order cumulants. We obtain for the first time the
exact energy current and scaled cumulant generating function (CGF) in interacting
integrable models. We find that the scaled CGF in the NESS can be described by a set
of independent Poisson processes. We furthermore show that, unlike in the critical case,
the off-critical current is not additive, i.e. we cannot write J(Tl, Tr) = f(Tl)− f(Tr) for
some function f(T ) when the system is not exactly at a critical point.
We consider a relativistic QFT model with a spectrum of ` particle types with masses
m1, . . . ,m`:
|vac〉, |θ1, . . . , θn〉i1,...,in : θ1 > · · · > θn (4.24)
The steady state ρstat is constructed in the following way:
ρstat|vac〉 = 1, (4.25)
and
ρstat|θ1, . . . , θn〉i1,...,in = e−
∑
kWik (θk)|θ1, . . . , θn〉i1,...,in , (4.26)
where
Wi(θ) = mi cosh θ
 βl (θ > 0)βr (θ < 0) (4.27)





12which agrees in the large-temperature limit with the CFT results for the current in [1]
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Considering the case of a general integrable relativistic QFT, under the assumption that
there is no ‘back-scattering’ (i.e. the scattering matrix is diagonal, and particle scattering
can only result in an additional phase), we found the following TBA equations for the









mi cosh θ xi
1 + ei(θ)
(4.29a)























where (θ) is the pseudo-energy and xi is the ‘dressed’ momentum at rapidity θ.
We verify that the high temperature expansion of (4.29a) reproduces the CFT result
of [1, 73], with the correct central charge. Furthermore, for integrable systems, the
extended fluctuation relations (4.15) [69] can be used to find an expression for the exact























ϕij(θ − θ′)xj(θ′, z)
1 + ej(θ
′,z) (4.30b)














We further study the behaviour of the energy current and the cumulants for the sine-
Gordon model, the sinh-Gordon model and the roaming trajectories model. This is
done by solving the NESSTBA equations (4.29) and (4.30) numerically. The results are
presented in paper [3], which is the last paper in this chapter. We confirm that the
normalised current,
c1(Tl, Tr) :=
12 J(T−1l , T
−1
r )
pi(T 2l − T−2r )
=
6
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has the correct behaviour to be a c-function13, i.e. it increases monotonically with
the energy scale, and at the critical points, it takes the values of the central charge
of the corresponding CFTs. Furthermore, we construct similar normalised cumulants,
and find that these behave as a family of c-functions14 cn, which depend only on the
dimensionless variables Tl/m, Tr/m, with m the mass scale (for instance the mass of
the lightest particle). This implies that the cumulants themselves behave as
d
dm
Cn ≤ 0, (4.32)
which means that as the mass scale is decreased, the average energy transferred increases,
and the fluctuations are stronger. A quasi-particle picture is that when lowering the
mass scale whilst keeping the temperature constant, more quasi-particles can be created
and thus we make more energy carriers available. This indeed leads one to expect a
higher energy current, as the situation is similar to that of lowering the resistance while
keeping the voltage the same in an electric circuit. In the limit of zero gap, as m → 0,
one expects to recover the CFT result (4.14), providing us with exact upper bounds on







We expect these results to hold in any integrable model with diagonal scattering, and
possibly much more generally.
As mentioned above, another question we considered is whether the description of the
scaled CGF as Poisson processes is still valid for massive integrable QFT. We verified that
the scaled cumulant generating function can be seen as that of a family of independent
Poisson processes, one for every value of the transferred energy. Hence, the complete,
large-time scaled statistics of the energy transfer is that of independent, classical energy
packets jumping towards the right or left in a Poissonian fashion with weight ω(q). We
have evaluated ω(q) numerically for the sinh-Gordon and roaming trajectories models,
13A c-function [77] is a function of the energy scale (some physical quantity such as the temperature
or the distance in a correlation function), or of the position on a renormalisation group (RG) trajectory,
which represents well the effective number of degrees of freedom at this scale or at that point on the
trajectory.
14Note that these functions are non-equilibrium c-functions, defined with respect to physical quantities
that characterise a non-equilibrium steady state.
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thus verifying that it is nonnegative. The Poisson process description may be seen as
an improvement on the idea behind the Landauer formula for non-equilibrium currents.
Finally, as mentioned earlier, we consider the question whether additivity holds away
from criticality. As observed in [121], additivity, or the existence of some function f
as defined in (4.11), implies that the non-equilibrium current is completely determined
by the linear conductance in equilibrium. If the additivity property (4.12) were to hold
for systems that cannot be described by a CFT, as was conjectured for general QFT in
[74], and for which numerical evidence for the XXZ spin chain was given in [121], this
could have deep and important physical consequences. However, our numerical results
suggest that the current away from the critical points is not of the form (4.11), i.e. that
it does not satisfy the additivity property in general: the non-equilibrium current is
not determined by the equilibrium conductance. But, as we observe in the sine-Gordon
model, the breaking of additivity may be very small. This is important, because the
numerical analysis of [121], from which it was concluded that additivity exactly held,
is not expected to reach the accuracy necessary to detect such small effects. It is in
any case rather interesting that the results of [121] and our present results indicate that
additivity may be approximately satisfied in many cases.
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1. Introduction
There is currently great interest in the thermodynamics of quantum systems out of
equilibrium. This has to do in part with the general need to find a framework that extends
equilibrium thermodynamics to far-from-equilibrium situations [1], and in part with the
recent experimental advances which make it possible to prepare quantum systems in non-
equilibrium states in a controlled way, and verify fluctuation relations experimentally [2]–
[6]. In the context of non-equilibrium quantum steady states, where there is transfer
of energy, charge, particles, etc, one of the objects of interest is the scaled cumulant
generating function (the Legendre transform of the large deviation function), see for
instance the review [7]. This characterizes the fluctuations of these transfers measured
over a large time period, and encodes many properties of their non-equilibrium statistics.
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Calculating it exactly in model systems and obtaining the associated fluctuation relations
are important steps in developing the general theory of non-equilibrium steady states.
Recently, a step in this direction was achieved by calculating exactly the scaled
cumulant generating function in non-equilibrium conformal field theory (NECFT)
[8, 9], for energy and charge transfer. The setup consisted of two systems (acting as
baths), initially thermalized at di↵erent temperatures and chemical potentials, which
were connected to form a homogeneous system, so that a steady state is established at
late times. Besides deriving the non-equilibrium density matrix and proving an exact
nontrivial formula for the cumulant generating function in this relatively simple situation
of NECFT, two claims were made. Firstly, it was claimed (with justifications) in [8, 9]
that this formula is universal. That is, it gives the correct scaled cumulant generating
function for any quantum critical system3, prepared in the way described above, at small
temperatures and chemical potentials4. This is a nontrivial statement, meaning that, for
the first time, the exact long-time fluctuation statistics were obtained for both energy and
charge transfer for many families of quantum systems, even with very strong interactions.
The only parameter needed, that encodes the interaction, is the central charge. The
NECFT universal average current was recently confirmed numerically [10] in a particular
critical quantum model. It was also observed in [8] that the long-time energy transfer
statistics is purely Poissonian, leading to the claim that the natural right-moving and
left-moving energy carriers behave over a long time like ensembles of Poissonian particles.
The objective of the present paper is two-fold. Firstly, we generalize the results of [8]
to non-equilibrium energy flows amongst any number of baths, connected to each other
at one point in a star-graph configuration. We obtain the density matrix and derive the
exact universal scaled cumulant generating function (which we will sometimes refer to
as the full counting statistics) in NECFT under a simple connection condition at the
vertex of the graph. Our results are a simple generalization of those of [8], and we find
a generalization of the standard fluctuation relations to this many-leg case. There has
been a lot of activity in the study of such ‘quantum graphs’ (see for instance [11] for a
review, and [12]–[19] for condensed matter applications). Recently, certain quantum field
theory methods and concepts have been introduced (see for example [20]–[26]) and studies
have looked at far-from-equilibrium quantities in various types of quantum graphs [16],
[27]–[29]. However, to our knowledge no exact cumulant generating function has been
derived yet, and most of these studies are restricted to free propagation in the legs of the
graph (e.g. Luttinger liquids), concentrating on the nontrivial scattering at vertices (see
for instance the methods developed in [30]). By contrast our results apply to general CFT
in the legs, possibly representing strongly interacting critical systems, albeit with simple
vertex scattering.
Secondly, we develop a new method for deriving the scaled cumulant generating
function. Some of the problems in using conformal field theory (CFT) methods in NECFT
are that (1) in order to describe baths, the systems must be of infinite length, and (2)
there is (yet) no simple Euclidean-space geometry to re-interpret out-of-equilibrium states
and their fluctuations, so that we have a truly real-time problem where the quantization
3 With dynamical critical exponent z = 1.
4 There are subtleties regarding the interplay between the large-t limit and the scaling limit. These are discussed
in [9].
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scheme is fixed a priori. This hampers the use of standard techniques based on the Virasoro
algebra and its representations, which usually require the choice of a quantization scheme
where space is compact. This problem was circumvented in [8] by concentrating on the
algebra of local fields on the line. Here we attack the problem directly, and develop a
method to calculate quantum averages of Virasoro generators in the limit where the
length of the system goes to infinity. To that end, we study a continuous-index Virasoro
algebra and develop associated diagrammatic principles. This algebraic method could find
applications in other contexts, for instance in the study of non-equilibrium steady states
in NECFT with nontrivial impurities (impurities are usually described in terms of the
Virasoro algebra), or in quantum quenches.
Besides obtaining the non-equilibrium density matrix and deriving the exact scaled
cumulant generating function in NECFT with the present simple star-graph configuration,
our results provide further evidence for the two claims mentioned above. Indeed, within
our new calculation method, there is a natural UV regularization scheme, closely linked
to the usual UV regularization of quantum field theory, but di↵erent from that used
in [9]. Since our results agree with those of [8, 9] in the two-leg case, this provides
further confirmation of the expected independence from the regularization scheme, and
consequently universality (although it is not a full proof or a full analysis of the e↵ect of
irrelevant operators). Also, our cumulant generating function has a clear Poisson-process
interpretation, further confirming the interpretation of [8].
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe precisely the system under
consideration and obtain the non-equilibrium density matrix. In section 3, we describe
our main results and discuss their meaning. In section 4, we develop some aspects of
the continuous Virasoro algebra; in particular, we study the diagrams used to evaluate
averages. In section 5 we evaluate the full counting statistics. Finally, in section 6, we
provide concluding remarks.
2. A non-equilibrium steady state on a star graph
Consider a number N of identical, decoupled one-dimensional quantum systems, each of
length R/2 and at criticality, thermalized at inverse temperatures  1, . . . ,  N . Assume
that the temperatures are small as compared with the microscopic energy scale J (the
typical energy of a link in a quantum chain, for instance), kBT ⌧ J . Then the physics
of each quantum system can be described by a conformal field theory (CFT) with some
central charge c. In particular, the boundaries are also conformal. Since the systems are
described by a CFT, the energy and momentum densities (and their descendants) in the
bulk, separate into left- and right-movers. We arrange the systems radially, forming the
legs (or edges) of a star graph (N legs meeting at a single vertex); then it is clearer to call
the fields incoming or outgoing, where incoming fields are the fields that move towards
the vertex, and outgoing are those that move away from the vertex. We will denote
them by h
in/out




j and the (inward)
momentum density is hinj  houtj in leg j. Thanks to the conformal boundary conditions, at
the boundaries of each system, we have reflective conditions for the densities h
in/out
j [31].
For example, incoming fields become outgoing fields moving at the same speed upon
doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2014/03/P03002 4
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reaching the innermost boundaries of the systems, which are located at the vertex of the
star graph.
At some time  t0 < 0 in the far past, the independently thermalized systems are all
connected at the vertex. There are several ways of making this connection; in this paper
the connection is assumed to be made in such a way that the incoming and the outgoing
fields on one leg are connected to di↵erent legs. More precisely, the incoming fields of the
jth leg, when they reach the vertex, move into the j+1th leg (mod N), where they become
outgoing fields5. One way to think of this connection, where incoming and outgoing fields
move into di↵erent legs, is by considering these fields as the edge currents of a set of N
very long and narrow quantum Hall slabs arranged into a star graph.
After the systems are connected, the new total system is evolved unitarily. Then,
energy will begin to flow from higher-temperature regions to lower-temperature regions.
If we let the system evolve for a long enough time, we expect the system to reach a steady
state. More precisely, in order for the system to be in a steady state at time t = 0, we
must take the length R to infinity before we take the limit t0 !1. This ensures that the
legs of the graph act as reservoirs at di↵erent temperatures, and that any finite part of
the system around the vertex can be seen as an open system. Indeed, waves emanating
from the vertex will not have time to bounce back at outer boundaries, and hence will
e↵ectively be absorbed by the legs; waves incoming to the vertex can only come from
deep inside the legs, carrying the information of the initial thermalization. We will call
this limit, limR t0!1, the steady-state limit, and what we mean by the system reaching





h· · · iR,t0 = h· · · istat, (1)
where h· · · iR,t0 represents the average in the finite-R star graph a length of time t0 after the
connection has been made. Since it is only finite parts around the vertex that are expected
to possess a steady-state limit, for the system to be said to reach a steady state we only
impose this limit to exist whenever the ellipses · · · are replaced by operators supported
in finite regions around the vertex; and in fact, we will here only look at operators in the
same Virasoro sector as that of the energy and momentum densities. We expect there to
be a steady energy current flowing, so that, in particular, the steady-state average of the
energy current observable (the momentum density) should be finite and nonzero. Note
that any finite region around the vertex, no matter how large, will be in a steady state in
this limit. What e↵ectively happens in the steady-state limit, is that the region in which
we have a steady energy current becomes infinitely large, and that the thermal baths are
pushed to infinity.
The distance along any one of the N legs is parametrized by x 2 [0, R/2]. Before the
connection, the continuity conditions for the incoming and outgoing densities hin/out(x)
are















5 Under these new vertex conditions, one might represent the system after the connection as a chiral theory on a
large circle divided into N segments, where each segment corresponds to one leg of the graph. However, it turns
out that this picture is not convenient when taking the steady-state limit.
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and after the connection, these conditions are changed to















where here and in the following we understand that leg indices are defined mod (N).
The former set of continuity conditions holds under time evolution of the disconnected
system, and in averages with the initial state where each system is independently
thermalized. The latter set holds under time evolution of the connected system, and,
as it will turn out, the part of it at x = 0 holds in the steady-state average (the part of it
at x = R/2 does not make sense because in the steady state R has been sent to infinity,
and we only get averages of local operators around the vertex).
Let us denote by H
(j)
0 , j = 1, . . . , N the Hamiltonians of the disconnected systems on









where here and below we use the notation n[⇢] = ⇢/Tr(⇢). This density matrix is invariant




0 . Assuming that




houtj (x  t) x  t > 0





hinj (x+ t) x+ t > 0
houtj ( (x+ t)) x+ t < 0. (5)
On the other hand, let us denote by H the Hamiltonian of the connected, total system.
The H-evolution, which takes into account the continuity condition (3) at the vertex and




houtj (x  t) x  t > 0





hinj (x+ t) x+ t > 0
houtj+1( (x+ t)) x+ t < 0.
(7)
The average in (1) can be written in terms of H and ⇢0 as follows:
h· · · iR,t0 = Tr
 
e iHt0⇢0eiHt0 · · ·
 
.
Further, the steady state (1) is invariant under the H-evolution, as we will show.
It is clear that in the initial density matrix ⇢0, the system decouples into its subsystems
with Hamiltonians H
(j)
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Figure 1. The forward time evolution with H and subsequent backward time
evolution with H0 of h
in
j (y) in equation (10) and h
out
j (x) in equation (11) is
shown, focusing only on the jth and j   1th legs of the star graph. This shows
that measuring hinj and h
out
j in the steady state corresponds to measuring h
in
j and
houtj 1 in the disconnected system, respectively.
In the steady-state limit, it turns out that the system again decouples, but not into the
separate legs of the graph. It rather decouples into N subsystems, for j = 1, . . . , N , where
in each subsystem hinj and h
out
j+1 are coupled to each other, in particular satisfying the first
equation of (3).
Let us now construct explicitly the steady state from (1) using the above considera-
tions, and see explicitly the H-invariance and the decoupling mentioned. This follows the
methods of [8, 9]. Assuming that R  t0   x > 0, we have
eiHt0hinj (x)e
 iHt0 = hinj (x+ t0) (8)
eiHt0houtj (x)e
 iHt0 = hinj 1( x+ t0). (9)
Evolving the result backward with H0 then gives
e iH0t0eiHt0hinj (x)e
 iHt0eiH0t0 = hinj (x) (10)
e iH0t0eiHt0houtj (x)e
 iHt0eiH0t0 = houtj 1(x). (11)
The above process of forward evolution with H until the time of connection, and
subsequent backward evolution with H0, is visualized in figure 1






j (yj). Using the fact





















This expression is factorized, but the factorization is not in terms of legs. In order to
find a steady state that reproduces the above relation, let us introduce the Hamiltonians
H(j,j+1), j = 1, . . . , N , which mutually commute and which couple together hinj with h
out
j+1
in the same wayH
(j)




j . It is convenient for our later derivations
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to consider these Hamiltonians, like the Hamiltonians H
(j)
0 , with R finite. This means that
with H(j,j+1) the continuity conditions are
























We see that any average of an operator O with the density matrix ⇢0 is equal to the
average of a modified operator O˜ with the density matrix ⇢stat, where O˜ is obtained by
replacing every houtj by h
out
j+1. Hence we see that the density matrix (14) gives rise to the
steady-state average,
h· · · istat := lim
R!1
Tr (⇢stat · · · ) , (15)





















A similar derivation holds for any other finite product of fields. Since the Hamiltonians
H(j,j+1) commute, this shows the factorization mentioned above. The result below of a
nonzero energy current then confirms that this is a non-equilibrium steady state.
A picture representing, side by side, the physical situation after connection, and the
Hamiltonians H(j,j+1) used in the construction of the steady-state density matrix, is shown
in figures 2 and 3.
In the H(j,j+1) subsystems, it is simpler to work with ‘right-moving’ fields only, which
are the incoming fields from one leg and the outgoing fields into the next leg. We will
label these by the two legs on which they move, and make the following identification:
h(j,j+1)(x) :=
⇢
hinj ( x) x < 0









With these new fields, the time evolution is now simply
eiHth(j,j+1)(x)e iHt = h(j,j+1)(x  t), x, t⌧ R (18)
and h(j,j+1)(x) is continuous.
Remark 2.1. It is important to note that the connected-system Hamiltonian Hdoes not
commute with H(j,j+1). However, thanks to the agreement between the first equations
of (3) and (13), the evolution with H by a time t on fields at x, for any R  |t|, x > 0, is











(j,j+1) commutes with ⇢stat, this implies that the steady-state average h· · · istat
(defined only for products of local fields a finite distance from the vertex) is H-invariant,
as claimed above.
doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2014/03/P03002 8
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Figure 2. Two pictures indicating the di↵erent continuity conditions with dashed
lines. On the left, the physical situation at finite R after the connection: several
heat baths connected at a point, with continuity conditions (3). On the right,
how expectation values are calculated using the fact that in the steady-state
limit the system decouples into subsystems as in this picture, corresponding to
the continuity conditions (13).
Figure 3. A closer look at the di↵erent continuity conditions illustrated in figure 2.
In the left picture, the Hamiltonian H represents evolution along the path going
around the graph. On the right, the Hamiltonians H(j,j+1) represent evolutions
along the distinct paths. These two time evolutions are the same for fields near
the vertex.
3. Results and discussion
We now state our main results concerning the energy current and its fluctuations in the
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the weighted sum of the energies in the various legs of the star graph6. The time derivative
of Q is the associated ‘energy current’ operator, J := i[H,Q] =PNj=1 ↵j(houtj (0) hinj (0)),
which is the weighted sum of the momentum densities on the various legs of the graph. It
is local, hence it has a well-defined steady-state average J = hJ istat = ih[H,Q]istat. Note
that this steady-state average does not necessarily vanish because Q itself is not a local
operator.
3.1. Average current
The average current is in fact simple to evaluate using standard CFT techniques (see for









where  ↵j := ↵j+1   ↵j. This generalizes the result of [8], where the case N = 2 and
↵1 =  ↵2 = 1/2 was considered. This is in agreement with the simple picture according
to which energy flows from leg j to leg j + 1 with the information of the asymptotic
thermal bath of leg j, with a current ⇡c/(12 2j ).
The charge and energy current has been calculated via a scattering state approach
in [27, 29] in the context of free fermion and Luttinger liquid models for more general
continuity conditions at the vertex, where the systems also have a set of chemical
potentials. As an example, for a system of Dirac fermions (with central charge c = 1)
the energy current from one leg into the vertex (hence into all other legs) was calculated.
Our result agrees with the result found in [27, 29] for a critical system with our sequential
boundary conditions and all the chemical potentials set to zero. For more details, see
appendix A.
3.2. Current fluctuations
The energy current fluctuations can also be evaluated within our framework. There are
various ways of defining these fluctuations. We will consider the setup [7] where the
charge Q is first quantum-mechanically measured (von Neumann measurement) at the
contact time  t0, and then measured at time 0. The cumulants of the di↵erence  t0Q
of the measured values are then evaluated in the steady-state limit (where in particular
t0 becomes infinite). We find that all cumulants diverge linearly in t0, and we obtain the
exact coe cients of this divergence for all cumulants. These can be organized into the
coe cients of the Taylor expansion in i  of the scaled cumulant generating function F ( ),
which is the Legendre transform of the large deviation function. As was shown in [9] (this
was the case for N = 2, but the proof is easily generalizable to all N), the result of these
operations can be represented by the formula





6 We keep the weights ↵j general in our results, which, as it turns out, does not complicate the calculations. For
one thing, this allows one to look at energy transfer between any two parts of the system by choosing appropriate
values of the weights ↵j .
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where Q(t) = eiHtQe iHt. This is of the same form as the standard expression for the so-
called full counting statistics of charge transfer, which was first obtained within the context
of indirect measurements, instead of the two-time von Neumann measurement protocol
we discuss above, in free fermion models in [32]. In fact, we will show that formula (20)
is equivalent to the simpler, ‘naive’ expression





This, for instance, immediately implies that the second order in i , which is the noise
(made up of the thermal noise and the so-called shot noise), takes the familiar form:






 h{J (t),J (0)}istat   2J2 + · · · . (22)
Further, using the time evolution equations of section 2, one finds that







Hence, the function F ( ) can also be interpreted as the generating function for large-L
cumulants of the weighted sum, over the legs of the graph, of the incoming energiesR L
0 dxh
in
j (x) on intervals of lengths L. In contrast with the initial two-measurement
description, in this interpretation, these incoming energies are now measured in single
von Neumann measurements.







 j( j   i ↵j ) , (24)
generalizing the result of [8] to higher N and to di↵erent charges Q (di↵erent weighted
sums). Specializing to the case where the charge measured is the energy di↵erence between
two contiguous parts of the star graph Q = 1
2












where m and n are the legs just after which the sign of the weight changes from minus
to plus and from plus to minus, respectively. This result is identical in form to the case
N = 2.
3.3. Fluctuation relations and Poisson processes
The function (25) satisfies the usual symmetry relation (or fluctuation relation) found in
bipartite systems,
F (i( n    m)   ) = F ( ). (26)
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This is a standard relation in the context of non-equilibrium steady states, and is
characteristic of an exponentially decaying ratio of probabilities for energy transfer from
the lower-temperature (larger  ) region and energy transfer from the higher-temperature
(smaller  ) region [7], over large periods of time. That is, let P(2 parts)(q) be the probability
that t0Q = q for this particular choice of weights ↵j. Then (26) is equivalent to a so-called
steady-state fluctuation theorem:
P(2 parts)(q) ⇠ e( n  m)qP(2 parts)( q) (27)
where ‘⇠’ indicates that the fluctuation relation holds only at large t0 and accordingly
large q.
In general, however, the cumulant generating function (24) does not satisfy such a
simple symmetry relation involving a shift in   only. Yet there is a simple physical picture
behind formula (24), and a generalized symmetry relation that agrees with this picture.
Denoting !j :=   ↵j, with j = 1, . . . , N , the symmetry relation is:
F (!1   i 1, . . . ,!N   i N) is symmetric under permutations of !1, . . . ,!N . (28)
Indeed, we observe that our exact formula (24) satisfies (28):












The physical picture is as follows. Due to the separation of the stationary state into the
H(j,j+1) subsystems, we expect F ( ) in general to correspond to a set of N independent
processes whereby energy is transferred from leg j to leg j + 1, with j = 1, . . . , N . Let
P (j,j+1)(r) be the probability that an energy r > 0 be transferred from leg j to leg j+1 in
such a process (this energy is always positive thanks to our choice of continuity conditions
at the vertex). Further, let us denote by P ↵1,..., ↵N (q) the probability that  t0Q = q for
general weights ↵j (it depends only on the weight di↵erences  ↵j). We have in particular
et0F ( ) =
R










Furthermore, we expect the independent j ! j + 1 processes to be related to each other
via a similar fluctuation relation as (27):
e jrP (j,j+1)(r) ⇠ e krP (k,k+1)(r) 8 j, k. (31)
























What’s more, this picture implies the generalized symmetry relation (28) for F ( ). This
is simple to see from






Hence, our result for the large-time cumulant generating function is indeed in
agreement with the proposed picture.
Consider the conditions that (i) F ( ) separates into a sum over j of a two-variable
function of !j :=   ↵j and  j; (ii) F ( ) is a homogeneous function of !j and  j of degree
 1; (iii) F (0) = 0; and (iv) the symmetry relation (28) holds. We observe that these
conditions are su cient to fully fix the function F ( ) to the form (24), up to an overall
normalization. Indeed, the first condition says that F ( ) =
P
j f(!j,  j). Let us denote
f˜(!,  ) = f(!   i ,  ). Then the fourth condition implies that f˜(!,  ) = f˜1(!) + f˜2( ).
By the second condition, we then have f˜1(!) = a1/(i!) and f˜2( ) = a2/ . Further, the
third condition says that f˜(i ,  ) = 0, which gives a1 = a2. Hence we indeed find the
right-hand side of (29) for
P
j f˜j(!j,  j) up to a normalization, which completes the proof.
Condition (i) is a consequence of the factorization of the stationary density matrix (14)
and of (23) and (22). Condition (ii) is a consequence of scale invariance, and condition
(iii) of the basic definition of the generating function. Hence, along with basic properties
of CFT, the symmetry relation (28) fully fixes the cumulant generating function F ( ).
This generalizes what was observed in [8] in the case N = 2.
We finally note that the independent processes of energy transfer from legs j and
j + 1, with probabilities P (j,j+1)(q), in the asymptotic regime t0 ! 1, can be uniquely
identified. Indeed, we can interpret F ( ) as describing the cumulants of a random variable
q coming from classical processes as follows: at each interface j ! j + 1, there is a
family of independent Poisson processes parametrized by r > 0, with intensities e  jr,
each contributing to the random variable q a value  ↵jr. This is again a generalization
of what was observed in [8] in the case N = 2, and further confirms that for large energy
transfers, CFT is equivalently described by replacing right-movers and left-movers by
independent carriers of energy units, distributed according to the appropriate density of
state, jumping towards the right and left, respectively, in a Poissonian fashion.
4. The continuous Virasoro algebra and its diagrams
Our strategy to prove the form (24) of the cumulant generating function will be an analysis
of (20) as a series expansion in i , along with the use of the Virasoro algebra at the basis
of CFT. This algebraic analysis provides an alternative to the local-variable analysis used
in [9] in order to prove (24) in the case N = 2 (and for ↵1 =  ↵2 = 1/2). The Virasoro
algebra occurs as a natural algebra in the quantization of CFT on the circle or on segments
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(or in radial quantization). Of course, in the construction discussed in section 2, we have
instead, after the connection, the star-graph geometry; yet the usual notions of CFT on
segments of lengths R/2 can still be used.
A complete analysis of the quench using the standard formulation of the Virasoro
algebra would be interesting. Some initial ideas are presented in appendix B, where it
turns out we obtain the expected value of the holomorphic dimension of the branch-point
twist field [35], which is used in entanglement entropy.
However, in the establishment of the steady state through the steady-state limit (1),
the large-R limit needs to be taken before the time evolution can be analyzed. The large-
R limit of the quantization on the circle or on segments gives rise to the quantization
on the line or the semi-line (depending on how exactly the limit is taken). In this
quantization space, the Virasoro algebra is no longer a natural algebra. At equilibrium,
one can circumvent this problem, as one knows the Euclidean geometry describing the
large-R limit: either a cylinder, infinite or semi-infinite (at finite temperature, with
the circumference equal to the inverse temperature), or the plane or half-plane (at
zero temperature). In these cases, either using the quantization on the circle or radial
quantization, one can still make use of the Virasoro algebra. However, out of equilibrium,
there is not yet a clear Euclidean geometric picture; hence one needs to keep the
quantization on the line or the semi-line (here, appropriately tailored to the graph
geometry), whence one loses the Virasoro algebra.
The natural algebraic structure that emerges in the large-R limit is that which one
may refer to as the continuous Virasoro algebra. This is an algebra similar to the Virasoro
algebra, but with a continuous index. The algebraic structure is rather simple, but its
connection to the result of the large-R limit of the Virasoro algebra present some subtleties.
Its representation theory also presents many subtleties, which we will not address here.
We present instead basic aspects of this algebra and the diagrams used to evaluate certain
traces of products of algebra elements, which we will need in the next section.
4.1. Definitions
Consider a Lie algebra with a continuous basis
{ap : p 2 R} (33)
satisfying the following commutation relations








where7 k, c 2 R. For a fixed c, the algebras corresponding to di↵erent values of k are
isomorphic: a simple change of basis a˜p = ap + k (p) makes the linear-in-p term vanish.
However, it is convenient for us to keep this term. Given an appropriate highest-weight
representation of this algebra, where a0 is diagonalizable and with eigenvalues that are
bounded from below, we may define a state by the following ratio of traces
h· · · i  ⌘ Tr
 
e 2⇡ a0 · · ·  
Tr (e 2⇡ a0)
(35)
7 Instead of seeing k, c as numbers, we could also see them as additional central elements; but in the representation
we will need these simply take fixed values.
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where · · · represents some product of the generators ap, and   > 0 is some parameter. A












= e 2⇡ phapi  = 0 for p 6= 0,
shows that we must have
hapi  = B  (p) (36)
for some number B. With an appropriate choice of basis, it is possible to impose
B = 0.
With this condition, the basis is completely fixed (albeit in a state-dependent way) and
in particular k in (34) is unambiguous. Below we will have a representation where, with
the condition B = 0,




We can then calculate expectation values of products of more than one generator,




















 (p1 + p2). (38)
4.2. Diagrams
Expectation values of products of several generators ap can be calculated similarly using
the cyclic property of traces on, for instance, the rightmost generator, giving





hap1 · · · [apM , apj ] · · · apM 1i . (39)
One obtains a recursion relation for these expectation values by using (34) for the
commutator. There are two terms occurring: the first is proportional to the generator
apj+pM , and the second is the central term, with a delta function factor  (pj + pM). We
may represent these two contributions using the following diagrams:
(40a)
(40b)
Repeating the process, we obtain the expectation value as a sum of diagrams constructed
according to the following rules:
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(1) Start with a horizontal alignment of ‘open dots’ carrying momenta p1, . . . , pM , for
instance
(2) Connect the rightmost dot with a dot to its left, using either the vertex (40a) or the
cap (40b). The use of the vertex (40a) leaves an open dot at the horizontal position
of the leftmost dot in the connected pair, and at one vertical step higher, carrying
the sum of momenta of the connected dots. The use of the cap (40b) closes both dots
connected. If there are only two open dots, use only (40b).
(3) Repeat the previous step with the remaining open dots, one vertical step higher.
(4) Finish when there are no remaining open dots.
Note that we do not allow for diagrams with a single open dot; this corresponds to our
choice of basis according to which hapi = 0. As an example, two diagrams contributing to
the expectation value hap1ap2ap3ap4ap5i  are





p3 + p4   (p2 + p5)
e2⇡ (p3+p4)   1
⇥ 2(p2 + p3 + p4 + p5)k( ) + (c/12)(p2 + p3 + p4 + p5)
3
e2⇡ (p2+p3+p4+p5)   1
⇥  (p1 + p2 + p3 + p4 + p5), (41)
and the second diagram corresponds to the term
p5   p3
e2⇡ p5   1
2(p3 + p5)k( ) + (c/12)(p3 + p5)
3
e2⇡ (p3+p5)   1  (p1 + p3 + p5)
⇥ 2p4 k( ) + (c/12)p
3
4
e2⇡ p4   1  (p2 + p4). (42)
Note that the second diagram can be written as a product of two separate diagrams
.
We will call a diagram ‘connected’ if there is a connected path between all initial dots;
otherwise it is ‘disconnected’. Above, the first diagram is connected, while the second is
disconnected. It is clear, from our diagrammatic rules, that a disconnected diagram can
always be written as a product of connected diagrams. Note also that the value of the
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momentum is conserved at each three-leg vertex introduced by the first type of connection
(40a), and that the second type of connection (40b) produces a factor of a delta function
that sets the sum of the momenta to zero. Hence, the set of momenta in every connected
diagram is constrained to sum to zero, but has no other constraint.
As another example, the full expression for the expectation value hap1ap2ap3ap4i  is
(43)
We finally note that diagrams obtained according the above rules have a nice dynamic
interpretation. Indeed, we imagine starting with N particles, carrying conserved quantities
pj, which can only move left, such that two particles can either jump through each other
without interacting, or interact with each other by forming a bound state (a new particle)
or by annihilating each other. Observing diagrams from bottom to top and interpreting
them as world-lines, with time increasing upwards, the rules above give rise to all possible
inequivalent events for this dynamics with the further constraint that the rightmost
particle always interact first.
4.3. A combinatoric formula
We now show that our rules for constructing diagrams imply that every expectation value
can be written as a sum over all partitions of the initial set of momenta, where each term
in the sum is the product over all subsets forming the partition, of the sum of all connected
diagrams associated to the subset. That is, let P = (p1, . . . , pM) be a list of momenta, and
for any ordered sublist s ⇢ P (i.e. any sublist (pj1 , . . . , pjm) with j1 < · · · < jm), let us
denote by C(s) the sum of all diagrams associated with s constructed according to the
rules above and which are connected. Then we show that
hap1 · · · apM i  =
X
S
C(s1) · · ·C(sn) (44)
where the sum is over the partitions S = {s1, . . . , sn} of P :
s1 ⇢ P, . . . , sn ⇢ P,
[
i
si = P, si \ sj = ; (i 6= j). (45)
Let us call ‘admissible’ a diagram based on a list s of momenta, which satisfies our
rules for diagram construction. Let us denote by DP the set of all admissible diagrams
based on P , by DCs the set of all admissible connected diagrams based on the ordered
sublist s of P , and by D˜P = [SDCs1 · · ·DCsn the set of all products (juxtapositions) of
connected admissible diagrams based on all partitions S of P . In order to show (44), we
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only need to show DP = D˜P . The proof is in three steps. First, we show that the connected
factors in every admissible diagram are themselves admissible diagrams, based on the list
of momenta which they connect. Second, we show that every admissible diagram based
on P is a product of connected factors based on a partition S of P . These first two points
show that DP ⇢ D˜P . Last, we show that every product of connected admissible diagrams
based on a partition S of P is an admissible diagram based on P . This shows D˜P ⇢ DP ,
proving the equality.
Given a pair of dots that are connected either with (40a) or with (40b), we will refer to
its horizontal position as the horizontal position of the rightmost member of the pair, and
to its vertical position as the height of the flat horizontal part of the diagram component
(40a) or (40b). Then, we remark the following.
Remark 4.1. The set of all diagrams formed using our rules is the set of all diagrams
obtained from the basic components (40a) and (40b), under the unique additional
condition that the bottom-to-top ordering of the vertical positions of the connections
be in agreement with the right-to-left ordering of their horizontal positions.
Indeed, it is clear that the rules provide diagrams that satisfy the additional condition
of this remark. Further, given a diagram that does satisfy it, we may scan the rightmost
members of the connected pairs from the right to the left; we observe that under such a
scan the connections exactly agree with the rules.
For the first step of the proof of (44), let us consider a connected factor, and the
initial dots that are being connected within the factor. These correspond to an ordered
sublist s of the initial list P , and are horizontally aligned and ordered. Then, according
to Remark 4.1, the bottom-to-top ordering of the connections within the factor are in
agreement with the right-to-left ordering of the right-members of the connected pairs
within the factor; again according to Remark 4.1, this implies that a connected factor is
an admissible diagram.
The second step is simply a consequence of the fact that given an admissible diagram,
the relation according to which two elements of P belong to the same connected factor is
an equivalence relation.
The last step is based on the simple observation that within a connected admissible
diagram, it is aways possible to move the connections vertically so as to space them
out, keeping their order the same. Consider a partition S of P and a product of
connected admissible diagrams based on S. Let us draw the product of diagrams with
the original dots corresponding to P in ordered horizontal alignment. Let us scan the
rightmost members of the connected pairs in the full diagram from the right to the
left. Going through connected pairs in a connected factor we observe the correct vertical
ordering of the connections. As we go from a pair in a connected factor to a new pair
in a new connected factor, we impose the correct vertical ordering by moving up all
connections of the new connected factor at or above the level of the new pair. This
does not a↵ect connections in other connected factors. At the end of this process, the
additional condition of Remark 4.1 is satisfied for the full diagram, hence the diagram is
admissible.
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5. Full counting statistics
In this section we calculate the full counting statistics (20), proving formula (24). First, we
show that the large-R limit of the average in the formula (20) can be calculated using the
continuous Virasoro algebra introduced in section 4. With that, it is clear that after taking
the logarithm, only the connected diagrams survive thanks to (44). Then, we show that
in the large-t limit, these connected diagrams have a simple dependence on the number of
generators, and resumming the orders of  , we end up with the desired expression (24).
5.1. Full counting statistics in terms of Virasoro algebra
As explained in section 2, in the steady-state limit, the system factorizes into subsystems
described by the Hamiltonians H(j,j+1), so that expectation values for local fields can
be calculated using the steady-state density matrix (14), see figure 2. By rewriting the
product of exponentials in (20) as













and ordered products thereof. The quantity  tQ was shown in (23) to depend only on
the incoming fields hinj , for j = 1, . . . , N . Using (17), we can replace these with the chiral








Recall that i[Hj0 , h
in
j0 (x)] =  j,j0@xh
in




0,j0+1)( x) , the action of Q = Pj ↵jHj0 on  tQ is the same as the action ofP
j ↵jH






Hence, the Q-evolution of ‘time’   is the same as a H-evolution where fields are evolved
over a time  ↵j, which depends on the leg the fields are on. The above results mean that
the path-ordered exponential in (46) actually factorizes amongst the subsystems H(j,j+1),
as does the stationary density matrix (14). Hence the average in (20) is a sum of terms
of similar form. In order to evaluate these terms, we need to introduce the appropriate
algebraic setup.
The expression (46) is plagued by UV divergences coming from local operators
h(j,j+1)(x) at coinciding positions. We will use an explicit regularization below.
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As is well known (see for instance the book [34]), the algebraic setup underlying CFT
is based on the Virasoro algebra. This means that we can calculate the expectation value
in (20) using N commuting copies of a Virasoro algebra, L(j,j+1)n , n 2 Z, j = 1, . . . , N :
[L(j,j+1)m , L
(j,j+1)
n ] = (m  n)L(j,j+1)m+n +
c
12
(n3   n) m+n,0. (49)
There is one copy for the chiral fields in each subsystem (j, j + 1), living on the line
segment [ R/2, R/2] with the endpoints identified (see figure 2). In terms of this algebra,

































In (50) we have used an explicit UV regularization by summing over a finite number
of modes L(j,j+1)n . This is equivalent to smearing out the local densities h
(j,j+1)(x).
Note that the constant terms in (50) cancel out and play no role in the considerations





































The Q-evolution in the path-ordered exponential does not a↵ect S˜j, since [Q, S˜j] = 0.





 i 0↵j(2⇡/R)L(j,j+1)0 = L(j,j+1)n e
 i 0↵j(2⇡/R)n,
we can write the Q-evolution of a ‘time’  0 as a shift of the time variable appearing in the











Then, the factorized form of the path-ordered exponential in (46) is, after changing
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Since the form of this expression is identical for each subsystem (j, j+1), we here and below
use a single copy of the Virasoro algebra (49), denoted Ln, n 2 Z, and similarly we drop
the superscripts j on S˜ and S. Here, the average h· · · i ,R is the trace over a representation
of this single copy of the Virasoro algebra, with density matrix n[exp(  (2⇡/R)L0)]:









Expanding the path-ordered exponential in (57) and taking the average, we get a sum





d⌧1 · · ·
Z ⌧m 1
0
d⌧m h(S˜ + S⌧1) · · · (S˜ + S⌧m)i ,R. (58)
In the following we will show that the limit R ! 1 of these averages can be calculated
using the continuous Virasoro algebra of section 4, with the value (37) of k.
5.2. Expectation values in the large-R limit
We now show that the large-R limit of a product of Virasoro generators can be calculated
using the continuous algebra of section 4. We will proceed by showing first that this is the
case for an expectation value of two generators, and then by induction that it holds for
any number of generators.
It turns out that in the large-R limit we should take the UV regularization N to grow
proportionally to R, thus introducing a fixed energy cuto↵ ⇤, given by N = ⇤R.








(1   ni,0), A(R) :=
L0
R2
,  (R)(pi   pj) := R ni,nj , (59)
where the label (R) indicates that these quantities are defined for finite system size R.
Note in particular that, according to our definition, a
(R)
0 = 0, which is for convenience.
In (58), we see that we need averages of products of S˜ and S⌧ . The latter is a sum
over n 6= 0, the former contains L0 only. Hence, we are interested in evaluating sums
over ni 2 Z of averages of products of operators a(R)pi and operators A(R) (the condition
ni 6= 0 is already implemented in the definition of a(R)pi ). We will evaluate these sums, in
the large-R limit, as integrals over continuous momenta pi of averages of operators api in
the continuous Virasoro algebra developed in section 4. More precisely, we will show that
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the following is true, for every M   0, every `   0 and every continuous function f of the
momenta (on the left-hand side, pi = ni/R with ni 2 Z; on the right-hand side, pi 2 R;





f(p) ha(R)p1 · · · a(R)pM i ,R =
Z ⇤
 ⇤





f(p) h(A(R))`a(R)p1 · · · a(R)pM i ,R = (k( ))`
Z ⇤
 ⇤
dMp f(p) hap1 · · · apM i , (60b)
as well as similar statements to (60b), but with A(R) operators in all possible positions
in the average on the left-hand side. On the right-hand side of (60), the averages are
calculated using the continuous Virasoro algebra of section 4 with k = k( ). Recall that
k( ), defined in (37), equals c/(24 2). This is the expectation value of the operator A(R)






The statement (62b), and its relative with di↵erent positions of A(R), can be interpreted
by saying that the operator A(R) tends, in the infinite-R limit, to a central element, which
assumes a fixed, state-dependent value.
Defining a(R)p as being zero at p = 0 is appropriate because it automatically implements
the condition n 6= 0 in the sum defining S⌧ . Also, we note that the large-R limit of
L0/R diverges: it is the operator that measures the energy in the system. The quantity
proportional to L0 and that has a finite large-R limit is A
(R), which corresponds to the
energy density.
The induction proof that we present below is an induction on M . We will assume that
lim
R!1
ha(R)p1 · · · a(R)pM i ,R
·
= hap1 · · · apM i  (62a)
lim
R!1
h(A(R))`a(R)p1 · · · a(R)pM i ,R
·
= (k( ))`hap1 · · · apM i , (62b)
holds for someM and for all `   0 (as well as similar equations to (62b) but with the A(R)
operators in di↵erent positions), and show that this implies the same for M + 1. We will
also show that this holds for M = 2. Here the equations are understood as distributions,
in the sense of (60), which we represent by the equality symbol ‘
·
= ’. In practice, this
means that the limits on the left-hand sides are taken with fixed pi, terms giving zero
under integration on the right-hand sides are neglected, and the distribution relation
 (R)(pi   pj)!  (pi   pj) (63)










For lightness of notation we will omit the explicit integration boundaries below.
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5.2.1. Proof at order 2. The left-hand side of (62a) for the case M = 2 can be written
in terms of Virasoro generators, using the definitions (59) and assuming for now p1 6= 0
and p2 6= 0:









Making use of the cyclicity of the trace and the Virasoro algebra, in particular the exchange
relation
Lne






















which we can express back in terms of the quantities A(R), a(R)p , p and  
(R)(p) using (59):











 (R)(p1 + p2). (65)
Taking the limit R!1 and using the delta function limit (63) and the expectation value


















This is in fact true for general p1 and p2, noting that although for p1 = p2 = 0 the left-
hand side is zero and the right-hand side is not, the di↵erence does integrate to zero. The
right-hand side corresponds to the value one would obtain by evaluating hap1ap2i  using
the diagram rules in section 4 for the choice k = c/(24 2). This shows (62a) for M = 2.
Let us now show (62b) for M = 2. Starting with ` = 1, we can write the insertion of
A(R) in terms of the Virasoro generators as
hA(R)a(R)p1 a(R)p2 i ,R =
1
R2
hL0 a(R)p1 a(R)p2 i ,R.
In general, inserting an extra L0 in an average of an operator O can be done by
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Specializing to the case O = a(R)p1 a(R)p2 and looking at (65), one can see that the large-R
limit commutes with the @/@  derivative (in (65), a careful analysis is necessary in order
to see this on the average hA(R)i ,R, which is beyond the scope of this paper). Hence the
last term on the right-hand side above vanishes in the limit, which shows (62b) using (61).
Insertions of ` > 1 operators A(R) are obtained similarly by multiple applications of the
di↵erential operator. Furthermore, the fact that the position of A(R) is unimportant is an





a(R)p ! 0 as R!1 (68)
where the large-R limit is taken inside averages and with fixed p, as above.
5.2.2. The induction step. In order to prove that (62a) holds for all values of M , we
must now prove the induction step: if (62a) holds up to some number M of generators, it
must also hold for M + 1 generators.
The finite-R expectation value of M + 1 operators, again assuming all pis di↵erent
from zero,
ha(R)p1 · · · a(R)pM+1i ,R =
1
RM+1
hLn1 · · ·LnM+1i ,R,
can be calculated in terms of expectation values withM andM 1 operators using cyclicity
of the trace and (64) in order to bring LnM+1 cyclically through all other operators. This
gives












(nM+1   ni)hLn1 · · ·Lni+nM+1 · · ·LnM i
⇥ (1   ni+nM+1,0) +
 









where in the last line we separated the case where the ni and nM+1 add up to zero (and
the hat indicates that the factor is omitted). Using (59), this can be re-written as






(pM+1   pi)ha(R)p1 · · · a(R)pi+pM+1 · · · a(R)pM i ,R
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hap1 · · ·capi · · · apM i   (pi + pM+1)
#
. (70)
This is exactly the induction step (39) (along with (34) and (37)) used in order to evaluate
averages in the continuous Virasoro algebra. Again this holds for general pis, noting that
at pi = 0 the di↵erence between the left- and right-hand sides are terms that integrate to
zero. This shows (62a) for M 7!M + 1.
In order to show (62b) (and similar equations with the operators A(R) at di↵erent
positions), one may use again a derivative argument based on (67), and the vanishing,
in the large-R limit, of the commutator (68). The fact that the large-R limit commutes
with the derivative operator @/@  can be seen recursively from (69), using the observation
that this fact was true in the case M = 2 and using (67) (and again, at every step it is
necessary to use this nontrivial fact on the expectation value hA(R)i ,R).
5.3. Large-t limit
We can now use the results (60) in order to calculate the expectations that appear in the
expansion (58). Writing S⌧ and S˜ in terms of A
(R) and a(R)p following (59), where p = n/R























Equation (60a) then implies that we can express the large-R limit of expectation values
of products of S⌧ in terms of the continuous algebra,
lim
R!1
hS⌧1 · · ·S⌧M i ,R = 2M
Z







Further, equation (60b) and its relatives, i.e. the statement that in the large-R limit, A(R)
becomes central and assumes the fixed value k( ), implies that in the large-R limit, S˜
factorizes and can be treated as the number 2⇡t k( ). Therefore, the large-R limit of the
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with ⌧0 :=  ↵.
In order to calculate the large-time cumulant generating function (57), we take the
logarithm of the above expression. Recall the combinatoric formula (44): an expectation
hap1 · · · apM i  is a sum over partitions S of the list of momenta (p1, . . . , pM), of products
over the partition’s parts s 2 S, s ⇢ (p1, . . . , pM), of sums C(s) of connected diagrams
linking the momenta in s. Then by standard combinatoric arguments, the logarithm of (73)
is a series formed by the connected averages hap1 · · · apM iconn  := C(p1, . . . , pM) evaluated
by summing over the connected diagrams. From (57) and (73), we have





















Every connected diagram   with M momenta contains exactly one overall delta
function  (p1 + · · ·+ pM), and can be written in the form
G M(p)  (p1 + · · ·+ pM), (75)
where G M , defined on the hyperplane p1 + · · · + pM = 0, is an entire function of the
momenta except for simple poles when seen as a function of the sum of any subset of
the momenta (as is clear from the diagram rules (40a) and (40b)). Hence also connected
averages have this form,





 (p1 + · · ·+ pM) =: GM(p)  (p1 + · · ·+ pM)
(M   2). (76)
Taking into account this form, we may evaluate the large-time limit on the right-hand













 (p1 + · · ·+ pM) = g(0, . . . , 0), (77)
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which gives rise to


















GM(0, . . . , 0). (78)
Hence, we need to evaluate GM(0, . . . , 0). Although each G
 
M(p) has poles which make
its value at p1 = · · · = pM = 0 ill-defined (the limit of G M(p) when p ! (0, . . . , 0) does
not exist), the sum of all connected diagrams is well defined at zero momenta. The value
of GM(0, . . . , 0) can be calculated as follows. Consider the operators a˜p := ap + k( ) (p).
These satisfy commutation relations with a central term that does not contain the term
linear in p, that is [ap, aq] = (p q)+(c/12)p3  (p+q). Hence, these operators are explicitly
independent of  , and they have a nonzero one-point average given by ha˜pi  = k( ) (p).
Consider the connected averages ha˜p1 · · · a˜pM iconn  , defined combinatorially as usual. The
insertion of an operator a˜0 can be obtained simply by di↵erentiating with respect to  :





ha˜p1 · · · a˜pM iconn 
for any M   1. Since we take connected averages, the shift of the expectation value
is irrelevant whenever the number of operators is greater than or equal to two:
ha˜p1 · · · a˜pM iconn  = hap1 · · · apM iconn  for all M   2. Hence, we find the recursion relation




GM 1(0, . . . , 0),
which holds for all M   2 if we define G1(0) := k( ). Using (37), this gives




Hence, putting this in (78), we find









    i ↵  .
With (56) and (37), this indeed reproduces (24).
Finally, we observe that the function f(↵, ↵,  , ) is in fact independent of ↵. Hence,










we conclude that the same result for the full counting statistics is obtained by setting
↵j = 0 in this expression. But setting ↵j = 0 means setting Q = 0, and the exponential
becomes simply ei  tQ, so that we have shown that the expression (21) indeed gives the
same result.
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5.4. UV regularization
In the above derivation, we omitted the explicit momentum cuto↵ ⇤ in our integrals.
These cuto↵s are necessary because the expression (72), for the large-R limit of expectation
values at finite time t, is a multiple momentum integral that is divergent at large momenta.
In fact, as we mentioned, even before taking the large-R limit, at each order in  , the
average of ei Q(t)e i Q, written in terms of sums over Virasoro indices ni of averages
of Virasoro generators through (55), (53) and (54), is divergent at large values of ni.
These divergences are expected, as we are e↵ectively evaluating exponentials of local
fields (integrated over finite regions) in a quantum field theory. Hence, in order to make
our calculations finite, we need a UV regularization. A natural way of regularizing is to
modify the expression of the local fields needed, h(j,j+1)(x): as was done above, one may
simply sum over indices n 2 Z \ [ N ,N ] in (50), with N > 0 finite. Then the finite-R
average of ei Q(t)e i Q, which is the average of path-ordered exponential (55), is finite order
by order in  . At large R, however, we need to make sure that the UV regularization,
which should be an energy, behaves correctly: what needs to be fixed is not the range
of the dimensionless indices n, but rather the range of the momenta p. That is, we take
N = ⇤R with ⇤ a fixed quantity with dimensions of energy. Then, the regularization
translates into limiting the multiple momentum integral to the range pi 2 [ ⇤,⇤] in (72),
which is indeed finite. The large-t limit can then be taken, which kills the integral and
constrains the values of the momenta to 0. Hence, after the large-t limit is taken, the
result is explicitly independent of ⇤: the UV regularization can be taken to infinity.
These considerations, and our proof above, gives further confirmation of the claim
made in [8, 9] that the result for the full counting statistics of the energy flow in CFT is
universal (although it is not a proof and does not fully address the problem of irrelevant
operators). Indeed, we have here a very di↵erent regularization scheme (perhaps more
standard) from that used in [9], yet we find the same result.
The present considerations can also be translated into an intuition as to how the
special steady-state limit, R ! 1 followed by t ! 1, behaves in terms of the Virasoro
modes in CFT. Indeed, as we mentioned, the present formulation is equivalent to a two-
time measurement where the first measurement is at the connection time. Hence, although
the parameter R we used was an ‘artifact’ in order to construct the steady-state density
matrix, it can be interpreted as the length of the physical system; and the time t between
the two measurements can be interpreted as the time the system has evolved towards the
steady state. Then, the way we took the R ! 1 limit indicates that the large-volume
physics occurs at very large modes, n ⇠ pR with fixed momenta p, and the result of
the t!1 limit indicates that the large-time limit is dominated by very small values of
momenta p.
6. Conclusion
We have evaluated the scaled cumulant generating function for the energy transfer in
NECFT on a star graph with temperature imbalances amongst the legs of the graph,
and a simple connection condition at the vertex. We introduced new techniques in order
to perform the calculation, in particular studying a continuous version of the Virasoro
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algebra and the associated diagrams. This generalizes the NECFT results of [8, 9] to the
star-graph configuration, and agrees, in the particular case of unit central charge, with
previously obtained results concerning free bosons (Luttinger liquids) [29] and free Dirac
fermions [27] on star graphs. Our results further confirm the universality of the NECFT
full counting statistics, as well as the Poisson-process picture underlying long-time energy
transfer in NECFT.
There are interesting open problems that the techniques of the present paper may help
address. An immediate question concerns the energy or charge transfer in the cases of a
nontrivial but conformal impurity at the vertex of the graph. Since impurities are usually
described algebraically in CFT, it is possible that the present Virasoro algebraic methods
may be of use in order to make progress. Another set of non-equilibrium problems that are
of current interest are those where parameters of a system are suddenly changed and the
system then allowed to evolve. It is expected that the result at large time is a so-called
‘generalized Gibbs ensemble’, described by a nontrivial density matrix. The techniques
developed here may help in evaluating averages in such density matrices. Finally, it
would also be interesting to generalize the present ideas to non-conformal (say integrable)
situations, for instance with conformal baths and a non-conformal integrable impurity
(like the multi-channel Kondo model).
Appendix A. Comparison with other results
We compare our results for the energy current with the results obtained in [27], where
the steady charge and energy current were obtained for a quantum wire junction (both
relativistic and nonrelativistic). The quantum junction is modeled by a star graph where
fields living on one of the legs that are incoming to the vertex have an associated
temperature and chemical potential determined by the leg. The charge and energy
exchange are modeled by pointlike interactions in the vertex; for comparison with our
results, we take these to be scale-invariant. In the notation of [27] this means the scattering
matrix takes the form
Sinv = ✓(k)U+ ✓( k)U 1, (A.1)
where in [27] the matrix U is an arbitrary unitary N ⇥N matrix, representing the vertex
conditions for positive or negative values of the parameter k (which plays the role of a
momentum). We note that the diagonal elements are reflection at the vertex, and the
o↵-diagonal element Sij is the transmission amplitude from the ith leg to the jth leg. This
means that the vertex conditions of the present work correspond to the following choice
for U,
Uij =  i 1  j,i 1, U 1ij =   1i  j,i+1, (A.2)
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The energy flow from the ith leg into the vertex at criticality is given by








  e  jµj + Li2   e  j µ˜j ⇤ . (A.4)
With Li2(x) known as the dilogarithm (or Spence function Sp(x)). Since we assume that
the chemical potentials for the (anti)particles are all equal, we may take them to zero,
and the terms between square brackets become:
Li2
  e  jµj + Li2   e  j µ˜j   µ,µ˜=0 = 2Li2( 1) =  2⇡212 . (A.5)










For our example of sequentially connected CFTs, we have
|Uij|2 = U⇤ijUij =  ⇤i 1 i 1 j,i 1 =   1i 1 i 1 j,i 1 =  j,i 1, (A.7)










Summing over all legs, and giving each contribution a weight  ↵i, it is easy to see that
this agrees with our result (19), with a choice of the central charge c = 1.
Appendix B. An operator interpretation of the change of connection at the vertex
of the graph
At the time  t0 when the N separate systems are connected as represented in figure 2,
there is a drastic change in the dynamics. Such changes of boundary or ‘impurity’
conditions are often represented in CFT as insertions of particular local fields at the
position of the impurity. Although this picture is a Euclidean one, and does not seem to
be directly applicable to the calculation of quantities in the non-equilibrium steady state,
it may be of use in evaluating overlaps between Hamiltonian eigenstates before and after
the connection.
In the present context, there is a very natural interpretation of the impurity changing
operator. Indeed, before the connection we have N independent chiral copies of a CFT
model, while at the moment of the connection, these copies are connected to each other
in a sequential way. Geometrically, this means that at the time of the connection there is
a branch point. Hence, the impurity condition changing operator should be the branch-
point twist field, a twist field associated with the ZN symmetry of any model composed
of N independent copies. An elegant derivation of its scaling dimension was found in [35]
in the context of evaluating the entanglement entropy in CFT.
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This can be confirmed by analyzing the shift of L0-eigenvalues produced by the
connection, which should be related to the dimension of the branch-point twist field.
This shift is easily calculated as follows. Consider the total energy before and after the
connection. Before the connection, there are N independent Virasoro algebras, L(j)n , n 2 Z,
representing the single chiral fields running around each leg of the graph. In each leg j, a
single chiral field is used, as is standard in boundary CFT, to represent both hinj (x) and
houtj (x) and the reflecting boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = R. After the connection,
there is a single Virasoro algebra Ln, n 2 Z, representing the single chiral field running
around the whole graph, see the left part of figure 2. This single chiral field now represents
all of the fields hinj (x) and h
out
j (x), for j = 1, . . . , N , as well as the special connection at the
vertex of the graph. Denoting L˜n = Ln (c/24) n,0 and L˜(j)n = L(j)n  (c/24) n,0, the energy

































0 , in the initial system, are shifted by d :=
(c/24) (N   (1/N)) as compared to the eigenvalues of (1/N)L0 (the 1/N scaling simply
represents the change of length). The number d is indeed the holomorphic dimension of
the branch-point twist field [35].
Relation (B.1) is one of an infinity of relations amongst the Virasoro generators before
and after the connection. These relations can be obtained as follows. Consider a local
right-moving energy density h+(z), for z 2 [0, NR] running over the chiral paths of all
legs of the graph. Before the connection, h+(z) is interpreted as representing the chiral
fields in all separate legs, with each leg corresponding to an interval z 2 [jR, (j + 1)R]
of length R, and with periodicity given by identifying the points z = j and z = j + R,
for j = 0, . . . , N   1. After the connection, the same field h+(z) is now interpreted as
representing a single chiral field on the interval of length NR, with periodicity where
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where ⇥(· · · ) is unity if the condition · · · is satisfied, and zero otherwise. The equality
between these two expressions gives rise to an infinity of relations between Ln and L
(j)
n .















k , k 2 Z
which generalizes (B.1). It is indeed a simple matter to check that both sides are generators
that satisfy the Virasoro algebra commutation relations with central charge Nc.
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Abstract. We evaluate the exact energy current and scaled cumulant generating
function (related to the large-deviation function) in non-equilibrium steady
states with energy flow, in any integrable model of relativistic quantum field
theory (IQFT) with diagonal scattering. Our derivations are based on various
recent results of Bernard and Doyon. The steady states are built by connecting
homogeneously two infinite halves of the system thermalized at di↵erent
temperatures Tl, Tr, and waiting for a long time. We evaluate the current J(Tl,
Tr) using the exact QFT density matrix describing these non-equilibrium steady
states and using Zamolodchikov’s method of the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz
(TBA). The scaled cumulant generating function is obtained from the extended
fluctuation relations which hold in integrable models. We verify our formula in
particular by showing that the conformal field theory (CFT) result is obtained in
the high-temperature limit. We analyze numerically our non-equilibrium steady-
state TBA equations for three models: the sinh-Gordon model, the roaming
trajectories model, and the sine-Gordon model at a particular reflectionless point.
Based on the numerics, we conjecture that an infinite family of non-equilibrium
c  2014 IOP Publishing Ltd and SISSA Medialab srl 1742-5468/14/P03011+57$33.00
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c-functions, associated with the scaled cumulants, can be defined, which we
interpret physically. We study the full scaled distribution function and find that
it can be described by a set of independent Poisson processes. Finally, we show
that the ‘additivity’ property of the current, which is known to hold in CFT and
was proposed to hold more generally, does not hold in general IQFT—that is,
J(Tl, Tr) is not of the form f(Tl)  f(Tr).
Keywords: integrable quantum field theory, thermodynamic Bethe ansatz, large
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1. Introduction
In recent years, there has been a surge of interest in the study of the thermodynamics
of quantum systems out of equilibrium (for reviews, see [1, 2]). In part this is due to the
recent advances in experimental techniques, making it possible to drive quantum systems
away from equilibrium in a controlled way, and to study their non-equilibrium properties,
see for instance [3]–[8]. This is also due to theoretical advances which include the
discovery of several types of fluctuation theorems, generalizing the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem [9] to systems far from equilibrium (see [1, 2] for extensive discussions). These
fluctuation theorems express ‘universal’ properties of certain distribution functions. In
non-equilibrium steady states, where constant flows of particles, charge or energy exist,
one object of interest is the scaled cumulant generating function (SCGF)3. The SCGF
fully characterizes the statistics of the transferred quantity at large times. Fluctuation
theorems are symmetry relations for the SCGF; see for instance [10]–[15] concerning the
energy-flow SCGF.
In this manuscript we obtain for the first time the exact non-equilibrium current and
SCGF for energy transfer in a wide family of integrable models. For this purpose, we
propose, develop and test a new approach to the study of quantum integrable models
in non-equilibrium steady states, concentrating on the study of non-equilibrium energy
flows. We take the setup where two Hamiltonian reservoirs at di↵erent temperatures are
connected homogeneously to each other (local quantum quench), so that at large times
an energy current be established. We consider the scaling limit: the quantum system is
assumed to be in the universal regime near a quantum critical point (with unit dynamical
exponent), with a mass gap and the driving temperatures assumed to be much smaller than
any microscopic energy scale. This regime is described by massive quantum field theory
(QFT). Our results are the first exact results for the energy SCGF and most general results
for the energy current in non-critical models that cannot be described by free particles.
Integrability occurs when enough additional symmetries render the model exactly
solvable [16, 17]. Exact solvability means that in principle all energy eigenstates
3 This is related to the large-deviation function, commonly used in large-deviation theory, by a Legendre transform.
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and eigenvalues, and correlation functions of local operators, can be obtained non-
perturbatively. Integrability has enjoyed much success over the past four decades. For
integrable quantum spin chains, several very e↵ective approaches exist, such as the
algebraic Bethe ansatz (see e.g. [18]). For integrable massive quantum field theories
(IQFTs) the problem of computing scattering amplitudes and vacuum correlation
functions of local fields has been solved for many models using factorized scattering theory
[19]–[24]. Factorized scattering and Bethe ansatz ideas led to a very successful approach for
the study of the equilibrium thermodynamic properties of integrable models proposed by
Zamolodchikov [25], known as the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz (TBA) approach. Other
exact methods are based on free-fermion techniques (Cli↵ord algebras), and the universal
regime of exactly gapless quantum models is described by conformal field theory (CFT),
for which a very wide variety of exact techniques are available [26, 27].
Using some of such techniques, exact results for the SCGF in non-equilibrium
integrable quantum systems have been obtained in the past, especially for charge flows,
in which case the SCGF is referred to as the ‘full-counting statistics’. The first exact
formula in free-fermion models was obtained by Lesovik and Levitov in [28, 29] and further
studied in other works [30]–[33]. Other exact formulas were obtained in Luttinger liquids,
which are particular models of CFT, in [34], and in the low-temperature universal regime
of quantum critical models in [35] using general CFT. In certain integrable interacting
impurity models, the SCGF was obtained in [36, 37] using TBA-like ideas. Exact charge
current and shot noise (zero-temperature second cumulant) studies have also been done
from similar ideas before in a variety of integrable models and with a variety of techniques,
see for instance [38]–[50].
However, for energy flows, exact results for currents in interacting models and for
SCGF in general are more recent. As far as we are aware, the first exact SCGF was
obtained for a chain of quantum harmonic oscillators in [51]. Exact results for the energy
current and SCGF in the low-temperature universal regime of general quantum critical
models were obtained very recently in [52, 35] using CFT, and for the quantum Ising chain
in a magnetic field in [53] using free-fermion techniques (results also exist for energy flows
in more general ‘star-graph’ configurations, see for instance [54]–[56]).
There are in fact many ways of theoretically constructing a non-equilibrium steady
state (see [57] for a discussion); the aforementioned results involve a variety of setups. The
Hamiltonian-reservoir setup considered here is an old idea going back, in the quantum
realm, to Keldysh [58] and Caroli et al [59], and studied in detail classically in [60].
For energy flows, it was rigorously analyzed in the XX and XY models in [61, 62],
partly from general results in [63, 64], where the resulting non-equilibrium density matrix
was constructed4. Similarly, non-equilibrium energy flows were studied in CFT in [52,
35, 56]. The energy-flow non-equilibrium density matrix of the Hamiltonian setup in
general massive QFT was proposed and derived in [52, 68]. Further, other rigorous works
considered non-equilibrium steady states and other non-equilibrium situations in free-
fermion models such as the XX or XY model, see e.g. [69]–[71].
4 The idea of a density matrix for representing a steady state has arisen many times in the past, both in physics
and mathematics literature, see for instance [65, 63, 66, 67].
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We present here a generalization of the TBA approach to non-equilibrium steady-
states energy flows with Hamiltonian reservoirs: the NESSTBA approach. We base our
derivation on the exact massive QFT density matrix derived in [68]. We deduce a set
of coupled integral equations which are analogous to the standard TBA equations up to
some crucial modifications. Solutions to these equations give the exact energy current.
All the exact cumulants are then obtained from the extended fluctuation relation that
was derived in [15]. We illustrate the working of our approach by numerically evaluating
the current and some of the cumulants in three di↵erent models: the sinh-Gordon model,
the roaming trajectories model, and the sine-Gordon model at the simplest nontrivial
reflectionless point. Our work can be seen as a generalization of the CFT results of [52] to
IQFTs. In particular, as a consistency check we show that our formulation indeed leads to
the known CFT result for the current and SCGF when both right and left temperatures
are very high as compared to the gap.
The analysis of our results bring out three interesting observations. First, we find
a family of non-equilibrium analogues of Zamolodchikov’s c-functions [25], in terms of
the current and all higher cumulants. We numerically verify that our non-equilibrium c-
functions are monotonic along RG trajectories, and equal to the central charge at fixed
points. Hence, following the usual wisdom, they are (non-equilibrium) measures of the
number of degrees of freedom as functions of the energy scale. Our c-functions in turn
give rise to exact upper bounds on the current and all higher cumulants. Second, we show
numerically that the process of energy transfer can be understood, in its large-time regime,
as a family of independent Poisson processes, one for each energy value and direction of
transfer. This generalizes nontrivially what was observed in CFT in [52]. It indicates
that the generalization of the usual Landauer form of the conductance to the full out-of-
equilibrium statistics is not straightforward: the weights of the Poisson processes are not
simply related to the state density and occupation (contrary to the CFT case). Finally, it
is known that in CFT the current is additive [52]: it satisfies J( 1,  2) + J( 2,  3) + J( 3,
 1) = 0 (where  i are inverse temperatures), equivalently J( l,  r) = f( l)   f( r) for
some function f . This was suggested to hold more generally from various arguments
[72, 68], most importantly including DMRG numerics [72]. We provide a proof that
additivity does not hold in a large family of IQFT (including the three models we
consider), a fact which is explained via the nontrivial relationship between state occupation
and state density in interacting models. This result is not in disagreement with the
DMRG numerics.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we describe the physical situation and
give the density matrix that describes the non-equilibrium steady state. We also give an
overview of some existing results which we will use. In section 3 we derive the NESSTBA
equations. In section 4 we introduce the integrable models that we will consider. In
section 5 we present numerical results for the current and the L-functions of these models.
In section 6 we introduce a family of c-functions that can be obtained by normalizing higher
order cumulants, and present numerical evidence of their monotonicity. We discuss the
physical implications of this property. In section 7 we provide evidence of the Poissonian
nature of the energy transfer process. In section 8 we test the additivity property of
the current and show that it is non-additive for three di↵erent integrable models. We
provide a general argument as well as a mathematical proof as to why this must be the
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case for IQFTs. Finally, we present our conclusions in section 9. Various derivations,
proofs, particular limits and consistency checks of our formulation are presented
in appendices A–E.
2. Physical situation and overview of relevant previous results
2.1. Physical description
Consider a homogeneous open quantum chain of length L with local interactions.
Suppose it is initially broken into two contiguous halves of lengths L/2 with commuting
Hamiltonians HLl and H
L
r (for instance, some links are broken near some site, so that the
two halves do not interact with each other). The two halves are independently thermalized
at temperatures5 Tl =  
 1
l and Tr =  
 1
r respectively (left and right), so that the system is
described by the density matrix ⇢0 = e
  lHLl   rHLr . At time 0 the two halves are connected
in order to form the original homogeneous quantum chain of length L, with Hamiltonian
HL = HLl +H
L
r +  H. Here  H represents the connection energy between the two halves,
which must be local, i.e. involving only a few sites around the connection point, and which
we assume to be independent of L. The system is then allowed to H-evolve unitarily until
time t. One can view this situation as starting with a profile of temperature on the full
quantum chain that has a step change around one site, with Tl on its left and Tr on its
right, and then evolving unitarily from this profile—this point of view requires the notion
of a local temperature, which we do not discuss here.
Averages of observables O at time t are described by







, ⇢0 = e
  lHLl   rHLr (1)
where here and below we use n[⇢] = ⇢/Tr(⇢). The steady-state limit is the limit L ! 1
followed by t!1 of such an average, with the observation length ` kept fixed, see figure 1
(below we will denote by H, Hl and Hr the L ! 1 limits, when it makes sense, of the
operators HL, HLl and H
L
r respectively). The observation length is the length of the region
over which lie the support of O and the contact point x = 0.





For local observables, we expect the steady-state limit to exist thanks to the locality of
the Hamiltonians. Physically, this is because we expect the two infinite (L ! 1) halves
of the system to play the role, at large enough times, of far thermal reservoirs, able to
absorb and emit independent thermalized excitations unboundedly for all times t⌧ L/v,
where v is a propagation velocity. Indeed for such times, excitations do not have time to
bounce o↵ the far endpoints and thus create non-thermal correlations or be re-emitted.
5 In this paper we set kB = 1 and ~ = 1.
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Figure 1. The steady state is established by connecting two halves of the system
that have been independently thermalized, and letting them evolve unitarily
for a time t. After a long time and in a very large system, there will be
asymptotically far hot and cold reservoirs which have not yet received any
excitation from the connection point, two transient regions, and the steady-state
region (the region described by the steady-state limit). In integrable massive
QFT, excitations scatter elastically, and di↵erent points in the transient regions
will receive excitations at di↵erent times depending on the excitation’s velocity.
Hence the transient regions should be of lengths scaling proportionally to t.
There is no prediction for the length of the steady-state region, which may be
observable-dependent and which may scale slower than Ct for every C > 0. The
only requirement is that every point a finite distance away from the connection
point will converge to the steady state.
Then, observing only locally, the detailed reservoir information is lost and we only see the
steady state. In particular, the energy current observable
J := i
2
[HL, HLr  HLl ] =
i
2
[ H,HLr  HLl ] (3)
is local (and independent of L) thanks to the locality of  H, hence the system should
reach a steady state with respect to the energy current.
The first detailed study of this steady-state limit appeared for classical harmonic
oscillators in [60]. In quantum systems, similar steady-state limits were discussed and
shown to exist in quantum models under certain conditions in [63] and, more particularly,
in the XY model in [61, 62]; in the context of charge transfer in the Kondo model in
[67] and in the resonant-level model in [73, 33]; and in the context of energy and charge
transfer in conformal models in [52, 35].
As was discussed in many works, the e↵ect of the connection will propagate from the
center outwards as time evolves, so that the e↵ective reservoirs, i.e. the regions which
are still thermal, will be situated further and further away from the connection point;
specifically, the temperature profile will become flat. This holds true in general local
models, not just in CFT (although there are di↵erences in the details). Hence, if energy
transport is purely di↵usive, then the steady-state current should be zero (by Fourier’s
law). However, if the initial temperatures are di↵erent and the energy propagation in
the system has a ballistic component, then we expect that the steady-state limit will
support an energy flow, hJ istat 6= 0: it is then a nontrivial non-equilibrium steady state.
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It is expected that any integrable system will display a ballistic component to the energy
transport: the conserved charges give enough constraints to counteract di↵usion [74]–[76].
In particular, the conserved charge associated with the energy current is usually one of
the first nontrivial ‘higher’ conserved charges in integrable quantum spin chains.
Remark 2.1. In CFT and QFT, the momentum is always conserved; hence, as explicitly
shown in [52, 35] in CFT, the steady-state limit exists and supports a nonzero energy
flow. This means that in the scaling limit (low-temperature, small-gap universal regime)
of any quantum chain (with unit dynamical exponent), integrable or not, the steady-state
limit should exist (we refer to [35, 68] for a discussion of the interplay between the steady-
state limit and the scaling limit). This was indeed observed using DMRG numerics for
a particular non-integrable quantum chain in [72]. Of course, in any quantum chain, the
nonzero temperatures and, possibly, nonzero gap mean that the system is never exactly
in the scaling limit. Hence, if the microscopic system is not integrable, there may be some
large, non-universal time scale where non-integrability ‘kicks-o↵’ and the current starts to
decrease. An interesting open question is the nature of this time scale, or by what other
mechanism microscopic non-integrability may appear. In the present paper we discuss
integrable QFT, which may be thought of as coming from integrable microscopic systems,
hence there is true ballistic transport.
Remark 2.2. We may attempt to make the steady-state limit a bit more precise as
follows. We require that the limit exists when each of the conditions L  vt and vt  `
hold almost surely for all v, where v are propagation velocities of excitations, and ` is the
observation length scale. Here we have in mind a distribution of propagation velocities
associated with the available excited states, and the corresponding measure (discrete /
continuous parts of the Hilbert space, etc); the phrase ‘almost surely’ means that the
strong inequalities hold for all velocities except possibly for a set of velocities that is of
measure zero. Then, the fact that the steady-state limit exists for any local observable can
only be true if there is no stationary excitation with nonzero measure: the Hilbert space
should not have a discrete part containing zero-velocity excitations.
2.2. Steady state in massive QFT
Assume now that the quantum chain has a parameter g (for instance, an external magnetic
field) such that there is a quantum critical point at g = gc with unit dynamical exponent.
Then, at g = gc, the energy gap   is zero. At g = gc and low temperatures, the chain is
described by a CFT. Let us now take the scaling limit where g ! gc and Tl,r /   (which
tends to zero). This is the low-temperature, small-gap region near the quantum critical
point. This limit is universal, and described by massive QFT, with the mass representing
the infinitesimal gap  . The main result of [52, 68], which we take as our starting point,
is a proposed exact description of the non-equilibrium density matrix ⇢stat in the scaling
limit, that represents the steady-state limit (2),
hOistat = Tr (n[⇢stat]O) . (4)
It is expressed in terms of massive QFT data, and was derived using general QFT
arguments.
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The non-equilibrium steady-state density matrix ⇢stat is defined as follows. Let us
consider a model of relativistic QFT with a spectrum of ` particle types, with masses
m1, . . . ,m`. The basis of asymptotic states (here we take them implicitly as asymptotic
in states), which span the Hilbert space, is described by
|vaci, |✓1, . . . , ✓nii1,...,in : ✓1 > · · · > ✓n, i1, . . . , in 2 {1, 2, . . . , `}, n = 1, 2, . . . (5)
where |vaci is the vacuum, and ✓j are the rapidities of the asymptotic particles. The
density matrix ⇢stat acts diagonally on the basis of asymptotic states. Its eigenvalues are
simply given by ⇢stat|vaci = 1 and
⇢stat|✓1, . . . , ✓nii1,...,in = e 
P
kWik (✓k)|✓1, . . . , ✓nii1,...,in (6)
where
Wi(✓) := mi cosh ✓ ·
⇢
 l (✓ > 0)
 r (✓ < 0).
(7)
If we factorize the Hilbert space into a product of the space formed by positive-rapidity
particles, and that formed by negative-rapidity particles, then (6) indicates that the
steady-state density matrix factorizes accordingly. Specifically, on each factor, it is thermal
with inverse temperature  l,r, respectively. Note that this density matrix is stationary and
homogeneous (translation invariant).
The density matrix (6) agrees with the mathematical description of the energy-flow
steady state in the XY model in [61, 62] and with that obtained in the Ising model from
less rigorous arguments in [53]. Its natural counterpart in CFT, where right-movers and
left-movers are thermalized at di↵erent temperatures, was proved in [52, 35].
Remark 2.3. The physical interpretation of the density matrix ⇢stat is rather simple.
The steady-state density matrix is the long-time evolution ⇢stat = limt!1 e iHt⇢0eiHt of the
initial density matrix ⇢0. The initial density matrix represents the left- and right-hand sides
of the system separately thermalized at inverse temperatures  l and  r, respectively, and
the time evolution is generated by the full HamiltonianH where both halves are connected.
In the scattering language, ⇢stat = limt!1 e iHteiH0t⇢0e iH0teiHt = S⇢0S 1, where S =
limt!1 e iHteiH0t is the scattering operator. Also, asymptotic states are, by definition,
states on the line with the property that when evolved back in time, they become well-
separated, well-defined wave packets behaving like free particles (the incoming asymptotic
particles). In the scattering language, an asymptotic state has the form |vi = S|vi0, where
|vi0 is a free-particle state representing the asymptotically free particles. Hence, the action
of ⇢stat on asymptotic states is isomorphic to the action of ⇢0 on the well-separated, well-
defined wave packets: if |vi0 is an eigenvector of ⇢0, then |vi is an eigenvector of ⇢stat with
the same eigenvalue. Since for positive rapidities these wave packets are far on the left,
and for negative rapidities they are far on the right, the expression (7) follows. A more
complete argument is presented in [68]. More precisely, this argument shows that for any
local operator, the contributions of asymptotic states with finite numbers of particles to
the steady-state average is given by (6) and (7).
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2.3. Current and fluctuations
In QFT, the energy current operator is simply the momentum density J = p(x) at the
position x = 0, so that the average current is
J = hp(0)istat.
Besides the current, its fluctuations are also of great interest in non-equilibrium
steady states. In quantum mechanics, one has to define fluctuations of the current via
appropriate measurement protocols: see for instance [28, 29] for discussions of an indirect
measurement protocol, [30, 14, 77, 33, 52] for results within a two-time measurement
protocol and connection with the former protocol, and the review [1]. In order to be
specific, let us consider the two-time measurement protocol. We perform a first von




at time 0, returning the value q0, and then another von Neumann measurement at time
t, returning the value qt. We are interested in the statistics of the di↵erence q := qt   q0.








where PQ=a is the projector onto the eigenspace of eigenvalue a of the operator Q. One




where hqnicumulant⌦t is the nth cumulant of q with respect to ⌦t. These may be gathered









(here z is a formal parameter). Note that the first cumulant C1 = J is the average current.
A result of the discussions cited above is that one expects F (z) to have the following
expression in terms of averages of quantum-mechanical operators:







In fact, we expect that in general, the scaled cumulants can also be expressed in terms of





du1 · · · dun 1 hJ (un 1 + (n  1)i✏) · · · J (u1 + i✏)J (0)iconnectedstat (13)
where i✏ is an imaginary time shift that regularizes the correlators. This expression is
derived, under certain assumptions that hold for integrable models, in appendix A.
6 The term ‘connected’ has the same combinatoric meaning as ‘cumulant’, but is more common in the context of
quantum field theory.
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Note that an important symmetry relation satisfied by F (z) is the fluctuation relation
F ( l    r   z) = F (z). (14)
This energy-flow–fluctuation relation was derived in various situations in [10]–[14] (but
see [78] for limitations in the case of finite systems); [1, 2] present good reviews. It was
derived recently in [15] within the present physical setup using a scattering formalism.
A recent result of Bernard and Doyon [15] is that in any system where the energy
is purely transmitted (that is, QS =  SQ, where S is the system’s scattering operator,
see [15]), the scaled cumulant generating function F (z) can be evaluated solely from the
current at shifted inverse temperatures7,
dF (z)
dz
= J( l   z,  r + z) , F (z) =
Z z
0
dz0 J( l   z0,  r + z0) (15)
(recall that F (0) = 0). The upshot is that the scaled cumulants are simply given by








for n = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Equation (15) was referred to as an extended fluctuation relation (EFR)
in [15], as it actually implies the usual non-equilibrium fluctuation relations equation (14)
if one assumes parity symmetry. As explained in [15], pure energy transmission, and
therefore the EFR, is valid in any homogeneous integrable model and in CFT. Note that it
implies a relationship between the non-equilibrium di↵erential conductivity G :=  2dJ/d 
(where   = ( r +  l)/2 and   =  r    l) and the noise (second cumulant), which reads
 2C2 = 2G.
2.4. Previous exact results
Exact results for energy flow and fluctuations in the present physical setup are available in
the XY and Ising models [61, 62, 53, 79], and in conformal field theory (critical models) [52,
35, 56]. To our knowledge, the first exact cumulant generating function for energy transfer
in quantum systems was found in [51], within a slightly di↵erent physical construction of
the non-equilibrium steady state using Caldeira–Leggett baths attached to a chain of
harmonic oscillators. Here we just recall the CFT results, as these are most relevant for
our purposes.




(T 2l   T 2r ). (17)
This has a clear interpretation via the Stefan–Boltzmann law thanks to [80]. The scaled
cumulant generating function FCFT(z) was first evaluated exactly in [52], giving the
7 Here the current describes the energy transfer from the left to the right, in contrast to the convention used in
[15].
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expression FCFT(z) = (c⇡z/12)( 
 1
l ( l   z) 1     1r ( r + z) 1), in agreement with (15).




(T n+1l + ( 1)nT n+1r ). (18)
The function FCFT(z) was evaluated in [52] assuming the fluctuation relations (14); it was
proved without this assumption in the CFT context using a local operator formalism in
[35], and using the Virasoro algebra in [56] (where a more general star-graph configuration
is considered). The expression (17) was verified numerically in the XXZ chain by Karrasch
et al [72].
3. The non-equilibrium steady-state TBA equations
In the present paper, we obtain for the first time the exact energy current and scaled
cumulant generating function in interacting (integrable) models.
In integrable models of relativistic QFTs, two crucial properties hold: the scattering
of asymptotic particles is purely elastic (the set of momenta is preserved) and the
scattering amplitudes always factorize into two-particle scattering processes. Hence,
the only dynamical data necessary in order to fully define the model and its ‘local
structure’ (its full scattering and its set of local observables) are the two-particle scattering
amplitudes. In particular, two-particle scattering amplitudes are solutions of the Yang–
Baxter equation, which is nontrivial whenever there are internal degrees of freedom and
the two-particle scattering processes is not diagonal in the internal space. This is the
essence of factorized scattering theory.
We now consider a general integrable model of relativistic QFT, under the simplifying
assumption that the two-particle scattering matrix is diagonal in the internal space (there
is no ‘back-scattering’: in a two-particle scattering process, only phases may occur).
3.1. The integral equations
According to (4), the average energy current J is obtained by evaluating the average
momentum density p(x) at an arbitrary point, say x = 0, using the density matrix (6):
J = Tr (n[⇢stat] p(0)) . (19)
We have provided the exact density matrix (6) as an operator acting on asymptotic states
with finitely many particles. In order to evaluate this trace, we further need the matrix
elements of p(0). But we need a bit more: we need to describe how to perform the trace
operation. This implies understanding ⇢stat in states with nonzero densities of particles (i.e.
infinitely many particles). In such finite-density states, the interaction between particles
becomes important, and this a↵ects the way the trace is defined. One could say that the
information about the ‘local structure’ is encoded both into the matrix elements of p(0)
and into the way the trace is performed.
In order to add these two elements of information, we follow Zamolodchikov’s TBA
argument [25]. This is an argument that mixes the ideas of factorized scattering and of
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the Bethe ansatz. For this purpose, we consider the model on a finite periodic space of
circumference R. On the finite space, according to [25], the description of integrable models
of QFT can be done similarly to that of Bethe ansatz integrable systems. Each state is
characterized by its contents in quasi-particles, which possess momenta pk and energies ek
whose sums give the total momentum and energy of the state, with a relativistic dispersion
relation. Then, we construct a density matrix ⇢Rstat that approximates ⇢stat. The natural
choice for ⇢Rstat is defined by its action on every state |vi as follows:
⇢Rstat|vi = e 
P
kWk |vi, Wk = ek ·
⇢
 l (pk > 0)
 r (pk < 0).
(20)
The finite-R approximation of the average current is the average of the local momentum









JR = J. (21)
Note that ⇢Rstat is translation invariant. By translation invariance, we may replace p(0) by
R 1
R R/2










 R/2 dx p(x) is the total momentum.
The current can then be calculated by conveniently introducing a generating parameter
a associated with the momentum:











We may also define the ‘free energy’ fa and write the current from it:











The free energy fa can be evaluated by extending the TBA arguments of Zamolodchikov
presented in [25] (a similar extension of TBA arguments beyond Gibb’s equilibrium was
first done, to our knowledge, in the context of quantum quenches for the Lieb–Liniger








mi cosh ✓ xi(✓)
1 + e✏i(✓)
















'ij(✓    ) log(1 + e ✏j( ))
(25)
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where as usual 'ij(✓) =  i@✓Sij(✓) and Sij(✓) is the two-particle scattering matrix,
and where Wi(✓) is defined in (7). This is the exact non-equilibrium steady-state TBA
(NESSTBA) expression for the energy current in general diagonal-scattering integrable
relativistic QFT. It turns out that there are many equivalent expressions for the current.








mi sinh ✓ µi(✓)
1 + e✏i(✓)










Note that it is customary to define the L-functions
Li(✓) = log(1 + e
 ✏i(✓)), (27)
as these functions possess interesting and perhaps clearer features than the pseudo-energies
✏i(✓). Note also that the pseudo-energies, hence the L-functions, have jumps at ✓ = 0,
contrary to the equilibrium case
✏i(+0)  ✏i( 0) = m( l    r). (28)
We present various verifications of (25) in appendices C and D. We verify that the
low-temperature expansion of (25) agrees with an explicit evaluation of the trace (22) in
the large-L limit, using the finite-volume regularization methods of Pozsgay and Taka´cs
[82] (and assuming a single particle spectrum for simplicity). Using and generalizing the
analysis performed by Zamolodchikov in [25], we also verify that the high-temperature
expansion of (25) exactly reproduces the CFT prediction equation (17) of [52, 35], with
the correct central charge.
As mentioned, in [15] it was shown that for integrable models of relativistic QFT,
the energy-flow steady state satisfies the extended fluctuation relation (15). This relation
immediately allows us to calculate the exact scaled cumulant generating function for such
models using the NESSTBA expression above. That is, the generating function F (z)






















'ij(✓    ) xj( , z)
1 + e✏j( ,z)







'ij(✓    ) log(1 + e ✏j( ,z)).
(29)
Remark 3.1. Our verification that the low-temperature expansion of the trace itself
agrees with the low-temperature expansion of (25) indicates that Zamolodchikov’s TBA
arguments indeed can be extended to the non-equilibrium steady-state density matrix (6)
without additional subtleties. This is important, because the derivation presented in [68]
of the form (6) of the density matrix is, to be correct, only applicable to states with finite
numbers of particles, hence to the low-temperature expansion of the trace.
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Remark 3.2. It is important to note that the ratio of traces on the right-hand side of (22)
is not expected to be related in any way to the average total momentum in the physical
non-equilibrium steady state. Indeed, the latter average does not exist because the total
momentum is not a local operator (hence does not have a steady-state limit). Expression
(22) is just a means to obtain a finite-R approximation of the actual steady-state current.
Remark 3.3. There are many subtleties involved in the derivation of (25) that we
presented. Let us discuss some of them.
First, at equilibrium, the procedure for replacing the infinite-space density matrix
by a finite-R approximation is clear, since even on finite periodic space, there is a clear
notion of thermal states. Out of equilibrium, the procedure is less clear: the physical setup
we use to construct the non-equilibrium steady state fundamentally requires the infinite-
length limit to be taken. So, we must rely on a ‘non-physical’ density matrix ⇢Rstat, with
the requirement that its infinite-R limit reproduces ⇢stat in some ‘topology’ (for instance,
for every individual matrix element). This is what we have done in (20) for integrable
models using Zamolodchikov’s ideas. Of course, the finite-R ‘non-physical’ density matrix
(20) still describes some non-equilibrium steady state in the periodic system: it is a state
where there is an imbalance between the populations of particles moving towards the right
and of those moving towards the left. Importantly, however, it is a state whose infinite-R
limit provides the correct population imbalance of asymptotic states for describing the
physical non-equilibrium steady state.
Second, the validity of the statement limR!1 JR = J in (21) relies on the fact that
thanks to locality, in the infinite-R limit, the average of the local operator p(0) does not
depend on the actual boundary conditions taken (in particular, there are no topological
e↵ects that connect the energy density to boundary conditions). An argument can be
made as follows. One can consider a di↵erent finite-R regularization, which by construction
correctly gives the physical steady sate. One evolves the initial density matrix ⇢0 for a
finite time t, and observes the system on a region of length R = vt around the contact
point, for v = tanh ✓0 the speed associated with some small rapidity ✓0 > 0. The reduced
density matrix ⇢˜R,✓0 on that region is an IR regularization, and its limit R!1 gives by
construction the correct steady state with respect to any local observable. But the point
is that ⇢˜R,✓0 and ⇢Rstat di↵er from each other only because of two e↵ects: the boundaries are
di↵erent (in the former, it is the transient region; in the latter, it is a periodic boundary
condition), and the presence of excitations at rapidities |✓| < ✓0. Therefore, by locality
and assuming no topological e↵ects, averages of operators supported in the bulk are equal
with respect to both density matrices in the infinite-R limit, except possibly for di↵erences
of order O(✓0). Since ✓0 can be made arbitrarily small for local operators a finite distance
away from the contact point (because the boundary at distance vt is very far at large t
for any v > 0), then the averages with respect with ⇢Rstat give the averages in the physical
non-equilibrium steady state.
3.2. Physical interpretation
Formula (25) has a simple interpretation: the function xi(✓) is the ‘dressed’ momentum at
rapidity ✓, the factor L d✓mi cosh ✓/(2⇡) = Lmi d sinh ✓/(2⇡) is the ‘bare’ (uninteracting)
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number of levels around ✓, and 1/(1+e✏i(✓)) is the filling fraction. Formula (26) has a similar
and perhaps clearer interpretation: the quantity L d✓ µi(✓)/(2⇡) is the true, interacting
number of levels around ✓, and the factor mi sinh(✓) is the momentum at ✓. Formula (25)
encodes the steady-state density matrix into the driving term of the pseudo-energy, and
the locality information of the QFT, including the state density and the momentum matrix
elements, into the dressing operations based on the di↵erential scattering phases 'ij(✓).
The specialization of (25) to the Ising model, where there is only one particle type























This can also be obtained in various other ways, and can be extracted for instance from
the exact results in the XY and Ising chains in [61, 62, 53].
The second form of JIsing in (30) has the structure of the Landauer formula: with
dE E = dp p, where E is the energy and p is the momentum, we see that we have the
number of available channels dp, times the current through these channels p, weighted
by the fermionic filling fractions for particles from the right (with temperature Tl) and
from the left (with temperature Tr). Such a form was also observed in CFT in [52]: there
the filling fraction at energy E can be taken as being proportional to the Boltzmann
occupation e  E. There is however no immediate Landauer form for the non-equilibrium
energy current in the general interacting case, because there is no separation between
the state densities and filling fractions of right-movers and left-movers: the presence of
particles at some energy a↵ect the state density at other energies.
In fact, the correct interpretation of both the Ising and the interacting energy flow
should be obtained following what was done in the CFT context in [52]: one must analyze
not only the current, but also the fluctuations, and one must look for a formulation
where these appear via independent stochastic processes. It turns out that in CFT, the
Boltzmann occupation e  E does provide the correct density for independent Poisson
processes describing the current and all fluctuations [52]. But, as we will see in section 7,
the fermionic or interacting filling fractions are not the correct densities; the correct one
will be calculated there.
4. The integrable models considered
In the coming sections we will study the non-equilibrium steady-state current and
cumulants for several models. We have chosen here three models as good representatives
of increasingly complex families of IQFTs: the sinh-Gordon model, which may be regarded
as the simplest interacting IQFT and therefore provides an ideal starting point for testing
our approach; the roaming trajectories model, which is still a very simple theory from a
particle content and S-matrix point of view, but where the dependence of the S-matrix
on the free parameter ✓0 leads to a number of new interesting features of the current
and its cumulants; finally, the sine-Gordon model at the simplest nontrivial reflectionless
point, which gives us the opportunity to study a theory with a more complicated particle
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content but still a diagonal S-matrix. It is also a theory which has a well-known discrete
counterpart (e.g. the gapped XXZ chain) and therefore results for this model may prove
useful when comparing to numerical simulations of the XXZ quantum spin chain.
4.1. The sinh-Gordon and roaming trajectories model
The sinh-Gordon model is one of the simplest interacting QFTs and as such it constitutes
an ideal testing ground for the ideas above. It has a single-particle spectrum and no bound
states. The two-particle S-matrix of the model is
S(✓) =
tanh(1/2) (✓   i⇡B/2)
tanh(1/2) (✓ + i⇡B/2)
. (31)
The scattering matrix, hence the kernel, depend on the parameter B 2 [0, 2] known as
the e↵ective coupling constant. This parameter is related to the coupling constant   (not













under CFT normalization [20]. The S-matrix is obviously invariant under the
transformation B ! 2 B, a symmetry which is also referred to as weak–strong coupling
duality, as it corresponds to B( ) ! B(  1) in (33). The point B = 1 is known as the
self-dual point. In our numerics for simplicity we will concentrate on the B = 1 case, for
which
'(✓) = 2 sech ✓. (34)
The sinh-Gordon model is intimately related to the roaming trajectories model [85]:
the latter can be understood as a ‘deformation’ of the sinh-Gordon model. Its S-matrix
is obtained by setting B = 1 + 2i✓0/⇡ in (31), where ✓0 2 R+. The resulting S-matrix
famously satisfies all the required properties (e.g. unitary and crossing symmetry), thus
describing a new integrable model. The new kernel is then
'(✓) = sech(✓   ✓0) + sech(✓ + ✓0). (35)
The presence of the free parameter ✓0 turns out to have a profound e↵ect on the
features of all TBA quantities (e.g. pseudo-energies, L-functions, c-functions, etc). Indeed
the roaming trajectories model’s name refers to the special features of the e↵ective central
charge ce↵(r), which is a particular c-function, within the equilibrium TBA approach [25]
as calculated in [85]. For massive QFTs it is expected that the function ce↵(r), whose
definition we recall in section 6, ‘flows’ from the value zero in the infrared (large r) to
a finite value in the ultraviolet (small r). For many theories, including the sinh-Gordon
model, the constant value reached as r! 0 is the e↵ective central charge of the underlying
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conformal field theory associated with the model [86]–[88] (which equals the CFT central
charge in unitary models). In this case, that theory is the free massless boson, a conformal
field theory with central charge c = 1. Therefore, in the sinh-Gordon model, the function
ce↵(r) flows from the value zero to the value one as r decreases.
Crucially, when the same function ce↵(r) is computed for the roaming trajectories
model it shows a very di↵erent behavior. It still flows from the value zero to the value
one, but it does so by ‘visiting’ infinitely many intermediate values of c, giving rise to a
staircase (or roaming) pattern. The values of c that are visited correspond exactly to the
central charges of the unitary minimal models Mp of conformal field theory,
1  6
p(p  1) , with p = 3, 4, 5 . . . (36)
As we will discuss later, interesting staircase patterns for several non-equilibrium
thermodynamic quantities can also be found for this model.
Another observation made in [85] is that the size of the intermediate plateaux that the
function ce↵(r) develops at the values (36) is determined by the value of ✓0. For ✓0 = 0 there
is a single plateau at c = 1, thus the usual sinh-Gordon behavior is recovered, whereas
the plateaux at (36) become more prominent as ✓0 is increased. In the limit ✓0 ! 1 a
single plateau at c = 1
2
remains, which reflects the fact that the S-matrix (31) becomes  1
in this limit, hence the model reduces to the Ising field theory. This interesting limiting
behavior was studied in [89] using the form factor approach.
Generalizations of the roaming trajectories model have been constructed based on more
complex theories in which case the associated functions ce↵(r) have staircase patterns
which visit di↵erent families of CFTs [90]. Other families of theories exist where these
staircase patterns also arise naturally, albeit involving a finite number of steps which are
in one-to-one correspondence with the onset of unstable particles in the spectrum. These
theories are the homogeneous sine-Gordon models, whose S-matrix was constructed in
[91]. TBA analysis of these models has yielded a variety of staircase patterns [92]–[94]
which we would also expect to see replicated in computations of the non-equilibrium
normalized current and cumulants.
4.2. The sine-Gordon model at reflectionless points
We will now consider the sine-Gordon model. This is a more involved theory including
several particle types and bound states. In general, the sine-Gordon model has a non-
diagonal scattering matrix, which greatly complicates the TBA equations (in non-diagonal
models, there is a di↵erent formulation that is more e cient [95]–[99]). These S-matrices
depend, however, on a continuous parameter ⌫ which for particular values leads to a
diagonal theory. Those values correspond to so-called reflectionless points. At reflectionless
points, the theory consists of two fundamental particles of mass m, usually called soliton
(s) and antisoliton (s¯), as well as a ‘tower’ of bound states of the former and of each other
known as breathers. The number and masses of the breathers depend on the values of
the coupling constant. The scattering matrices involving the soliton, antisoliton and first
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sinh ✓ + i sin(⇡(1 + ⌫)/2)
sinh ✓   i sin(⇡(1 + ⌫)/2) , S
bb
bb(✓) =
sinh ✓ + i sin ⇡⌫
sinh ✓   i sin ⇡⌫ . (40)
As we can see, the S-matrix S s¯sss¯(✓) vanishes whenever ⌫
 1 takes integer values; these are
the reflectionless points. In those cases the S-matrices in fact become those of a well-known
diagonal theory, namely the D⌫ 1+1-minimal Toda theory (see e.g. [101]).
Here we will be interested in the simplest reflectionless point, namely when ⌫ = 1
2
. In
this case only the first breather exists and its mass is given by mb =
p
2m. The scattering








sinh(1/2) (✓ + i⇡/2)
sinh(1/2) (✓   i⇡/2) . (41)
As anticipated earlier S s¯sss¯(✓) = S
ss¯




sinh ✓ + i/
p
2
sinh ✓   i/p2 , S
bb
bb(✓) =
sinh ✓ + i
sinh ✓   i . (42)
The corresponding TBA kernels are
'ss(✓) = 's¯s¯(✓) = 'ss¯(✓) = 's¯s(✓) =
1
2
'bb(✓) =  sech✓, (43)
and
'sb(✓) = 's¯b(✓) =  2
p
2 cosh ✓ sech2✓. (44)
The sine-Gordon model describes the scaling limit of a well-known spin chain system,
namely the XXZ quantum spin chain in the gapped regime. We hope therefore that some
of our results for this model may be comparable to spin chain results.
5. L-functions and current in non-equilibrium TBA
In this section we present results for the L-functions and current of several models
obtained numerically by solving equations (25). We will start with one of the simplest
interacting integrable QFTs: the sinh-Gordon model. Results for this model will provide
a benchmark for all the general features of the current and L-functions. In addition the
subtle di↵erences between the equilibrium and non-equilibrium quantities will become
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Figure 2. The function L(✓) for m l = 6e
 20 (red), m l = 2e 13 (blue),
m l = 6e
 7 (green) and m l = 2e 5 (pink) and two values of   =  r/ l.
5.1. The sinh-Gordon model
Since in this model we only have one particle type we will for now drop the particle indices
in (25). Employing the kernel (34) in the equations (25) we can now solve for ✏(✓) and L(✓)
by applying a numerical recursive algorithm starting with the free solution ✏(✓) = W (✓).
Figure 2 gives the L-functions for di↵erent values of m l and m r, where m is the mass
of the particle.
The first figure with   = 1, that is  l =  r, gives the equilibrium quantities which are
known from solving the standard TBA equations. It is a common observation from TBA
studies that both the pseudo-energies and L-functions develop a plateau at high energies
in the region   log(2/m ) ⌧ ✓ ⌧ log(2/m ) when   =  l =  r. For most integrable
models the values of L(✓) and ✏(✓) at the plateau can be obtained exactly by solving
so-called constant TBA equations, which are a high-energy limit of the original equations
[25, 104].
From the figures above it appears that we start to see this plateau in the red curves.
However, the sinh-Gordon model is rather an exception in this respect as in the limit
m  ! 0 the value of ✏(0) tends to minus infinity, hence L(0) tends to infinity. This fact
has been understood more generally in [102, 103], where it was noted that it is a feature of
all a ne Toda field theories (of which the sinh-Gordon model is but the simplest example).
We will see later that for other models a clear and finite plateau is reached. Comparing
the equilibrium case (  = 1) to the case when   = 50, thus  l 6=  r, we observe two main
changes:
• The L-functions develop a discontinuity at ✓ = 0. This is because of the discontinuity
in the function W (✓) due to the di↵erent left and right temperatures. This
discontinuity is present for all temperatures and the size of the jump is linear  l  r
(see (28)). Thus when both temperatures are high no discontinuity can be seen.
However, it is very apparent for relatively large values of m l, as can be seen in the
pink curve of the second figure.
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Figure 3. The function x(✓) for fixed m l and various values of   (first figure)
and for fixed   and various values of m l (second figure).
• The L-functions cease to be even functions of ✓. Again this can be best appreciated
for low energies, where it is clear that the maximum of the L-functions is not located
at the origin. Comparing to the equilibrium case, all functions have experienced a
shift towards the right. For high energies we have again a plateau of the same height
as in the equilibrium case which now extends in the region   log(2/m r) ⌧ ✓ ⌧
log(2/m l).
In summary, for   > 1 we observe a discontinuity at the origin and a shift towards the
right of the L-functions. Due to the symmetry of the TBA equations a shift towards the
left will occur for   < 1.
Let us now turn our attention to the functions x(✓) and µ(✓). Numerically solving (25)
we obtain x(✓) as shown in figure 3.
As expected we see that the large-scale features of all functions are dominated by the
sinh ✓ function in the x-equation of (25). However, because ✏(✓) 6= ✏( ✓) we find that in
general x(✓) 6=  x( ✓). The oddness of the function x(✓) is only restored in two limiting
cases: (1) at equilibrium (  = 1); (2) when both left and right temperatures tend to zero
(m l,m r large). For this reason all functions in the second figure (except the red-dotted
one) are almost perfectly odd.
We have seen in the previous section that the sets of equations (25) and (26) are in
fact equivalent to each other. Figure 4 provides several examples of the function µ(✓) for
the sinh-Gordon model.
The features of the level density µ(✓) are analogous to those of x(✓) with the di↵erence
that the large-scale features are now dictated by the cosh ✓ term in (26). As a consequence
all figures look like deformed cosh-functions, where the evenness is broken for   6= 1 and
large temperatures. Recalling that µ(✓) is proportional to the density of energy levels, we
see that more energy levels are available at positive rapidities if   > 1, which agrees with
the presence of a nonzero current from the left to the right (more right-moving energy
levels available).
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Figure 4. The function µ(✓) for fixed m l and various values of   (first figure)
and for fixed   and various values of m l (second figure).
Figure 5. The current J( l,  l) for the sinh-Gordon model and its CFT
counterpart for several values of  .
Finally, we present the results for the current in figure 5. As expected the current
in the massive model and its CFT counterpart expression agree very closely for high
temperatures; both tend to zero for low temperatures and the disagreement also appears
small in that region.
5.2. The roaming trajectories model
As indicated above, the roaming trajectories model is an interesting deformation of the
sinh-Gordon model (from the S-matrix point of view) which displays many new interesting
features for all the relevant thermodynamic quantities we study here. Figures 6 and 7 show
the new structure displayed by L-functions and x-functions.
The asymmetry of the L-functions with respect to the origin is visible in most of
the graphs in figure 6 as all curves appear shifted towards the right with respect to the
equilibrium solutions presented in [85]. For lower temperatures the discontinuity at the
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Figure 6. L-function for various temperatures in the roaming trajectories model
with ✓0 = 20 and   = 100.
Figure 7. The functions x(✓) and µ(✓) at and out of equilibrium for ✓0 = 20 and
m l = 100.
origin becomes apparent once more. The presence of the ✓0 parameter leads to intricate
staircase patterns reminiscent of the equilibrium results.
The function x(✓) displays a very interesting new structure with an alternation of
maxima and zeros at values of ✓ which appear to be multiples of ✓0. This structure is
surprising at first sight as it is rather what we would expect the function d✏/d✓ to look
like in view of figure 6. However, x(✓) is a derivative w.r.t. the parameter a, not ✓, as
expressed in the paragraph after (B.4) in appendix B. This can be understood as follows.
At equilibrium, when   = 1 the function x(✓) as defined by the second equation in (25)
can be identified with d✏/d✓. In other words, if we di↵erentiate the last equation in (25)
with respect to ✓ at   = 1 we would exactly obtain the second equation in (25) up to the
identification x(✓) := d✏/d✓. This ceases to hold when   6= 1; however, the equilibrium
features of x(✓) are still preserved to a large extent with certain deformations. In particular
for ✓ < 0 the sinh-function now dominates the behavior of x(✓), suppressing the negative
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Figure 8. The current for several values of  .
minima of its equilibrium version. A similar deformation occurs for the function µ(✓),
where again the out-of-equilibrium features for ✓ < 0 are dominated by the cosh-function.
Finally, we take a look at the current in figure 8. Comparing to figure 5 we see that the
functions seem hardly to have changed. There are however important di↵erences which
only become apparent when studying the normalized current (e.g. the current divided by
T 2l   T 2r ) and associated cumulants. We will study these in section 5.3.
5.3. The sine-Gordon model at reflectionless points
As explained earlier we will consider here only a very special case of the sine-Gordon
model, namely the situation when the whole spectrum consists of soliton, antisoliton and
one breather and there is no back-scattering. Once more we will start by examining the
general behavior of the L-functions for several values of the energy. These are presented in
figure 9. In this case the L-functions clearly develop a plateau for high energies in the region
  log(2/m r) ⌧ ✓ ⌧ log(2/m l), which in the first figure corresponds approximately to
 16 ⌧ ✓ ⌧ 21. The exact height of the plateau is the same as in the equilibrium case
which has been studied in [105] by solving the constant TBA equations. The plateaux are
located at Lb(0) = 0.287 682 and Ls(0) = 0.405 465, which correspond to the solutions
e✏s(0) = 2 and e✏b(0) = 3.
The functions xs,b(✓) and µs,b(✓) in figure 10 display the same main features already
observed for other models. The same applies to the current, which for this reason we will
not present here.
6. Non-equilibrium c-functions
A c-function is a function of the energy scale (some physical quantity such as the
temperature or the distance in a correlation function), or of the position on a
renormalization group (RG) trajectory, which represents well the e↵ective number of
degrees of freedom at this scale or at that point on the trajectory. In unitary models, it
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Figure 9. Soliton and breather L-functions at high and medium temperatures.
Figure 10. The functions xs,b(✓) and µs,b(✓) for high temperatures.
should satisfy two properties: it should be constant and equal to the CFT central charge
at fixed points of the renormalization group (critical points), and it should monotonically
increase with the energy scale. The original c-function was defined by Zamolodchikov in
[106] in terms of two-point correlation functions of the stress-tensor, where he used it to
prove the inequality cUV > cIR between central charges at UV and IR fixed points of an
RG trajectory. Zamolodchikov defined a new c-function based on (equilibrium) TBA [25],






d✓ cosh ✓ log(1 + e ✏(✓)), (45)
where r is the distance scale or inverse temperature scale entering the TBA equations.
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gives a function which approaches the value of the UV central charge at high temperatures
or low masses, i.e. near quantum critical points. Further, at very low temperatures, the
current decays exponentially fast, hence c1(Tl, Tr) tends to zero. This means that c1(Tl, Tr)
satisfies the first property of a c-function. It is interesting to enquire if this function is
actually a good c-function: that is, if it is also monotonic with temperature scale. Thanks
to the CFT result (18) for the higher cumulants, one can similarly enquire if the functions
cn(Tl, Tr) =
12Cn(Tl, Tr)




Our numerics indeed confirm this: we observe that for every order n of the cumulant
and every temperature ratio   = Tl/Tr, the function (47) is a c-function. Note that these
are non-equilibrium c-functions, defined intrinsically with respect to physical quantities
characterizing a non-equilibrium steady state. It is particularly interesting to test this
for the roaming trajectories model, where the functions above are expected to display a
nontrivial plateau structure. A variety of such functions are presented and compared to
each other in figure 11.
All insets in figure 11 confirm the assumption that we may regard the functions defined
in (47) as c-functions. In fact, in the first figure of the second row we compare to (45),
and we see that the new functions essentially carry the same information as the standard
TBA scaling function. Each plateau is indeed located at a height corresponding to the
central charge of a minimal model and there is a staircase pattern running from cn = 0
(low temperatures) to cn = 1 (high temperatures), as can be seen for n = 1, 2 and 3 in
the figures. There are, however, also some subtle and interesting di↵erences with respect
to the equilibrium scaling function.
The size of the plateaux of the function (45) is exactly ✓0/2, as can be seen in the
original work [85]. This is due to the structure of the TBA equations, which for high
energies can be conveniently mapped into ‘massless’ TBA equations, as explained in [107].
These equations naturally describe the c-function’s flow between two di↵erent minimal
models. In practice, these massless equations are obtained by performing the shifts ✓ !
✓ ± ✓0/2 and these shifts give rise to a pair of equations which involve the new energy
scales mre±✓0/2, where ✓0/2 now becomes a natural scale of the problem and r is the
inverse temperature.
Observing the first figure in row one carefully, we can easily see that the size of the
plateaux of c1(Tl, Tr) depends on   and in fact increases with  . The reason for this is
very similar to the massless TBA argument given above. At high energies (temperatures)
we can once more map our TBA equation into a pair of ‘massless’ TBA equations.
However, we have now two parameters in the problem, that is, ✓0 and  . By performing
the shifts ✓ ! ✓ ± (✓0 + log  )/2 we obtain two massless equations involving the energy
scales m le
±(✓0+log  )/2 so that the quantity 1
2
(✓0 + log  ) becomes a new natural scale of
the problem. For this reason the size of the plateaux of the new c-functions cn(Tl, Tr) is
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Figure 11. c-functions for the roaming trajectories model.
precisely given by 1
2
(✓0+ log  ). This is confirmed by the first figure, where the size of the
plateaux is approximately 16, 17, 19 and 20 for   = 10, 100, 1000 and 10 000, respectively,
and the same holds for other figures. For instance, it is noticeable how the plateaux of
c1(Tl, Tl/100) in the first figure of the second row are larger than those of ce↵(Tl). This
plateau size argument applies to all the new c-functions (47), so that plotting cn(Tl,  
 1Tl)
for various values of n with the same   gives a set of extremely alike functions, as can be
seen in the last figure of row two and the first figure of row three.
Finally, the last diagram of figure 11 deserves particular attention. At first sight it
looks much as other diagrams in the same page. However, it is immediately striking that
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it has an additional plateau which appears to extend indefinitely on the right-hand side,
and that the variable in the horizontal axis is now 1
2
log  . Here we present the functions
cn(Tl, Tr) with n = 1, 2, 3 for a fixed value of m l = 1. When log   < 0, that is m r < 1,
we observe the standard high-temperature behavior of the c-functions, namely plateaux
for all values of c corresponding to the minimal models. This is quite natural as we are
looking at a region where m r⌧ 0. This behavior changes at log   = 0, which corresponds
to m l = m r = 1. For log   > 0 all c-functions reach a plateau (di↵erent for each) which
cannot be matched with the central charge of any minimal model. For log   > 0 and
m l = 1 we are looking at a region where both temperatures are low, thus we do not
expect to recover CFT results. In fact it is rather easy to predict, at least approximately,
the position of the plateaux that we observe for log   > 0. Since we are looking at the
low-temperature or large-m l,r regime this means that at first order the solutions to the
TBA equations can be approximated by the free solutions ✏(✓) =W (✓). Thus the current
in this region should be well approximated by the Ising solution given in (30). In terms
of this solution, the functions c1,2,3(Tl, Tr) admit the following expressions:
cIsing1 (Tl, Tr) =
3






1 + em l cosh ✓
  1
1 + em r cosh ✓
◆
,
cIsing2 (Tl, Tr) =
3









(1 + em l cosh ✓)2
+
em r cosh ✓
(1 + em r cosh ✓)2
◆
,
cIsing3 (Tl, Tr) =
1
2⇡2(T 4l   T 4r )
Z 1
0
d✓ cosh2 ✓ sinh(2✓)
⇥
✓
em l cosh ✓( 1 + em l cosh ✓)
(1 + em l cosh ✓)3
  e
m r cosh ✓( 1 + em r cosh ✓)




Evaluating these functions numerically for Tl/m = 1 and Tr/m! 0 we obtain
cIsing1 (1, 0) = 0.396 314, c
Ising
2 (1, 0) = 0.478 062 and c
Ising
3 (1, 0) = 0.497 983, (49)
which reproduce extremely well (there is agreement up to five decimal places) the height
of the last plateau in the graph. It is even possible to get a very accurate value for the
same functions at log   = 0 by taking the limit when Tl/m! Tr/m = 1. This gives
cIsing1 (1, 1) = 0.478 062, c
Ising
2 (1, 1) = 0.478 062 and c
Ising
3 (1, 1) = 0.500 284. (50)
The good agreement of (49) and (50) is remarkable as m l = 1 does not really correspond
to extremely high temperatures where the Ising approximation should hold best. It appears
from this computation that this approximation is in fact extremely accurate already for
temperatures around Tl,r/m = 1.
It is also interesting to observe that the size of the plateaux for log   < 0 is constant
and appears to equal ✓0/2. This can be explained with a similar argument as that
employed earlier in predicting the size of the plateaux of other functions. As discussed
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earlier the quantities m le
±(✓0+log  )/2 are natural energy scales of the problem (for high
temperatures). We are now fixing m l and plotting against
1
2
log   so that we recover the
usual plateau size ✓0/2 at high temperatures.
6.2. Physical interpretation
Since cn(Tl, Tr) are dimensionless, they are functions of the dimensionless variables Tl/m
and Tr/m only, where m is the mass scale (say the mass of the lightest particle). Hence,
the observation that the c-functions cn(Tl, Tr) expressed in (47) are non-decreasing with




Cn  0. (51)
This means that as the mass scale is decreased, the average energy transferred increases,
and the fluctuations are stronger, the probability distribution becoming overall ‘flatter’.
This has an immediate interpretation in terms of available energy carriers. By lowering
the mass scale, i.e. the gap, while keeping the temperature scale the same, we make more
energy carriers available as more quasi-particles can be created. This obviously implies
that the energy current should indeed be higher, as the situation is similar to that of
lowering the resistance while keeping the voltage the same in an electric circuit. But also,
the availability of energy carriers at lower energies means that the energy carriers cover
a wider energy spectrum, providing a wider scope for fluctuations of energy transfer.
Naturally, as m ! 0, one should recover the CFT result (18). This means that we have
exact upper bounds on the cumulants, given by the cumulants of the UV fixed point:
Cn  c⇡n!
12
(T n+1l + ( 1)nT n+1r ). (52)
We expect these results to hold in any integrable model with diagonal scattering, and
possibly much more generally.
7. The probability distribution and its Poisson process interpretation
In this subsection, for simplicity let us restrict ourselves to a single-particle spectrum,
with mass m.
As was shown in [52], in CFT, the large-time scaled energy transfer statistics may
be described by Poisson processes. Specifically, the scaled cumulant generating function
in CFT is that of a combination of independent Poisson processes at every energy E
representing jumps in both directions, weighted by the Maxwell–Boltzmann factor e  l,rE








e  lq (q > 0)
e rq (q < 0)
(53)
where ezq   1 is the cumulant generating function for a single Poisson process.
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Is the scaled cumulant generating function for energy transfer in IQFT also described
by Poisson processes? That is, is it true that
F (z) =
Z
dq !(q) (ezq   1) (54)
for some nonnegative weights !(q)? In order to answer this question, we recall that our
exact form for F (z) comes from the exact current and the extended fluctuation relations
(15), which relate F (z) to the current at shifted temperatures. This means that if (54)
holds, then the weights !(q) are simply related to the Fourier transform of the current as







J( l   i ,  r + i ) e i q. (55)
Note that this is real if J( l,  r) is a real-analytic function. We may interpret the large-
time scale energy transfer as being composed of Poisson processes if and only if this !(q)
is also nonnegative.


















e  lq for q > nm
e rq for q <  nm
0 otherwise
(56)
For every finite q, this is a finite sum. Since
PN
n=1(( 1)n 1/2⇡n2) is positive for every
N , then indeed !Ising(q) is a positive weight. Hence in the Ising model, there is a Poisson
process for every transfer |q| > m with finite positive weight proportional to the Maxwell–
Boltzmann factor, and as an integer multiple of m is passed, the proportionality factor
changes abruptly (increasing or decreasing). In the limit m = 0 the proportionality factor
is constant with q, and equals
P1
n=1(( 1)n 1/2⇡n2) = ⇡/24, as it should (CFT with
central charge c = 1/2).
In the interacting case, the question is more complicated, because we cannot
analytically Fourier transform the NESSTBA expression (25) for the current. However,
we can analytically study the large-m limit (or low-temperature limit) using the second-
order expansion (D.7), derived in appendix D. This is divided into two contributions,
(D.8) and (D.9). The contributions (D.8) are exactly of the Ising form (to second order),
so that they contribute terms of the form (56) to the weight !(q). In fact, to every order
there will be terms of that form, so that we can write !(q) = !Ising(q) + !inter(q), where
!inter(q) incorporates all e↵ects of the particle interactions. The contributions (D.9), with
interaction terms, are purely of second order. This implies that for low enough energies,
the scaled energy transfer statistics can indeed be described by a continuum of Poisson
processes; more precisely, for all |q| < 2m, the weight is exactly the Ising weight !Ising(q).
The contributions (D.9) give the exact !inter(q) for all 0 < |q| < 3m. In order to show
that !(q) is nonnegative, it is su cient to show that !inter(q) is nonnegative, since !Ising(q)
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Figure 12. The function !(q) for the sinh-Gordon (red, solid curve) and Ising
(blue, dashed curve) models.
is. The contributions (D.9) may be analyzed using the result expressed in the last two










e  l(m cosh ✓+m cosh  ) (m cosh ✓ +m cosh     q)
  e  r(m cosh ✓+m cosh  ) (m cosh ✓ +m cosh   + q)
⌘






d✓ d  e  lm cosh ✓  rm cosh   (m cosh ✓  m cosh     q)
⇥'(✓ +  )(sinh(2✓)  sinh(2 ) + 2 sinh(✓    )). (57)
As is apparent, the right-hand side is exactly zero for 0 < |q| < 2m, and is positive for
q > 2m and negative for q <  2m. This shows that !inter(q) is a nonnegative function of
q for all 0 < |q| < 3m, hence that there is a Poisson process interpretation in this whole
range of energy transfer.
A proof to all orders, however, is more di cult. Instead, we compute !(q) by
numerically evaluating the Fourier transform in (55). Figure 12 shows the result (solid
curve) for the sinh-Gordon model. This is clearly a nonnegative function, up to oscillations
that are stronger near sharp changes due to numerical imprecisions.
A comparison between the function !(q) in the sinh-Gordon model and the function
!Ising(q) is also presented in figure 12. The two functions display very similar features.
For values of |q| < 2m we should find complete agreement between both curves. This
indeed appears to be the case up to the limited precision of our numerical procedure. For
example, for |q| < m the Fourier transform should be zero (as it is for Ising). Instead, we
see oscillations about the value zero. As explained above, for 2m < |q| < 3m the function
!(q) of the sinh-Gordon model should start di↵ering from the Ising case, through the
correction (57). Although we are not plotting the contribution from this correction here,
it is apparent that the two curves start to disagree more for 2m < |q|. The two curves
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become almost indistinguishable for large values of |q|/m (CFT limit), where they both
display exponential decay !(q) / e  l,r|q| according to (53). Although the coe cient of this
exponential decay should be twice as large for the sinh-Gordon model (since c = 1) this is
hard to observe explicitly by comparing the two functions, as the exponential decay is the
dominating feature. We have also evaluated numerically !(q) for the roaming trajectories
model, confirming that it is nonnegative.
The form (54) of the scaled cumulant generating function means that the complete,
large-time scaled statistics of the energy transfer is that of independent, classical packets
of energies |q| jumping towards the right (q > 0) or left (q < 0) in a Poissonian fashion
with intensity dq !(q) for some positive weight !(q). This Poisson process description
may be seen as an improvement on the idea behind the Landauer formula for non-
equilibrium currents. In the Landauer formula, one assumes that two baths at di↵erent
temperatures/chemical potentials with independent equilibrium distributions are emitting
excitations through available channels. A similar picture holds for all fluctuations in CFT,
as the weight function !CFT(q) is proportional to the Boltzmann distribution times the
flat state density, as observed in [52]. However, this is not the case in general: the weight
function is not just that determined by the Boltzmann distribution times the state density,
but is a more complicated function, encoding nontrivially the full interaction.
8. (Non-)additivity of the current
As recalled above, in [52] it was shown that in CFT the current takes the form
JCFT( l,  r) = f( l)  f( r) (58)
for some function f . This form of the current is equivalent to the additivity property
JCFT( 1,  2) + JCFT( 2,  3)  JCFT( 1,  3) = 0. (59)
As was observed in [72], additivity, or the existence of the function f as in (58), implies





















GeqCFT(T ) dT. (61)
Although this observation is not useful in CFT because the current can be evaluated
exactly by other means, if the additivity property were to hold beyond CFT, equation (61)
could have deep and important physical consequences. It was indeed suggested in [72],
based on a numerical analysis, that additivity holds in the critical XXZ chain beyond the
low-temperature limit, hence beyond the universal region that is expected to be described
by CFT. In fact, it was also suggested in [68] that additivity could hold in massive quantum
field theory.
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We show that the additivity property does not hold in general: the non-equilibrium
current is not determined by the equilibrium conductance. However, as we observe in the
sine-Gordon model, the breaking of additivity may be very small. The breaking is due to
a delicate imbalance that arises because, in strongly interacting models, level densities are
a↵ected by level occupations at di↵erent energies.
8.1. Proof and numerical observations
Let us define the additivity deficit
P ( ,  ) :=
J( ,   ) + J(  ,  2 )  J( ,  2 )
J( ,  2 )
. (62)
We show in appendix E that
P ( ,  ) 6= 0. (63)
That is, we show, in the formulation (4), (7) of the non-equilibrium steady state and in
general diagonal-scattering integrable QFT, that for any low enough temperature,  m >
 0m for some  0, and any large enough temperature ratio,   >  0 for some  0 > 1, the
quantity P ( ,  ) is nonzero. For technical reasons, we will assume that the di↵erential
scattering phases 'ij(✓) have a fixed sign (i.e. 'ij(✓) is positive for every i, j and ✓, or
is negative for every i, j and ✓); this condition is satisfied for all models studied in this
paper. Our proof will also show that, for instance, P ( ,  ) for   >  0 has a positive
sign for the sinh-Gordon and roaming trajectories model, and a negative sign for the
reflectionless sine-Gordon model studied above; hence in general, it does not have a fixed,
model-independent sign.
Numerical evaluations of the additivity deficit in the sinh-Gordon, roaming trajectories
and reflectionless sine-Gordon model also confirm that it is nonzero. The evaluations yield
another important insight: the additivity deficit, although nonzero, is actually very small in
most cases. The maximum value of the additivity deficit P ( ,  ) as function of   depends
on the ratio of temperatures  , but for ratios below ten the maximum does not go beyond
about 4% in the sinh-Gordon model. It increases as   is increased, but the region where
P ( ,  ) is large becomes smaller. All these features can be observed in the first graph
of figure 13, where the values depicted have been obtained by numerically solving the
NESSTBA equations. The second graph represents the same quantity as obtained by
approximating the current by its low-temperature expansion given in appendix D. We
can see that both figures show a similar set of features, however they di↵er considerably
in magnitude, especially for high energies.
A more involved structure is found when studying the function P ( ,  ) in the roaming
trajectories model (see figure 14). We have used a logarithmic scale in this case to show
more clearly the correspondence between regions where the additivity deficit is zero and
plateaux in the corresponding c-functions. In order to make this correspondence even
more explicit we present both the function c1 and the (re-scaled) additivity deficit in
the first figure. As we can see, maxima of the additivity deficit are situated at values of
log(m /2) which are exactly multiples of (✓0 + log  )/2. These values correspond to the
middle point of c-function steps which connect two consecutive plateaux. As expected,
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Figure 13. The function P ( , ) for various values of   and ✓0 in the sinh-Gordon
model.
Figure 14. The function P ( , ) for two values of   in the roaming trajectories
model.
the additivity deficit vanishes between such maxima exactly in those regions where the
c-function develops plateaux, where the system is essentially described by a CFT. From
this description, it is interesting to note that there is an exception, namely the first step
of the c-function (connecting the values c1 = 0 and c1 =
1
2
) does not have an associated




give us the c-function associated with the Ising model. As is easy to observe
from (30), the Ising model (both massive and massless) enjoys the additivity property.
Therefore the additivity deficit vanishes in this region. The same features are observed as
well in the second figure.
It is also worth noting that the maximum value of the additivity deficit increases with
 , as for the sinh-Gordon model. However, for the roaming trajectories model it seems
that the additivity deficit can be rather large for large  . For example, in the second figure
it sometimes reaches values near 30%. We observe that for the flow between the minimal
models M5 and M4 (central charge 7/10 and 1/2 respectively), the additivity deficit is
the largest.
In contrast, for the reflectionless sine-Gordon model, with   in the range between 3
and 9 the maximum deviation does not go beyond 0.15%.
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Figure 15. The function P ( , ) for various values of   in the reflectionless sine-
Gordon model.
This is important, because the numerical analysis of [72], from which it was concluded
that additivity exactly held, is not expected to reach the accuracy necessary to detect
such small e↵ects. There is of course a priori no contradiction between our results and
the conclusions of [72], because our results are in the context of near-critical, universal
low-temperature systems, while the analysis of [72] is in the context of the non-universal,
higher temperature regime of gapless chains. Yet, our remark that the additivity deficit
may be lower than the precision achieved in [72] sheds doubt about the precise conclusions
reached there. It is however rather interesting that the results of [72] and our present results
indicate that additivity may be approximately satisfied in many cases.
8.2. Physical interpretation
The additivity property holds exactly in massive quantum field theory in three situations:
(i) at high temperatures, where the CFT regime is recovered; (ii) in free-particle models;
and (iii) at low temperatures.
In order to understand, at least in the context of integrable QFT, why in the three
above-mentioned situations the additivity property should hold, and why it should break,
although sometimes weakly, in other situations, let us recall and analyze in a bit more
depth the argument for additivity presented in [68]. We start with the expression (22)
for the finite-L counterpart of the non-equilibrium current (the latter being obtained by
taking the limit L!1). As we argued, this makes good sense in integrable QFT, thanks
to the description of the finite-L Hilbert space in terms of Bethe ansatz quasi-particles.
Labeling quasi-particles in a state |vi by k, they have well-defined energies ek and momenta
pk. Clearly, for every state |vi with n quasi-particles, we have P |vi = (
Pn
k=1 pk) |vi. Let us
introduce the operators P± and E± that measure the momenta and energies of positive-
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Clearly, we have P = P+ + P , and also, on every state |vi, the finite-L density matrix
⇢Lstat given by (20) factorizes, ⇢
L
stat|vi = e  lE+  rE  |vi. Using the fact that ek0 = ek if
pk0 =  pk, and the fact that by parity invariance, the spectrum of momenta is symmetric
under change of signs, it was then concluded in [68] that the average (22) should give, in
the large-L limit, the form f( l)  f( r) for J( l,  r), hence the additivity property.
There is, however, one missing argument: in order to reach this conclusion, we also
need the trace itself to factorize, TrL = Tr{pk<0}Tr{pk>0}. This, unfortunately, does not
hold in general. Indeed, according to the Bethe ansatz equations, the density of quasi-
particles around a certain momentum depends in a nontrivial and nonnegligible way on
the density of quasi-particles at other momenta. This non-factorization is true at finite
L, and in the large-L limit factorization is not recovered. This is of course what leads to
coupled integral equations determining the pseudo-energy in the TBA formulation above.
The fact that the relatively small e↵ect of the breaking of the factorization of the trace
is at the basis of the breaking of the additivity property may explain why additivity is
broken only very slightly for the sinh-Gordon and sine-Gordon models studied here.
Factorization of the trace, hence additivity, does hold, however, in the three situations
mentioned above. It is clear that it holds in the situation (ii), in the case of free particles:
the defining property of free particles is that the density of states of the quasi-particles
is una↵ected by the presence or absence of other quasi-particles. In the situation (iii),
at low temperatures, it is also clear that the trace factorizes: in this case, one may
restrict the trace to excitations containing only one quasi-particle, so that the level
density is not a↵ected by the presence of any other quasi-particle. In the situation (i), at
high temperatures, factorization of the trace occurs because of the large-energy rapidity-
space factorization: the scattering matrix asymptotically tends to a constant, whence
the di↵erential scattering phases 'ij(✓) tends to zero. This implies that the density of
particles at momenta largely separated do not influence each other, so that the trace can
be factorized into large-energy right-movers and left-movers.
9. Conclusion
In this paper we considered non-equilibrium steady states with energy flows in integrable
QFT. The steady states are obtained from the setup where an initial state representing two
independently thermalized halves of the system is allowed to evolve for an infinite time. In
this setup, it is the asymptotic regions of the system itself that play the roles of reservoirs
providing and absorbing energy (Hamiltonian reservoirs). The exact non-equilibrium
density matrix describing averages of local observables in the steady state was proposed,
and derived from QFT arguments, in [52, 68]. Using this density matrix, we obtained
for the first time the exact energy current in any integrable model of relativistic QFT
with diagonal-scattering matrix by generalizing the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz (TBA)
method first developed by Zamolodchikov in [25]. Employing the extended fluctuation
relation (15) derived by Bernard and Doyon [15], we further obtain the scaled cumulant
generating function of the heat current.
We have verified that our formula for the current (25) agrees with known results and
techniques in both the high- and low-temperature limits. For high temperatures, Bernard
and Doyon’s CFT result [52] is exactly recovered by generalizing the high-temperature
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limit analysis of TBA equations in [25]. The low-temperature expansion of (25) also agrees
with the result obtained by using the finite-volume regularization methods of Pozgay and
Takacs in [82].
We have solved the equations (25) numerically for three models: the sinh-Gordon
model, the roaming trajectories model and the sine-Gordon model at a particular
reflectionless point. The numerical results for the currents in these three models agree
well with the analytic results both for high and low temperatures. Also the numerics, in
particular of the roaming trajectories model, suggest the existence of an infinite family of
c-functions which are given in terms of the cumulants (these functions are verified to satisfy
the required properties: positivity, monotonicity, constant limiting values corresponding
to the CFT central charges at RG fixed points). They display a very similar behavior to
that of the standard TBA scaling function, recovering for instance CFT central charges
of minimal models in the roaming trajectories model. These allowed us to establish upper
bounds for cumulants in any integrable model with diagonal scattering.
We verified that the scaled cumulant generating function can be seen as that of a family
of independent Poisson processes, one for every value of the transferred energy. Hence,
the complete, large-time scaled statistics of the energy transfer is that of independent,
classical packets of energies jumping towards the right or left in a Poissonian fashion
with weight !(q). We have evaluated !(q) numerically for the sinh-Gordon and roaming
trajectories models, thus verifying that it is nonnegative. The Poisson process description
may be seen as an improvement on the idea behind the Landauer formula.
Finally, we have proved that the additivity of the non-equilibrium current does not
hold in a general diagonal theory both analytically and numerically, except at very large
and very small temperatures. The additivity deficit has been found to be very small in the
numerical analysis of the sinh-Gordon and sine-Gordon models considered here, although
it can be rather large for large temperature ratios in the roaming trajectories model.
There are many directions to explore from our results. First, an independent
verification of our results, perhaps from perturbation theory or from numerical
calculations, would be very helpful for confirming both that our techniques work, and
that the non-equilibrium density matrix derived in [68] is the correct one. In particular,
DMRG numerics has been performed in [72] for the XXZ spin chain in the quench
situation that we consider here. It would be possible to adapt this to gapped chains
whose massive scaling limit is the reflectionless sine-Gordon model that we studied. It
would also be very interesting to extend our analysis of the sine-Gordon model to the
non-diagonal case or even to more complex reflectionless points and to check if we still
have c-functions and a Poisson process interpretation, and if the deviation from additivity
is small or not. In the non-diagonal case, TBA becomes much more complicated. The
development of nonlinear integral equations for the current, paralleling the equilibrium
case, could be helpful. Further, we have only evaluated the Poisson weight by numerically
Fourier transforming the current. It would be interesting to have an exact expression in
some form (such as an integral equation). Additionally, it is natural to think that the
c-functions we proposed apply much more generally than in integrable QFT; it would be
very interesting to have general arguments or a general proof that they are c-functions.
Finally, an interesting question is to understand if the Poisson process interpretation still
holds beyond integrability.
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Appendix A. Cumulants in terms of correlators
The expression (12) for the scaled cumulant generating function can be simplified to its
‘naive’ form in the case of pure-transmission systems (and in slightly more general cases
as well), as was shown in [15]:











where the superscript ‘connected’ has the usual combinatoric meaning, e.g.
hA2iconnectedstat = hA2istat   (hAistat)2 ,
hA3iconnectedstat = hA3istat   3hAistat hA2istat + 2 (hAistat)3 .












ds0 · · · dsn 1 hJ (sn 1 + (n  1)i✏) · · · J (s1 + i✏)J (s0)iconnectedstat (A.3)
where we have included an imaginary time shift that agrees with the ordering of the
operators in the product ( Q(t))n, and that regularizes the correlation functions. By
stationarity of the steady state, we shift all time variables by a common value. Hence,
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Since we expect that connected correlation functions decay exponentially at large time
separations, whenever any uj variable is large the integrand is exponentially suppressed.
Hence the last factor can be approximated, for large t, by its value with u1 = · · · = un 1 =
0, giving a factor of t. This shows (13).
Appendix B. Derivation of the NESSTBA equations
In this section we follow the arguments presented in [25] in order to obtain the TBA
representation (25) of the exact non-equilibrium current. For simplicity, we restrict
ourselves to models with a single-particle spectrum, but the derivation easily generalizes
to many-particle types with diagonal scattering.
The idea of [25], in the present context, is to consider the trace representation (24) of
the free energy fa on a periodic space of finite length L, and to evaluate it in the limit
L ! 1 by analyzing the state that provides the leading contribution in this limit. At
finite L, one assumes that the states are described by the Bethe ansatz associated with
the QFT two-particle scattering matrix S(✓). In particular, there is a discrete set of states,
and the distribution of Bethe roots is fixed from Bethe ansatz equations, the periodicity
condition of the wavefunction on the circle of length L. One must also make a choice of
density matrix ⇢Lstat which extrapolates to ⇢stat at L ! 1, and as said in the text, here
we choose (20).
One describes the Bethe ansatz states using densities of ‘levels’ or single-particle states
⇢(✓), and of particles ⌫(✓), as functions of the rapidity (so that ⇢(✓) d✓ and ⌫(✓) d✓ are the
number of available levels and the number of particles, respectively, between rapidities ✓






d  '(✓    ) ⌫( ) (B.1)
where p(✓) :=m sinh ✓ is the momentum at rapidity ✓ and '(✓) =  i@✓S(✓). This equation
simply means that the non-interacting level density (1/2⇡)(dp(✓)/d✓) at rapidity ✓ is
modified, thanks to the interaction, by the presence of particles at other rapidities. The
densities giving rise to the leading contribution of the trace of the operator ⇢Lstate
 aP in
(24) are evaluated by minimizing the free energy functional Fa[⇢, ⌫] := W a[⌫]   L[⇢, ⌫].
The term W a[⌫] is the functional of the particle density ⌫(✓) that corresponds to the
negative of the logarithm of the operator ⇢Lstate
 aP ; this is, thanks to (20) and (7),
W a[⌫] =
Z
d✓ (W (✓) + a p(✓)) ⌫(✓).
The term L[⇢, ⌫] is the number of actual Bethe states (entropy) corresponding to ⇢ and ⌫





⇢(✓) log ⇢(✓)  ⌫(✓) log ⌫(✓)  (⇢(✓)  ⌫(✓)) log(⇢(✓)  ⌫(✓)) .
The minimization of Fa[⇢, ⌫] under the constraint (B.1) leads to the equation




'(✓    ) log(1 + e ✏( )) (B.2)
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The value of the trace TrL
 
⇢Lstat e
 aP   in (24) as L!1 is hence dominated by the choice
of the densities satisfying simultaneously (B.1) and (B.2). Let us denote these densities
by ⇢a(✓) and ⌫a(✓), and let us similarly use ✏a(✓) for the associated pseudo-energy. The
value of the trace is then e Lf
a+O(1), where Lfa = Fa[⇢a, ⌫a]. Using (B.1) and (B.2) it









This is easily generalizable to a spectrum of more than one-particle type, as long as the
scattering is diagonal; in this case we have many pseudo-energies ✏ai (✓) for i = 1, . . . , `
particle types (as well as many level densities and particle densities). Along with the









In order to obtain (26), we observe that the current (25) can be written as
J( l,  r) = (E, (1  ') 1 ? p). (B.5)










and the linear operation







Oij(✓    )fj( ), (B.7)
and we use Ei(✓) := mi cosh(✓) and pi(✓) := mi sinh(✓). Indeed (B.5) holds because, in
this notation and according to (25), we have J = (E, x), where x satisfies the equation
x = p+ ' ? x, whose solution is x = (1  ') 1 ? p = p+ ' ? p+ ' ? ' ? p+ . . ..
We note that by unitarity, Sij(✓)Sji( ✓) = 1. Hence, 'ij(✓) = 'ji( ✓). This implies
that ' is a Hermitian operator under our inner product and linear operation:
(f,' ? g) = (' ? f, g). (B.8)
Hence also (1  ') 1 is Hermitian, so that we have
J( l,  r) = (p, (1  ') 1 ? E). (B.9)
This is (26). It is simple to see that µi(✓) = ((1 ') 1?E)i(✓) is in fact equal to 2⇡⇢i(✓)/L,
proportional to the level density for particle type i at rapidity ✓, thanks to (B.1) and (B.3)
(generalized to many-particle types).
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Taking linear combinations of (25) and (26), one may obtain various expressions for
the current. For instance, going back to the case of a single-particle spectrum ` = 1 for
simplicity, we may define
±mey±(✓) = x(✓)± µ(✓) (B.10)


























We note that in combination with the symmetry of ✏(✓) under the simultaneous exchange
✓ $  ✓ and  l $  r, the above implies that both sides of (B.12) are actually invariant
under  l $  r.
Appendix C. High-temperature limit
In this appendix we will consider the expression for the current presented in (25) in terms
of thermodynamic quantities and carry out its high-temperature limit. We will rigorously
show how this limit leads to the known CFT expression (17). Our computation follows
closely the work [25], where a similar analysis was carried out for the e↵ective central
charge ce↵(r).
Recall the relationship between the current and the free energy (24) which, in an







mi cosh ✓ log(1 + e
 ✏i(✓)). (C.1)
























where rir =mi r and ril =mi l. We can obtain the steady-state current in CFT by taking
the limits rir ! 0 and ril! 0. In this high-temperature limit, ✏i(✓) and consequently Li(✓)
are constants with limiting values ✏i(0), Li(0) in the central region   log(2/rir) ⌧ ✓ ⌧
log(2/ril) and it goes to infinity at the two edges. Therefore, Li(✓) exhibits a typical
plateau behavior in the central region and has a double exponential fallo↵ outside this
region (we have seen many graphical examples of this in previous sections). As ril and
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rir go to zero, the plateaux become wider and the form of their two edges tends to some
universal pattern. The limiting form of the left edge is determined by the ‘kink’ solution












'ij(✓   ✓0)Ljk (✓0) = 0 (C.3)
where ✏ik (✓) ⌘ ✏i[✓   log(2/rir)] and Lik (✓) ⌘ Li[✓   log(2/rir)]. Similarly, the limiting













'ij(✓   ✓0)Ljk+(✓0) = 0 (C.4)
where ✏ik+(✓) ⌘ ✏i[✓ + log(2/ril)] and Lik+(✓) ⌘ Li[✓ + log(2/ril)]. These equations follow
from (29) by performing the indicated rapidity shifts. We can now rewrite the high-

















































'ij(✓   ✓0) = 0. (C.7)
Solving these equations for e±✓ and substituting e ✓ in far and e
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where we assumed there is parity invariance 'ij(✓) = 'ji(✓) and used dL =  d✏/(1 + e✏).
We can now substitute the convolution 'ij ⇤Ljk (✓) by its expression from equation (C.3),


























In the last line we have used integration by parts. We note that the last term is (up to
constants and summing up in i) nothing but the original function far . We can therefore













































(T 2l   T 2r ). (C.13)
The last equality follows from the identification of the central charge with the integral
above (up to the constant ⇡2/3). This integral provides a representation of Roger’s
dilogarithm function. The connection of this function with the central charge has been
discussed in detail in the classic literature on the subject [25, 104]. The values ✏i(0)
can be obtained by solving the constant TBA equations which were introduced in [104].
These can be obtained from the original (both at and out of equilibrium) TBA equations
by exploiting the additional fact that the TBA kernel is usually picked about ✓ = 0.
This implies that in the high-energy (temperature) limit the kernels 'ij ⇤ Lj(✓) may be
approximated by assuming that Lj(✓) is constant for ✓ near zero
'ij ⇤ Lj(✓) ⇡ Nij log(1 + e ✏i(0)), (C.14)
with Nij =  (1/2⇡)
R




Nij log(1 + e
 ✏j(0)). (C.15)
This is a set of coupled algebraic equations which have been solved for many families of
models and which exhibit very interesting structures (see e.g. [108] for a recent review).
Another interesting physical situation corresponds to the case when one temperature
is kept constant and low while the other temperature becomes very large. Thus we have
ril = const. and rir ! 0. In order to study the current in this case we may follow identical
steps as above, starting with the separation of the ground state energy into the two
contributions (C.2). In this situation the functions ✏i(✓) are no longer continuous at ✓ = 0
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Figure C.1. L-functions for large values of m l and small values of m r in the
sinh-Gordon and roaming trajectories model.
due to the presence of W (✓) in the TBA equations. Thus, they have two di↵erent limiting
values at ✓ = 0 with the relation:
✏i+(0) = ✏i (0)  ril, (C.16)
where we use the notation ✏i+(✓) and ✏i (✓) to represent ✏(✓) in the regions ✓ > 0 and
✓ < 0, respectively. Also we have to note that the left–right asymmetry of the L-function
has been broken. The left part of the L-function remains the same: it has a plateau at
log(1 + e ✏i (0)) in the region   log(2/rir) ⌧ ✓ < 0. But the right part has only a quick
exponential fallo↵, since ✏i+(✓) ⇡ ril cosh ✓ for ✓ > 0 and ril   1. Therefore it does not show
any plateau behavior. These features are particularly clear in the second plot of figure C.1,
which gives the L-function of the roaming trajectories model. A clear discontinuity is also
observed in the first figure, albeit the L-function does not display a plateau on the left-
hand side due to the particular features of the sinh-Gordon model already discussed in
section 5.
Thus fal is simply defined by the second term in (C.2) and cannot be further simplified.
far can be computed exactly as before, leading to the same result, that is the first term





































where xi+(✓) can be obtained from (B.2) as xi+(✓) = d✏i+(✓)/da|a=0.
An interesting conclusion to be drawn from this is that a configuration where one
temperature is high and the other is low will still give rise to c-functions cn(Tl, Tr) such
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as the ones shown in figure 11. This is because when dividing the cumulants by T n+1l +
( 1)nT n+1r the coe cient of the singularities of the cumulants is extracted and this is the
same as when both right and left temperatures are high. This is the reason why in the
last graph of figure 11 we can still see the usual plateau structure, even though m l = 1
is rather large.
Appendix D. Low-temperature expansion
Although the TBA equations generally need to be solved numerically, at low temperatures
a perturbative expansion may be used, leading to analytic results. In particular these
analytic results will allow us to establish rigorously the result P ( ,   ) 6= 0 as discussed
in appendix E. In order to do this, we will consider once more the original TBA equations
(25). For simplicity, let us consider a theory with a single-particle spectrum (such as the
sinh-Gordon model). We will start by rewriting the TBA equation as follows:
y(✓) = ⌘(✓) exp ((' ⇤ L)(✓)) , (D.1)
where y(✓) := e ✏(✓) and ⌘(✓) := e W (✓). For low temperatures, the function W (✓) takes
large values, thus y(✓) is generally very small. We can therefore expand the exponential
on the right-hand side of (D.1) up to and including the second order in ⌘(✓) as
y(✓) = ⌘(✓)
 
1 + (' ⇤ L)(✓) + 1
2
(' ⇤ L)2(✓) + · · ·   , (D.2)
and approximate the L-function as






+ · · · . (D.3)
Combining these two expansions and keeping only up to order ⌘(✓)2 terms we find
y(✓) ⇡ ⌘(✓) (1 + (' ⇤ ⌘)(✓)) . (D.4)
We now want to use this result to study the non-additivity of the current J( l,  r). As













d✓ cosh ✓x(✓)y(✓)(1  y(✓)), (D.5)
The product x(✓)y(✓) can be approximated as
 x(✓)y(✓) = y0(✓) = ⌘0(✓) (1 + (' ⇤ ⌘)(✓)) + ⌘(✓)(' ⇤ ⌘0)(✓), (D.6)
where y0(✓) = dy(✓)/da|a=0 and y(✓, z) is the function e✏(✓) as defined by the equation (B.2)
and similarly for ⌘0(✓). Thus, at order ⌘2 the current is





d✓ cosh ✓⌘(✓) (sinh ✓ (1  ⌘(✓) + (' ⇤ ⌘)(✓))  (' ⇤ ⌘0)(✓)) , (D.7)
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where we used the fact that ⌘0(✓) =  m sinh ✓ ⌘(✓). Due to the structure of W (✓) it is






d✓ sinh 2✓ ⌘(✓) (1  ⌘(✓)) , (D.8)
provide an additive contribution in the sense that they have the structure f( l)  f( r).
We will now show that this is not the case for the other two terms. We will call this






d✓ cosh ✓ ⌘(✓) (sinh ✓(' ⇤ ⌘)(✓)  (' ⇤ ⌘0)(✓)) . (D.9)
Let us write the function explicitly:
















cosh ✓ sinh   eW (✓)'(✓    )eW ( ). (D.10)
Employing the definition of W (✓), the integrals above split into four regions, depending
on the sign of ✓ and  :
































































cosh ✓ sinh  e  rm cosh ✓'(✓    )e  lm2 cosh  . (D.11)
It is now a tedious though simple computation to group these integrals together by
changing variables ✓ !  ✓ and   !    where appropriate. When doing this we will
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use the fact that the kernel '(✓) is, by definition, an even function. Grouping terms
together we finally obtain




















e  lm(cosh ✓+cosh  )   e  rm(cosh ✓+cosh  )
⌘








e  lm cosh ✓e  rm cosh  '(✓ +  ) (sinh(2✓)  sinh(2 )+2 sinh(✓    )) .
(D.12)
Examining the function r( l,  r) we see that the first two lines above again provide
additive contributions, that is, they have the structure f( l)   f( r). However, the last
contribution, on the last line, is not additive as it is possible to show both analytically
and numerically that it is nonzero. An analytical proof is provided in appendix E,
whereas numerical evidence has been provided in section 8 for the sinh-Gordon and
sine-Gordon models. Generalizing to an `-particle spectrum and using the short-hand










































 'ij(✓ +  ) (sinh(2✓)
  sinh(2 ) + 2 sinh(✓    )) . (D.13)
This low-temperature expansion can be compared with an expansion obtained directly
from the trace expression (4)–(7) (we again assume a single-particle spectrum for
simplicity). For convention, the finite-volume multi-particle states can be denoted as
|✓1, . . . , ✓niL.
The corresponding energy levels are determined by the well-known Bethe ansatz equations
Qk(✓1, . . . , ✓n) = mL sinh ✓k +
X
l 6=k
 (✓k   ✓l) = 2⇡Ik, k = 1, . . . , n(D.14)
where Ik are momentum quantum numbers and  (✓) =  i logS(✓) is the two-particle
scattering phase-shift. The density of multi-particle states can be obtained by
⇢(✓1, . . . , ✓n) = detJ (n), J (n)kl =
@Qk(✓1, . . . , ✓n)
@✓l
, k, l = 1, . . . , n. (D.15)
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i ) +O(e 4W ) (D.17)






























































i ) +O(e 4W ). (D.18)
The prefactors 1/n! for every multi-particle sum take into account overcounted states
with di↵erent ordering of the same set of rapidities. The prime in the multi-particle sum
indicates all quantum numbers (rapidities) for the state are di↵erent. The upper indices
of the rapidities and W represent the number of particles in the state.
With (D.16) and (D.18), we can now compute the current up to exponential corrections
at finite volume L. In the limit L ! 1, the low-temperature expansion of the current
performed in the first part of this appendix should be recovered. Here, we present the
calculation of the current up to the first three orders. Let us discuss the first-order







(1))m sinh ✓(1). (D.19)
In order to compare with the low-temperature expansion we must consider infinite volume.
This amounts to taking the limit L ! 1 by replacing the sum over rapidities by an












= mL cosh ✓. (D.20)
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e W (✓) sinh ✓ cosh ✓. (D.21)
It can be easily seen that this agrees perfectly with the first contribution (e.g. order ⌘)




















































































2 and corresponds to a two-particle state with equal quantum
numbers of the two particles. In this case, the two-particle Bethe ansatz equations
degenerate to a one-particle equation, which means that density of this two-particle state










! R (d✓/2⇡)⇢1(✓) and P✓(2)1 ✓(2)2 ! R (d✓1/2⇡)(d✓2/2⇡)⇢2(✓1, ✓2).
The Bethe ansatz equations for a two-particle state are
mL sinh ✓1 +  (✓1   ✓2) = Q1(✓1✓2)
mL sinh ✓2 +  (✓2   ✓1) = Q2(✓1✓2),
(D.22)
so that the relevant density of two-particle states is given by
⇢2(✓1, ✓2) = det
✓
mL cosh ✓1 + '(✓1   ✓2)  '(✓1   ✓2)
 '(✓1   ✓2) mL sinh ✓2 + '(✓1   ✓2)
◆
.
Exploiting the fact that '(✓) = '( ✓), relabeling integration variables and exchanging











cosh ✓ sinh ✓e 2W (✓). (D.23)
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Once more this is in full agreement with (D.10) plus the second contribution in (D.8).















































































































































































































































































! R (d✓1/2⇡)(d✓2/2⇡)(d✓3/2⇡)⇢3(✓1, ✓2, ✓3), P✓(2)1 ,✓(2)2 =✓(3)1 !
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! R (d✓/2⇡)⇢1(✓). The density ⇢3(✓1,
✓2 = ✓3) can be obtained from the Bethe ansatz equations for a three-particle state with
two equal quantum numbers
mL sinh ✓1 + 2 (✓1   ✓2) = Q1(✓1, ✓2)
mL sinh ✓2 +  (✓2   ✓1) = Q2(✓1, ✓2).
(D.26)
The relevant density is given by
⇢3(✓1, ✓2 = ✓3) = det
✓
mL cosh ✓1 + 2'(✓1   ✓2)  2'(✓1   ✓2)
 '(✓1   ✓2) mL sinh ✓2 + '(✓1   ✓2)
◆
Similarly, we can obtain ⇢3(✓1, ✓2, ✓3) from the equations
mL sinh ✓1 +  (✓1   ✓2) +  (✓1   ✓3) = Q1(✓1, ✓2, ✓3)
mL sinh ✓2 +  (✓2   ✓1) +  (✓2   ✓3) = Q2(✓1, ✓2, ✓3)




0@ E1L+ '(✓12) + '(✓13)  '(✓12)  '(✓13) '(✓12) E2L+ '(✓12) + '(✓23)  '(✓23)
 '(✓13)  '(✓23) E3L+ '(✓13) + '(✓23)
1A , (D.28)
where for convenience we used the notation Ei ⌘ m cosh ✓i and '(✓ij) ⌘ '(✓i   ✓j).
Therefore, by doing a similar but more tedious computation, we can obtain the third-








































cosh ✓ sinh ✓e 3W (✓). (D.29)
Appendix E. Proof of non-additivity of the current
We consider a diagonal-scattering integrable QFT, assuming that all kernels 'ij(✓) have
a fixed sign (i.e. 'ij(✓) is positive for every i, j and ✓, or is negative for every i, j and ✓).
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This assumption is valid both for the sinh-Gordon model and the reflectionless sine-Gordon
model studied above whose kernels only involve cosh functions. We analyze the second
leading order in the low-temperature expansion of the additivity deficit (62), and show
that it is nonzero for large enough  m and large enough  . This is su cient to prove that
additivity does not hold in general. The derivation below is mathematically rigorous.








d✓ cosh ✓ ⌘i(✓)
⇣
sinh ✓ (1  ⌘i(✓))+ ('ij ⇤ ⌘j)(✓)  ('ij ⇤ ⌘0j)(✓)
⌘
,(E.1)
which generalizes (D.7) to a multi-particle theory. As seen in appendix D the only non-











d  e  lmi cosh ✓e  rmj cosh   'ij(✓ +  )
⇥
⇣
sinh 2✓   sinh 2  + 2 sinh(✓    )
⌘
(E.2)
that is, the last term in (D.13). Note that the function
U(✓,  ) := 'ij(✓ +  )
⇣
sinh 2✓   sinh 2  + 2 sinh(✓    )
⌘
, (E.3)
is anti-symmetric under exchange of the rapidities, has a fixed sign for all ✓ >  . Let us
denote mi := am and mj := bm for some mass scale m and positive numbers a, b (one
may always take either a = 1 or b = 1 by an appropriate choice of scale m). Further, let
us use the notation
e✓ := e
  m cosh ✓. (E.4)

























where P˜ ( ,  ) = J( ,  2 )
P`



























We now show that for every   > max(a/b, 1), every  m large enough, and every ✓ >  ,
the sum of the terms in the parenthesis on the right-hand side is positive. This then implies
that the integrand has a fixed sign, and since it is obviously nonzero, it shows that the
additivity deficit is nonzero.
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First we have, for the middle two terms,
ea ✓ e
b 2















If   > a/b, then thanks to ✓ >   the factor in the parenthesis on the right-hand side is
positive. The first factor is also obviously positive, hence the left-hand side is positive.
Second, for the remaining four terms, we find
ea✓e
b 












eb  a  (1  eb (  1)  )  eb  a✓ (1  eb (  1)✓ )
⌘
. (E.8)
Let us consider the two terms in the outermost parenthesis on the right-hand side
K := eb  a  (1  eb (  1)  )  eb  a✓ (1  eb (  1)✓ ). (E.9)

























(b    a) m ,
which can be made as small as desired by taking  m large enough, the right-hand side
of the last inequality above is greater than one, whence K is positive. Further, it is clear
that K is zero at   = ✓ and continuous and di↵erentiable for   2 [0, ✓]. We now show that
it has no minimum in that range. Denoting x = e  and y = e✓, we look for a minimum
in x in the range x 2 [y, 1], for y > 0. Di↵erentiating with respect to x, a minimum may
occur if
(b    a)xb  a 1   (b 2   a)xb 2 a 1 = 0 ) x = 1






The right-hand side is smaller than zero if   > 1, which puts the minimum outside of the
range for any y > 0.
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Chapter 5
Discussion and outlook
“I don’t see much sense in that”, said Rabbit. “No,” said Pooh humbly, “there isn’t.
But there was going to be when I began it. It’s just that something happened to it along
the way.”
- A.A. Milne, Winnie-the-Pooh
In this thesis we have studied the thermal cut-and-glue quench in one-dimensional in-
tegrable systems that are at, or close to a quantum critical point. Continuing the work
of Bernard and Doyon [1] in which two critical, independently thermalized semi-infinite
systems were connected and allowed to evolve unitarily until a steady state was reached,
we investigated the state after the quench further by studying the evolution of entangle-
ment, both in the steady state and in the time leading up to it. We confirm the behaviour
first found numerically in [111] for CFTs with trivial pairing, which is an initial growth
logarithmic in t, which is independent of the temperatures of the left and right system,
followed by a “prethermal” plateau which is reached after a sufficiently long time (but
with t < `, where ` is the length of the intervals for which we are computing the entan-
glement), and an instantaneous decrease of entanglement to its NESS value as soon as
t = `. A possible explanation comes from the quasiparticle picture: very shortly after
the quench, the pairs of particles contributing to the growth of entanglement are those
created very close to the junction. These particles have not traveled enough to become
mixed, so one may expect them not to have information on the temperature. After such
a short time, the pair hasn’t had to survive for a long time, and one may expect many
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to still be entangled. After a longer time, however, the additional contributions that
one gets as the system evolves with time are those from the pairs that survive for a
longer time, and that have traveled a lot, so the temperature has an effect on (reduce)
their survival. The longer the state is left to evolve, the more pronounced the effect on
the temperature becomes, until the pre-thermal plateau is reached (assuming we still
have t < `). As soon as the quasiparticles reach the end of the intervals, the system
reaches the thermal state (NESS), as any entangled pairs coming from the quench will
have left the intervals, and buildup of entanglement between the relevant systems stops.
In a CFT, this happens instantaneously at t = `. Furthermore, we have found that the
difference between the plateaus (pre-thermal and thermal) is universal. We also found
a universal difference between the pre-thermal plateau and the behaviour just after the
quench (t  1), whose form seems to indicate that the negativity of an interval with
respect to the rest of the system at finite temperatures has, when the interval is suffi-
ciently large, two independent contributions coming from the boundary points, due to
the finite effective correlation length generated by the nonzero temperature.
Besides further studying the thermal cut-and-glue quench for two critical one-dimensional
quantum systems by computing the entanglement dynamics, we have generalized the
setup of [1] in two ways: one is to include effects of a (small) energy gap, which would
be present for a system which is close to a quantum critical point, but not exactly criti-
cal. Here, we considered the off-critical case in which the system can be described by any
integrable model of relativistic QFT (IQFT) with diagonal scattering matrix. The other
generalization is to consider the thermal cut-and-glue quench between not two, but N
critical one-dimensional systems arranged in a star graph with temperature imbalances
amongst the legs of the graph, and a simple connection condition at the vertex. For
these setups, we have studied the energy current and its fluctuations in the NESS. In
both cases, we found exact expressions1 for the energy current and the scaled cumulant
generating function. In both cases, the energy current does not obey Fourier’s law, as
the steady-state limit effectively pushes the reservoirs to infinity, and the temperature
gradient approaches zero. The fact that in both cases the steady-state energy current is
nonzero implies that the current has a ballistic component2. For both generalizations,
we then verified that the scaled cumulant generating function can be seen as that of a
1a closed form expression for the case of the critical systems in the star graph, and an expression in
terms of integral equations for the case of the IQFT
2in fact, in the critical case it is purely ballistic
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family of independent Poisson processes, one for every value of the transferred energy:
F (z) =
∫
dq ω(q) (ezq − 1) . (5.1)
Hence, the complete, large-time scaled statistics of the energy transfer is that of inde-
pendent, classical packets of energies jumping towards the right or left in a Poissonian
fashion with a weight ω(q), whose form depends on the model in question (with a par-
ticularly simple form for the critical case). Another result of [1] was that the energy
current depends on the temperatures of the left and right reservoirs as:
J(Tl, Tr) = f(Tl)− f(Tr), (5.2)
with f(T ) = pic12T
2. We found that a generalization of (5.2) still holds for the case of
N critical systems in a star graph. However, for systems away from criticality, we have
proved both analytically and numerically that the additivity of the non-equilibrium cur-
rent does not hold in a general diagonal theory, except at very large and very small
temperatures. We have solved the integral equations for the energy current numerically
for three models: the sinh-Gordon model, the roaming trajectories model and the sine-
Gordon model at a particular reflectionless point. The additivity deficit has been found
to be very small in the numerical analyses of the sinh-Gordon and sine-Gordon models,
although it can be rather large for large temperature ratios in the roaming trajectories
model. The numerics, in particular of the roaming trajectories model, also suggest the
existence of an infinite family of c-functions which are given in terms of the cumulants
(these functions are verified to satisfy the required properties: positivity, monotonicity,
constant limiting values corresponding to the CFT central charges at RG fixed points).
They display a very similar behavior to that of the standard TBA scaling function, re-
covering for instance CFT central charges of minimal models in the roaming trajectories
model. These allowed us to establish upper bounds for cumulants in any integrable
model with diagonal scattering.
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5.1 Open problems
In order to obtain the entanglement evolution in Chapter 3 we have assumed that the
pairing between holomorphic and anti-holomorphic modules of the CFT is trivially fac-
torized. This is not the case in general, and therefore the relations we have found
between the logarithmic negativity after a quench and the logarithmic negativity in
equilibrium do not hold in general. However, as explained, in certain time regimes the
results are expected to become independent of pairing data. Further, it is possible that
the above physically compelling particle-pair-creation picture could have more general
validity. A next step would be to learn more about the way in which pairing affects
our computations. In particular, we would like to find limits in which the results are
independent of pairing, and determine the corrections that our general relations would
get for CFT models with nontrivial pairing data. Furthermore, in Chapter 3 we used a
different (simpler) argument than the one used in [93, 94] of why the partial transpose
used in the computation of the (logarithmic) negativity can be computed by reversing
the order of the twist fields and the anti-twist fields on the transposed intervals. It would
be useful to gain a better understanding in terms of the field theory. This can be done
using the methods in [98, 99]. It would be interesting to see if one can generalize the
results for entanglement evolution to integrable QFTs, and to cases with nontrivial im-
purities after the connection (that situation has been studied in the recent work [123]).
Another avenue would be to apply the ideas developed in this and related work to other
observables.
Finally, it would be extremely interesting to understand the evolution of entanglement
in higher-dimensional CFT in the cut-and-glue setup, possibly using methods of gauge-
gravity duality. Gauge-gravity duality (also called “holography”) has proved to be a
useful tool in understanding certain processes in condensed matter systems by finding
a holographic realisation in terms of some gravitational process in a higher-dimensional
theory [124]. For the energy current in the NESS in the setup of the thermal cut-and-
glue quench, results have been obtained in a series of papers [61, 125, 126]. If we want
to understand the entanglement in a higher-dimensional setup, however, we encounter
problems for mixed states: while the entanglement entropy has a clear holographic
interpretation in the form of minimal surfaces [127], computing the entanglement in the
thermal cut-and-glue setup involves mixed states, which means that we need to find the
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holographic realisation of the negativity. Exploratory work has been done [128–132],
but it is still an open question whether we can find a convenient way to compute the
negativity in the thermal cut-and-glue setup.
Another important open question is the proof that the non-equilibrium density matrix
derived in [74] is the correct one to describe the NESS for integrable QFT. It would
also be very interesting to extend our analysis of the sine-Gordon model to the non-
diagonal case or even to more complex reflectionless points and to check if we still have
c-functions and a Poisson process interpretation, and if the deviation from additivity is
small or not. Additionally, it is natural to think that the c-functions we proposed apply
much more generally than in integrable QFT; it would be very interesting to have general
arguments or a general proof that they are c-functions. Finally, an interesting question
is to understand if the Poisson process interpretation still holds beyond integrability.
In reality, diffusion is expected to become more important after the quench for a system
at finite temperature. It would be interesting to consider a perturbation of the CFT
system and investigate these effects when the system is not exactly integrable. In this
case, one might be able to test Fourier’s law (see Chapter 1).
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